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A look at some events from
the 1988 General Assembly

MSU's Racers lose
to Memphis State in OT

Lakers fall short
despite strong effort
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News In Brief
Smith reportedly toyed with idea
of running for House in Florid?,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Madisonville businessman Lacey
Smith, now a candidate for Kentucky's 1st Congressional District
.seat, considered running for the U.S. House in Florida last year.
U.S. Rep. Dan Mica, a five-term Democrat who represents
Florida's 14th District in which Smith lived before returning to Kentucky, said Smith talked with him last year about whether he intended to run again.
Mica said when he told Smith he had no plans of giving up his seat,
Smith talked of moving to the nearby 12th District to try and unseat
Rep. Tom Lewis, a three-term Republican.
Smith aide Dick Lepeska confirmed that Smith briefly toyed with
the idea of running for Congress in Florida last spring, but was
dissuaded by friends *ho urged him to return to Kentucky.
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, the Democratic incumbent Smith is
challenging in the May 25 primary for the 1st District seat, said
Smith's flirtation with Florida politics should cause voters to question
his loyalty to the area.
"Naturally I'm wondering what deep commitments Lacey Smith
had in south Florida when he was considering campaigns for Congress in the 12th and 14th Congressional Districts there," Hubbard
said.
Smith, who was campaigning Tuesaay, could not be reached for
comment. A former Louisville lawyer and state senator, Smith made
no secret of his plan to try to unseat Hubbard when he moved to
Madisonville in August. For the previous 30 months, Smith had lived
in Palm Beach, Fla., but he earlier had been in the coal business in
western Kentucky for several years, he has said.

Minor earthquake hits southern
Illinois area; no damage reported
LAWRENCEVILLE, Ill. (AP) — A minor tremor that shook portions of southern Illinois may have been an aftershock of the June
earthquake that jolted 16 states, said an official at a quakemonitoring site.
There were no reports of damage or injuries.
The temblor at 8:40 a.m. CST Tuesday registered 3.2 on the Richter
scale, said John Minsch of the National Earthquake Center in Golden,
Colo.
"I would expect no damage," he said. "But it was probably felt in a
small area."
Its epicenter was near Lawrenceville, in central Illinois near the
Indiana border, he said.
The focus of the June quake, which registered 5.0 on the Richter
scale and jolted 16 states and parts of Canada, was in the same area, .
Minsch said.
Last summer's earthquake was the strongest to hit the state in 19
years. A tremor that measured 5.3 was recorded near Norris City on Nov. 9, 1968.
Minsch said Tuesday's tremor may have been an aftershock of last
summer's quake, which was felt in Kansas, Missouri, Minnesota,
Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Kentucky, Tennessee, West Virginia, Virginia, Pennsylvania, North and South
Carolina, and several cities in the Canadian province of Ontario.
. The Richter scale is a gauge of the energy released by an earthquake as measured by the ground motion recorded on a seismograph.
Every increase of one full number, say from magnitude 5.5 to 6.5,
means that the ground motion is 10 times greater.
Some experts say the actual amount of energy released is 30 times
greater.
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Implementation
could come by
April: Mayor
By DONNA NEW(X)MB
Staff Writer
Part of a 23-member citizens'
committee met with Mayor
Holmes Ellis and the city'&director of finance Don Leet Tuesday
evening to discuss Ellis' earnings
tax proposal and possible
alternatives.
If the taxation is implemented,
the mayor said he epects it to be
done around the first of April. The
city council has the power of
deciding the issue, he said.
The mayor proposed the earnings tax in a formal statement to
the council Oct. 8, 1987. At that
time, the mayor based his proposal on a 1 percent rate, saying
the additional income would be approximately $500,000 to $600,000 a
year.
At last night's meeting no
percentages or base figures were
(Cont'd on page 2)

Don Leet, Murray's director of finance,fourth from left, gives a financial evaluation of the city to members of
a citizens committee, which is studying the problem of revenue shortfalls and the possibility of an earnings
tax. The group which met last night included (pictured clockwise from left): Walt Apperson, Murray.Ledger
tt,Times; BIB Germann, Kenlake Foods; Steve Andrus, Pier One Imports; Don Leet; Dr. Bob Etherton, Murray State University; Stuart Poston, Murray-Calloway County Hospital; Buddy Buckingham, Murray
Economic Development Corporation; Robert Glin Jeffrey, Murray City Schools; Ted Vaughn, Murray
Fabrics; Mayor Holmes Ellis; and City Clerk Jo Crass.
Stall photo 111 Maas Newcomb

Wilkinson to legislators: let's be friends
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP )
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson took a
stab at detente with a wary Kentucky General Assembly as the
1988 biennial session opened,
assuring lawmakers,"I wint to be
your friend."
In speeches to the House arid
Senate on Tuesday, Wilkinson said
he did not want the session to
deteriorate into a fight between
the legislative and executive
branches.
The session is already expected
to be turbulent because of the
state's money woes. Complicating
matters is Wilkinson's dogged ad-

1988
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vocacy of his campaign-platform
programs, opposition to any tax
increase and some earlier verbal
clashes with lawmakers, only five
of whom supported his candidacy
for governor when it started.

Cold cut

UNITED NATIONS — For the first time in six years, the United
States voted against Israel in a Security Council resolution challenging the proposed deportation of Palestinian activists. Israel said it
would ignore the vote.
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration is considering
reducing the number of Navy ships assigned to the Persian Gulf, but
officials say it remains committed to protecting Kuwaiti tankers
there.
IN THE MIDWEST — A killer cold wave blamed for at least 1))
deaths locked the big chill onto the Midwest today, where brisk winds
made it feel like 40 degrees below zero, and a new storm brings more
snow from the Rockies to the Plains.
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"My being here today may be
different, but you and I are different from the past," Wilkinson
said in his speech to the House.
"You and I are people with new
ideas and new energies."
His message in the Senate was
much the same.
"This session is not going to be
much fun, probably, for the next 60
(business I days, but I want it to be
a friendly one," Wilkinson said.
"We're going to have, I'm sure,
moments- of disagreement -ea-things butI want those to be good,
friendly. intellectual
disagreements about what's good

for this commonwealth."
As if to prove his good intentions, Wilkinson went out of his
way upon entering the House to
greet Republican Rep. John
Harper, whom he defeated in
November in an unusually bitter
gubernatorial campaign.
"I just wished him luck and he
responded, 'We need your help,' '
Harper said.
Wilkinson's speeches, believed
unprecedented for the opening day
of a General Assembly session.
were "a nice gesture," said House
(Cont'd on page 2)

Scholars program to bring
students to Murray State
About 320 of the highestachieving Kentucky students who
have completed their junior year
in high school will be at Murray
State University June 19-July 23
for a five-week Governor's
Scholars Program (GSP
Murray State was selected for
the second time to be a host for the
summer living-learning program
which serves approximately the
top two percent of the Kentucky
students who are preparing to
begin their senior year.
Scheduled in conjunction with
the GSP at Murray State, also for
the second time, is the 1988
Visiting Teachers Institute (VTI I,
a two-week experience July 10-22
for about 40 educators from
selected middle, junior high and
high schools.

By The Associated Press

Forecast
Winter storm watch for
tonight and Thursday.
Tonight: Periods of snow.
Low around 15. East wind 10 to
15 mph. Chance of snow 80
percent.
Thursday: Snow. Significant
accumulations likely. High in
the mid 20s. Southeast wind 10
to 115 mph. Snow chance 80
percent.

35 CENTS

Citizens' committee reviews earnings tax
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Dr. Ken Wolf, associate professor of history at Murray State,
is serving as the dean for the GSP
on the campus. A GSP in 1988 is
also scheduled at Centre College
in Danville June 26- July 30 with
Dr. Milton Reigelman of the
English faculty at Centre as dean.
..,Wolf said 26 high school and college teachers from across Kentucky will make up the faculty for
the summer program at Murray
State.
"Our factiily, about evenly
divided between high school and
college teachers, is a first-rate
group which will come to the campus a week early for some intense
work in preparation for the
students' arrival," he noted.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Jim Smith withdraws his offer
to purchase Bluegrass Downs

Karim electrical worker Rick Weir wore a particle mask to protect
hinivelf against dust and cold air as he cut through the pavement At llth
and Sycamore in Murray. Weir was installing detector loops for the traf.
fie signal at the intersection. A spokesman from the Paducah-based
electrical firm handling the project said workers will be installing the
loops for another week — he urged metorists to use caution at interiec
shot phoin by David Tuck
dons along 12th Street.

PADUCAH, Ky. (API —
Businessman Jim R. Smith has
withdrawn his offer to purchase
Bluegrass Downs racetrack for
$4.21 million, a move his
spokeswoman called a "business
decision."
"Jim will remain as a minority
stockholder and will continue to
support the track. He's confident it
will continue to do well," Gay
Dwyer said Tuesday/
Ms. Dwyer's remarks were carried in a copyright syiry in The

Paducah Sun
Ms. Dwyer discounted comments by some track investors
that the deal fell through because
slack business at some of Smith's
coal mines had, at least tern-.
porarily. placed him in a financial
bind..
"I'M not aware of any mines
closing," Ms. Dwyer said, adding
that Smith is not in financial trouble. "Those are certainly not
Inktil-'d on page t
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Wilkinson said to be leaning toward Dukakis
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) - Wilkinson would be the first
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said he is Democratic governor in a
inclined to support Massachusetts Southern or border state to back
Gov. Michael Dukakis in the the candidate and said such an enDemocratic presidential primary, 44iorsement would give the canbut added, "I reserve the right to didate a big boost.
change my mind."
_
Dukakis is among the front runWilkinson said he told Dukakis 'ners in Iowa and is leading the
on Tuesday by telephone that he polls in New Hampshire but must
was inclined to back him. He was demonstrate that he can pull conobviously delighted," Wilkinson servative Democrats in the South.
said.
Wilkinson said in an interview
Mark Green, a spokesman for with The Courier-Journal that he
the Dukakis campaign, said will not make a decision until he

of Kentucky, and sometimes from
places where they feel isolated, to
form a living-learning community
where they can build and grow."
Service projects which students
are asked to outline for
themselves in their schools and
communities after their return
home were described by Wolf as
"a most important" facet of the
GSP.
"The GSP is not just summer
camp, but really is designed and
intended to have an impact on
education and life generally in
Kentucky," Wolf said. "Besides
learning, these young men and
women should be developing a
sense of self tharWill- manifest
itself in leadership and good
citizenship."
He quoted Lillian Press, executive director of the GSP since
its inception in 1983: "We are encouraging them to build a life in
Kentucky.
Both the GSP and the VTI were
at Murray State in the summer of
1985, the initial year for the VTI.
Dr. Bill Price,.assistant dean of
the College of Education at Mur\
ray State, is the director for the

Students...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Students selected for the GSP
"demand a great deal from the
faculty," Wolf _explained.
However, he said they are so excited about learning without being
concerned with grades or credit
that the hard work involved for
teachers is a pleasure.
"Sometimes we say that the
students in the GSP have the kind
of teachers they deserve and the
teachers have the kind of students
they deserve," he added.
Besides the classroom work
they do in major interest areas
such as biology, philosophy,
literature, history, mathematics,
language and culture and in elective minor courses, students are
involved in several out-of-class activities such as field trips, lectures, film presentations, computer use, seminars and other nontraditional methods of instruction.
Wolf said the camaraderie that
develops as the students interact
with each other and with faculty
both academically and socially
creates an environment that promotes learning and encourages
leadership development.
"The GSP experience has a
positive and powerful effect on
these very bright young people.
They come together from all areas

That program involves teams
made up of three teachers and
principals from 10 schools. They
develop curricula for their schools
and interact with other teachers,
administrators and students in the
GSP.

Smith a few days ago but Smith
would not say why he decided not
to buy.
Stacey said the decision will not
hurt the track, which has racing
(Cont'd from page 1)
dates June 3 through Oct. 15. But it
things that I've heard of."
will affect numerous owners, inannounced
plans
Smith recently
cluding Stacey, who invested
for a $1 billion residential and
would-he profit dollars in Wier
commercial development in Livventures.
ingston County, his home.
"What it comes down to, and it's
On Sept. 16, Smith signed a letmy
mistake, is you shouldn't
ter of intent to buy the quarter
horse track: -saying that his offer' spend the money until you get it in
hand," he said.
was good for 60 days.
-For those of us who chose to
On Sept. 23, Coy Stacey, track
president and general manager. look for a further investment, We
said an unresolved "detail" might just kind of jumped the gun."
Even without the sale, real
be more difficult to resolve than
agent Charlie McGuire
estate
first thought.
Two days later, he said Smith earned 14 percent on the $25,000 he
paid for .785 interest in the track.
and the various track owners had
"I voted not to sell," McGuire
come to terms and the Kentucky
Harness Racing Commission had said. "I wanted to remain an
owner of the track. I was very opapproved the sale.
Approximately two-thirds of the tirnistic it would be a success
50 people who had invested $3.16 (without Smith's purchasel."
McGuire said he had reconciled
million to renovate and reopen the
track voted Nov. 16 to sell to himself "to take my small earnSmith. Profits were to range from ings and go on and double that. I
27 to 39 percent, depending on the had plans to build a spec' house.
That's coming to a halt. I underslength of investment.
that other investors had
tand
Stacey said that Smith, a limited
made similar plans. There's going
partner with about a $225,000 investment, had until Jan. 31 to close to be a lot of people in a bind."
Smith's purchase would have
the deal.
On Dec. 31, Stacey sent lAters to meant significanto track iminvestors notifying them "of the provements within one to two
years, rather than five to eight,
decision by Jim Smith to withdraw
his offer to purchase the track Stacey said.
Despite the thwarted sale,
facility. At this time, we can offer
Stacey projects a 15 to 20 percent
no reason for his withdrawal."
With the letters were checks for increase in track profits this year
investors' shares of the first-year over last. He said he has contacted
track profit. equal to 14 percent architects and engineers "hopefully to make some noticeable imannually.
Stacey said he met briefly with provements this year."

Smith...
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meets again with Dukakis and
discusses the Massachusetts
governor with his key political
supporters across the state.
The Kentucky governor said he
wants to make an endorsement by
the end of the month so he can get
his organization revved up. He
said he will do whatever he can in
Kentucky and elsewhere for the
candidate he endorses, given the
limits imposed on him by the
legislative session that opened
Tuesday.
Wilkinson wantS to meet with
Dukakis and his top political aides
in Kentucky in the next few weeks.
The two governors have met twice
- in Louisville in August and in
Washington last month 7 and
have talked several times by
phone.
"I want to look at them eye-toeye and lay the cards on the table
face up and gauge some reaction
to what I have to say," Wilkinson
said.
Wilkinson said he wants to
clarify his understanding of some
of Dukakis' positions, although he
declined to elaborate. He also
wants "a little discussion with him
about his loyalties" and whether,
if Dukakis is successful, he would
"smile upon Kentucky."
Wilkinson said he is inviting
nearly 150 people - the heart of
his campaign organization - to
the Governor's Mansion for dinner
Jan. 15 to talk presidential
politics. He said he'll discuss his
inclination to support Dukakis and
ask his supporters if they would be
with him if he makes a
commitment.
Wilkinson said that, while some
of his supporters are lenning
toward U.S. Sen. Al Gore Jr. of
Tennessee, he has asked all of
them to keep an open mind and
thinks that most of them have

Wilkinson said that he likes
Gore "a lot- and that, at the moment, his choice lies between Gore
and Dukakis. But he said Dukakis
is the best bet to beat the
Republicans, has the best answers
on the economy and education,
and as a governor, would deal best
with the problems of the states.
He said he has pretty much niled out the rest of the Democratic
field that will be on the Kentucky
ballot March 8 - Super Tuesday
- as part of the Southern regional
primary.
.
Asked if it would be tough to sell
the Massachusetts governor to
Kentucky Democrats, Wilkinson
said he didn't think so. He said he
would have a better handle on that
after he meets with his supporters.
A Blue Grass State Poll conducted by The Courier-Journal in
mid-November showed Gore had
the support of 18 percent of Kentucky Democrats; the Rev. Jesse
Jackson, 10 percent; Sen. Paul
Simon of Illinois, 8 percent;
Dukakis, 7 percent; U.S. Rep.
Richard Gephard of Missouri, 4
percent; and former Arizona Gov.
Bruce Babbitt, 3 percent.
The poll was taken before
former U.S. Sen. Gary Hart of Colorado resumed his campaign.

Committee...

groups on major issues for
Details of how a lottery would be
evaluating and solving a problem.
Though the group,arrived at no structured and the proceeds spent
definite solutions last night, some will wait until after the referenthat were discussed, in addition to dum, Wilkinson said.
the eatnings tax, were doubling
the price of city stickers, and taking money from the gas system's
reserve fund.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - The Kentucky House honored retiring
Leet explained that a bond or- Sergeant-At-Arms Stuart Kelly, a former state representative, for his 24
dinance prohibited the city from
years of service during the opening day of the biennial session Tuesday.
using the nearly $1.8 million in the
House Speaker Don Blandford, D-Philpot, presented Kelly with a
gas system's reserve. Also, he replica of the sergeant's gavel he wielded during his tenure.
said, that money has been built up
Kelly, 75, of Taylorsville, served four terms in the House representing
over the past 32 years and may be Spencer and Bullitt counties beginning in 1964. He served intermittently
needed for major line as the sergeant-at-arms before assuming.that role full time in 1974 after
replacements such as in the event his last House term.
of an earthquake.
He is also a former Spencer County Democratic chairman.
The fund also allows for reduced
Kelly said he wasn't leaving the Capitol altogether; he plans on spenrates for gas customers, he said. If ding some of his new-found free time back in the legislative chambers as
that money were used, the a lobbyist.
customers would be paying for
He was replaced as sergeant-at-arms by Pete Slattery, 68, who has
services other than gas, he added. served as a doorkeeper for the General Assembly since 1972.
Leet said that the revenue shortSlattery is a retired Army Reserve officer from Frankfort.
fall would still extist ina few years
- --even if the money were used.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API - House Republicans have asked Gov.
Mayor Ellis also described Wallace Wilkinson to explain his legislative agenda to them in a closed
doubling the price of city stickers caucus.
as a short-term solution.
GOP Caucus Chairman Ken Harper of Crestview Hills, in a letter to
In 'October, Ellis said that the 1 Wilkinson on Tuesday, also asked the governor to explain, "how we can
percent tax rate would permit the work with your administration in order to benefit our commonwealth."
Republican legislators ordinarily meet in open caucuses, but Harper
elimination of city stickers. But,
at last night's meeting, he said the said that will likely change this year.
Members requested that the caucuses be closed, Harper said.
stickers were a "good source of in"This is a break with tradition," Harper said.
come" and would probably not be
- -- eliminated because they provide a
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API - Legislators arida host of special guests
tax for retired people and others
who would not pay the earnings joined Tuesday for the dedication of the Margaret Willis Room, the
General Assembly's newest and largest meeting room.
tax.
Willis, who died in September, was state librarian for many years.
Asked about other sources of
Among the guests at the dedication were former Govs. Bert T. Combs
taxation available, City Clerk Jo
Crass said that the constraints of and Louie B. Nunn, plus current office-holders Gov. Wallace Wilkinson,
House Bill 44 allows for only a 4 Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones, Auditor Bob Babbage and Secretary of State
Bremer Ehrler.
percent maximum rate for property tax and funds from annexation would not be enough.
Leet said that if an earnings tax
is imposed, the city would probably take the net profits approach, which would tax the
Larry Christopher Hawkins, 22, Trooper Steve Wright after he
employee and the business at the' was arrested in McCracken Coun- identified it as one involved in the
same rate.
ty Tuesday morning at approx- theft of a table saw in Marshall
Another option addressed at last
imately 10:15 and charged with County earlier that morning, acnight's meeting was the reduction". two counts of receiving stolen pro- cording to the report.
of city employees. Mayor Ellis
perty over $100, according to a
Upon investigation, the vehicle
said the reduction of fire departspokesman for the Kentucky State was then identified as one that was
ment employees would jeap.rdize
Police.
stolen in Mayfield on Dec. 23.
the city's insurance rating. And,
Believed to be originally of
Hawkins, who is presently lodgthere is no way to evaluate police
Hazel, Hawkins was staying in a ed in the McCracken County Jail,
protection, he added.
motel in Paducah, the spokesman is being questioned by authorities
Other members of the commitsaid.
there in connection with several
tee are expected to meet in similar
Hawkins' vehicle was pulled other-crimes, the spokesman said.
sessions and file a report with the
over on Husbands Road by KSP
city council on its6find1ngs.

Wilkinson also said his plan to
get several Southern Democratic
governors to back the same candidate on Super Tuesday may
have fallen by the boards.
He said Mississippi Gov.-elect
Ray Mabus has told him that he intends to stay neutral and that
Gov.-elect Charles E. "Buddy"
Roemer of Louisiana has said that
he's looking for someone "with the
answers" but has yet to find him.
Tennessee Gov. Ned Ray
McWherter, a friend of Wilkinson,
is supporting Gore.

((ont'd from page 1)
given. Further study will be made
and presented to the committee at
a later date,
• ,
Leet gave the group a financial
evaluation of the city last night, including cash flow projections for
the next three years which showed
that an additional $255,540 will be
needed for the 1988-89 budget.
The problem stems from the
loss of approximately $300-,000 a
year in federal revenue sharing.
Assumptions used in Left's projections included: a 4 percent inflation factor, the same number of
city employees, the same budget
and the same amount of services.
Leet projected that $425,984 of
additional cash funds will be need:.
ed for 1989-90 and $538,486 for
1990-91. Without additional
revenue, the city's general fund
would show a deficit of $268,585
next year, Leet estimated.
The citizens' group - the Blue
Ribbon Committee - was named
by Mayor Ellis in December to
study the needs of the city's
general fund. The mayor said then
that he has always named citizens

(Cont'd from page 1)
Speaker Don Blandford.
"I think he knows that there's
some apprehension and anxiety
here. He's wanting to get through
that and get down to business,"
said Blandford, D-Philpot.
Wilkinson provided the highlight
of a leisurely opening day in which
301 bills were introduced in the
House, 62 in the Senate and the
process of routing bills to committees began.
Three bills introduced in the
House propose a constitutional
amendment for a state lottery,
which was a major plank of
Wilkinson's campaign platform.
House Bill 1, the version Wilkinson favors, would allow the
General Assembly to establish a
lottery, or Kentucky to join with
other states to operate a lottery the details to be worked out later.
• Two other lottery bills - HB 192
by Rep. Bill Lear, D-Lexington,
and HB 201 by Rep. Bill Donnermeyer, D-Bellevue - are more
detailed.
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No mention is made of how proceeds from a lottery would be
divided even though Wilkinson had
pledged to use initial proceeds for
a bonus for Vietnam veterans.
After that, Wilkinson said he
would use half the money for early
childhood education and half for
senior-citizen programs.
- - :Wilkinson said Tuesday the
simplified amendment will make
the proposal easier to sell to the
voters, provided the General
Assembly places-the issue on the
ballot for a referendum.

1988
Kentucky
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Assembly

don't know-how I'm going to
sell it yet," Wilkinson said. "After
it's on the ballot, then I'm going to
go out and sell it."
House Speaker Don Blandford,
D-Philpot, who is the primary
sponsor, agreed that a simple
amendment is the best way to present a lottery to voters.
"We can come back in and implement it," Blandford said.
The provision that would allow
Kentucky to cooperate with other
states in a lottery is also new. Such
a plan would be similar to the joint
games operated by some New
England states.
The measure is co-sponsored by
Rep. Bill Donnermeyer, D•
Bellevue, the legislature's most
ardent supporter of a lottery. t
Donnermeyer is also sponsorkf
another lottery measure, HB241,
which does earmark proceeds. His
bill would use initial proceeds for
a Vietnam veterans' bonus and
then half for education-and half to
local governments.
Donnermeyer said the-question
of whether to specify how to spend
proceeds in advance is not an important point.
"To me, it's six of one, halfdozen of the other because we do
come down here and decide how to
spend the budget," Donnermeyer
said.
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The proceeds from Lear's trust
fund would go one-half for professional development in elementary
and secondary education; onefourth for endowed chairs at
universities and one-fourth for
vocational education.

Hawkins arrested in McCracken County

•NEW Office
•NEW .Diagnostic
Services
•NEW Convenient
Parking

.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP ) - A
state-sanctioned lottery appears
all but assured of passage during
this General Assembly, and Rep.
Bill Lear hopes it is his plan that
wins approval.
But he doubts it.
Lear's proposed constitutional
amendment would bank all proceeds from a lottery and spend only the interest from a trust fund.
Lear's measure has been
designated House Bill 192 and he
said he intends to fight for it. „
The fight may be a long one.
":'m fighting a pretty good
headwind," said Lear, a Lexington Democrat.
The problem is that HB1,
another lottery bill, is the one supported by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson,
four of the five members of the
House Democratic leadership and
a handful of other Democrats.
The apparently annointed bill
bears little resemblance to the lottery idea promoted by Wilkinson
during his campaign.
The bill proposes only a twosentence change in the Kentucky
Constitution to allow the General
Assembly to establish a state lottery. The amendment would also
allow Kentucky to join with other
states to operate a lottery.

Legislative Briefs...

HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Murray Home &7:30-5Auto
Sat.

State-sanctioned lottery seems
assured passage in Assembly

NOW OPEN!
Deanie's Hair Care
"'SPECIALIZING IN RAZOR CUTS
C016, Styling. Perms (Regular, Spiral and 1
• Piggy Back), Frosting etc
Any Service of $5.00

$1

•00 Off

or More thru
Jan. 31st. 1988

Open' Tues & Wed , Fr, 8, Sal 9-5,
Thurs 9-7
Lynn Grove KY

415-4115
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Media's roar looks more like a yawn

Closing the gap
Governors of the 10 American and Mexican states that
interface, along the 2,000mile-long international border share too many common
problems to pass up any opopportunity for increased
eration.
The last time chief executives from the border states
held a binational conference
was in 1984. Among the current governors, only California's Gov. George Deukmejian and Xicotencatl
Leyva Mortera of Baja California were in office then!
The conference of 10 border governors on the campus
of New Mexico State University in Las Cruces recently
was long overdue, considering that American and Mexican states share such common problems as undocumented immigrants, drug
trafficking, sewage treatment, and growth of the twinplant sector.
The information gap
separating 'the Mexican and
U.S. state leaders was best
dramatized by Rudolfo Felix
Valdes, governor of Sonora.
He conceded he knew more
about China and Japan than
he knows about events in Tucson, Los Angeles and San
Diego.
At least, all governors rec-
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ognized the economic value
of the growth of the maquiladora sector.--In the only specific resolution adoptert they
agreed to promote expansion
of the maquiladoras.
The unanimity on this point
is significant. During the past
20 years, nearly 1 million new
jobs have been created along
the U.S.-Mexican border by
twin-plant industries. Nevertheless, special tariffs against
maquiladoras are now pending in Congress. Perhaps one
reason the proposed restrictions were not taken too seriously at Las Cruces was that
U.S. labor leaders and politicians most opposed to twin
plants were noticeably absent
from the conference.
Now that the governors
have become better acquainted and agree on at least one
issue, a more ambitious agenda is in order for their next
meeting — at a yet-to-be
scheduled date in Saltillo, the
capital of the Mexican state
of Coahuila. The chances of
an even more productive session would be enhanced, of
course, if the next binational
conference is held before too many governors leave office.
That's why a relatively early
date should be agreed upon
soon.

A newspaper in downstate Illinois has raised the question of
whether Jesse Jackson once
cheated on some sort of English
paper while a freshman in college.
The paper said it's possible
Jackson lifted a few paragraphs
from a magazine article and passed them off as his own writing.
This, the paper said, might be
why Jackson left the University of
Illinois after his freshmen year —
because he was caught committing
plagiarism.
The whole issue is kind of vague
because the professor who taught
the class says he doesn't
remember, Jackson denies it, and
the newspaper apparently doesn't
have any documented evidence.
because Jackson is a
presidential candidate, and the
story has been printed and picked
up by the wire services and the networks, it is now considered news.
So I'm going to raise another
question. It is a question that more
editors should ask before they
decide to publish something that is
supposed to be an expose.
The question is: "So what?"
Yes, I know that we're going
through a goofy phase in journalism in which we are supposedly looking into the "character" of
presidential candidates.

Bu

rm BACK,

Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
t S. Senate, Wasitisigteav D.C. Maw

ARMS TREATY ADDS TO HOPE FOR THE NEW YEAR
We enter the new year, as always, with hope for a better, more
prosperous and peaceful world. We know too well that such expectations are not always fulfilled. Yet I am convinced that 1988 does hold
unusual promise as well as harsh challenge for all of us.
A stock market plunge has given a new sense of ucgency to an international quest for sounder economic policies. And the recently signed
agreement on intermediate range nuclear forces (INF) is a welcomed
step toward worldwide reductions in nuclear arms and better relations
with the Soviet Union.
I believe that 1988 can bring significant progress in both of these
profoundly important areas. And, in that spirit, I would like to begin
the year by looking ahead to some of the questions we will be addressing with regard to the INF treaty.
In the coming months, I will closely follow our Senate hearings
on the treaty and carefully review the document itself. One of my main
concerns is verification of Soviet arms reductions. Another is the question of how we will deal with an imbalance of conventional forces between NATO and the Warsaw Pact after intermediate range missiles'
have been removed from Europe.
As of now, my intention is to support the treaty, which has two
novel features that I think are worth pointing out in advance of the
hearings.
First, the treaty requires the Soviet Union to give up a two-to-one
advantage in an entire category of nuclear weapons. The Soviet Union
would be dest‘oying 1,752 missiles and the United States 859.
Second, the treaty does appear to establish unprecedented verification procedures -- thorough on-site inspections and the opening up
of more than 100 nuclear misaile production and deployment sites for
satellite observation.
It is true that our government rejected the idea of allowing on-site
inspections to be conducted at any time andist any place because that
would have given Soviet inspectors unlimited access to our most secure facilities.
Thus it is possible that a hidden Soviet INF missile could go undetected. But the Soviets could not test such missiles nor train troops
to properly operate and maintain them. They could not 'maintain a
militarily significant capability in these weapons -- and that is the mark
of effective verification.
•
These new verification procedures now might be applied to arms
control negotiations going far beyond the INF treaty, which in itself
reduces the superpowers' nuclear stockpile by only 4 percent. The superpowers now can be expected to discuss conventional arms control
as well as a START treaty that could require the destruction of half
of the world's nuclear arsenal.
Clearly, we must remain vigilant. Progress toward human righis
and the resolution of regional conflicts are crucial considerations as
we cont.nue our quest for world peace. But it is important to realize
that we have made a beginning that we might build upon in 1988.
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But is what someone did 27 years
ago while a college freshman really relevant to judging his character
today?
I suppose it might be if he had
burned down the administrative
building or robbed a bank. But lifting a few sentences from Time
magwine? The worst he can be accused of is having poor literary
taste.
Under certain circumstances,
plagiarism can be a serious legal
matter. If best-Selling writers are
caught stealing somebody else's
words, as some have, it can cost
them a bundle of money and taint
their reputations.
But College students? They filch
words all the time and are seldom
found out.
It should also be noted that
Jackson was at Illinois on an
athletic scholarship to play football. Are we to believe that all of the

hulks who have gone through four
years of football at Illinois are held
to the highest academic standards?
If you believe that, you've never
heard football players being
interviewed.
I gather that these allegations
are newsworthy because in the past
Jackson has said he left Illinois
because he was black and would
not be able to play quarterback.
So if it turns out that he left for
other rrasons, it would mean that
he has not been telling the truth
about why he switched to another
school.
Once again, I ask, so what?
A recent study of job applicants
shows that the vast majority of people tell one kind of small fib or
another when they compose a
resume. They know that most
potential employers aren't going to
check all the details.
Does that make it right? No, but
it doesn't mean that it's a big deal,
either, unless you're a medical
school dropout who is doing brain
surgery.
What we have here is not any
evidence of a flaw in Jackson's
character. Considering his troubled origins, the fact that he got any
kind of scholarship in the first place
is to his credit. And the fact that he
eventually got through another col-

lege is to his credit. So is the fact,
whether you like him or not, that
he's come a long way for an illegitimate black kid from the
South.
What we do have here, though, is
another example of political investigative reporting running
amok.
This isn't Gary Hart arrogantly
flaunting his trouser-dropping
while a major political figure. Or
even a Joe Biden being dippy
enough to filch the colorful words
and background of a British politician while he's a presidential
candidate.
This is about what a person may
or may not have done while in his
teens and a college freshman.
What makes the whole thing even
more ridiculous is that we're talking about words and the possibility that Jackson may have stolen a
few.
Does anyone who has' heard
Jackson speak really think he
needs somebody else's words? If
anything, the man has 10 times
more of his own than he needs.
OK, what sensational revelation
can we expect next? Ah,I know —
Paul Simon may have cut a class
and gone for a malt while in high
school.
Go get 'em, tigers.

-Looking Back

Ten years ago
Speaker of Kentucky House of
Representatives _Williain G. Kenton and State Representative Kenneth C. Imes (Democrat from
Murray) .are pictured talking
prior to start of Jan. 5th House session at Frankfort.
Elected as officers of Temple
Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons were Larry
Roberts, Larry Bell, Billy Miller,
Charlie Lassiter, Cecil Taylor,
Duane Brown, Daniel Galloway,
4ot) Edd Parrish, Stanley Scott,
Barton Jones, John Grogan and
A.W. Galloway.
Twenty years ago
Boy Scout Troop 45 was awarded
William T. Hornaday award for
distinguished service in conservation at a dinner on Jan. 4 at First
Methodist-Church. Don Burchfield
is scout master. Assistants are
Maj.-(ret.) Robert Waters, Bennie
Simmons, Bill Donan and Ed
Veazey.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lockhart
were honored on Dec. 22 in
celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary.
Thirty years ago
New county officialA sworn in
Jan. 4 included Cohen Stubblefield
.dtbs sheriff; James Blalock as circuit court clerk; Randall Patterson as county court clerk; Clyde
Steele as jailer; Robert 0. Miller
as county attorney; Robert Young
more
avoided
probably
tragic
Bennett
victims of an historic and
as tax commissioner; Waylon
fights than he can handle at one
rip-off.
Rayburn, county judge: Max
the
in
Back of the Bennett recommen- time. But without courses
as coroner; Calvin(Bill)
Churchill
does
how
Testament,
New
and
authority
Old
of
sense
dations lies a
Earl Adams, Lee
Dr.
Scott,
and the sound belief there are one appreciate the Sistine Chapel,
Willoughby,
Allmon
Donelson,
Lost?
Paradise
or read intelligibly
things every American should
Noel Warren, Oren Simmons and
Without a grounding in the ideas
know, ideas with which every
K.B. McCuiston, magistrates
American should be familiar, not and history of Christianity, how do
Protestant
the
Murray State College
parunderstand
to
but
we
job,
a
get
simply to
ticipate in a free society, if it takes Reformation, or the forces behind Thoroughbreds beat Western
five or six years for a student to the discovery of America, the Hilltoppers 57 to 55 in a basketball
acquire this knowledge, argues abolition movement, the, game at Bowling Green. High
Bennett, let it take five or six temperance movement, the civil team scorers were Quitman
rightimovemeat. Western culture Sullins for Murray and
years before he gets his diploma.
Breathwaite for Western.
The Secretary would leave 25 is rooted in Judeo-Christian
Forty years ago
values, and while the state cannot
percent of course time for such
of $45 per 100 pounds
high
new
A
truths
the
believe
one
sex
that
demand
economics,
home
as
geegaws
education, values clarification, of Christianity, surely a thorough was bid for dark fired tobacco at
driver training, the poetry of rock familiarity with those truths shoud opening of sales here yesterday.
'n roll; and he probably leaves too be required — to understand who An average of $28.33 per 100
weight was set for the day's sales,
much. Intellectual junk food is we are and whence we came.
to Cecil Thurmond,
according
sector.
private
best left to the
Altai alt the pages allocated by
One of the modest dissents to Bartlett's Familiar Quotations to secretary of Murray Tobacco
Bill Bennett's core curriculum the Old and New Testament are Board of Trade.
Mr. and Mrs. J.0. Wrather will
came the other night from his exceeded in number only by those
honored at a reception in
be
friend Joe Clark, the celebrated devoted to Shakes e
A student
of their 50th wedding'
celebration
Paterson
of
no-nonsense principal
ignorant of the B e is an ignorant
anniversary on Jan. 11 at their
New Jersey's Eastside High. The student.
home.
kid with an IQ of 100, working his
Bennett
Bill
though.
sense,
a
In
Principal
probably,
is
hardest,
Clark argues persuasively, better has bravely skated out onto thin
off learning how to repair cars and ice. He has risked the ire of those .m.moimu.wohlasessaa
W.4•uOr
rebuild engines. than sitting, who believe federal officials have
s
dumbfounded, in an advinced no business even suggesting what
calculus class. But,- for average children should learn; he has
and above-average students, Ben- earned the enmity of the educnett'ssottilum approaches the tion ist ideologues and incompetents, who have a heavy in•
Ideal.'
In its " central shortcoming, vestment, i.e. their salaries and
however,it skirts the fundamental sinecures, in the academic drek
limitation of secular education. and dingbat electives he would
How do we transmit to the next eliminate.
A good beginning; and the
generation of moral code to enable
them to distinguish the ethical debate is joined. The next step
from the unethical, right from should be to do for America's
wrong? Is the shaping of grammar schools what he has
character, the molding of good done for the high schools, i.e. lay
men and women, once the highest down standards, benchmarks,
goal of American education, no yardsticks by which parents can
longer the business of America's judge, year-by-year, the perforpublic schools? Or is society re- mance of teachers and adquired simply to bear the cost of ministrators whom taxpayers
the moral illiteracy produced by./ have supported for decades with
'admirable generosity, but
modern education?
In not grasping that nettle, Bill —• sometimes too much patience.

The Real Stuff

Bennett s proposals _based on sound judgement

Gazing over the ideal high
school curriculum unveiled by
Education Secretary William Bennett the other day, it seemed
vaguely familiar. Indeed, it was.
With notable exceptions, brother
Bennett believes America's
students should learn what we
were taught at the _same Jesuit
high school, three decades ago.
I Missing, however, are four years
of Latin and three years of Greek. )
Nonetheless, Bennett's curriculum strikes an excellent
balance between the ideal and the
attainable.
In summary, the Secretary
recommends: four years of
English, including a year of social
studies, including one of Western
civilization and one of Amprican
history; three years of math,
beginning with algebra and
trigonometry and ending with
calculus; three years of science,
chosen from a selection of courses
including biology, chemistry,
physics, astronomy-geology and
principles of technology; 'two
years of a foreign language; two
years of physical education; and
one year of the fine arts. Electives
would be confined top percent of
the curriculum. "There's so much
academic clutter, so many electives," adds the Secretary,
"sometimes the core curriculum
gets lost. You have to guide kids
toward the real stuff." '
That fewer than one in six
- students rekives this kind of
education suggests the American
people, the most generous on
earth in funding education, are
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MURRAY TODAY
Miss Holly Gay Buxton and
Guilherme Kleist-Constantino
were married in an afternoon
candlelight ceremony at the
Auburn University Chapel in
Auburn, Ala.
The bride is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Donald F. Buxton of
Auburn, Ala. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Sadie Louise
Shoemaker and the late Frederick
Shoemaker and of Mr. and Mrs.
James Overby, all of Murray, and
of Mr. and Mrs. Duane Buxton of
Butler, Ohi%
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Guilherme Kleist.
Constantino of Sao Paulo, Brazil,
South America. He is the grandson
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Johannes
Kleist of Magdeburg, Germany,
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Inacio

GoIdle Hawn
Kurt Russell
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753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT

Steven Spielberg's
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1:00
9:00
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Ferraz of Sal Joao del Rei, Brazil.
The Rev. William McLemore officiated at the double ring
ceremony.
Music was presented by Jeffery
Lindsay, organist, and Deborah
Barber and David Harris, soloists
and guitarists.
Palms and ferns flanked the
altar which was covered with a
table bouquet of white roses,
gladioli, carnations and baby's
breath.
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her father. She wore a formal t-length gown of ivory antique
lace designed with a dropped
waistline and a three tiered skirt.
The straight line bodice had a vneckline edged with silk Venice
lace caught with a pearl
medallion. The long slender
sleeves were edged in the Venice
lace at each wrist. A schiffli embroidred peplum also caught with
a pearl medallion topped the
tiered skirt.
She carried a bouquet of white
and red mini-roses neated in
baby's breath and trailing white
streamers.
Mrs. Keni Druffel of Pullman,
Wash., served her sister as
matron of honor. Bridesmaids
were Miss Allison Buxton,sisteK of
the bride, Miss Annette Krarup of
Auburn and Miss Patricia Jo
Weiter of Alexander City, Ala.
The bridal attendants woere two
piece t-length gowns of daphne
rose chantilly lace. The bodices
with scrooped necklines and
slender sleeves ended in scalloped
lace. Their circle skirts ended in
points banded in scalloped lace.
Each attendant carried a bouquet
of pink roses with baby's breath
and flowing pink streamers.
The groom, as well as the
fathers of the bride and groom,
wore charcoal gray tuxedoes with
black accessories. Their boutonnieres were red rosebuds.
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NEW VCR

JOHN
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It your family got a new VCR
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Opera... Fortna•Itemerwm
Omcl, out our Holiday Video Special
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FREE
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Cheri Theatre Lobby

Cheri Theatre Lobby
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All Fall & Winter Clothing
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A golden wedding anniversary
celebration to honor Mr. and Mrs.
Danilo Ferrol, cousin of the
John B. Watson will be Sunday,
groom, of River Vale, N.J., served
Jan. 10.
as best man. Groomsmen were
The event, hosted by their famiScott Buxton, brother of the bride.
ly, will be from 4 to 6 p.m. at the
Paul Buxton of Angelus Oaks, Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
Calif., brother of the bride, and
All friends and relatives are inJohn Stanovicic of Ware's Cave,
vited to attend. No formal invita.•
Va.
tions are being sent. The family
The men attendants wore gray
requests that guests not bring
tuxedoes with daphne rose acgifts.
cessories and boutonnieres of pink
They were married on Friday,
rosebuds.
Jan. 14, 1937, by the Rev. C.A.
For her daughter's wedding, Morrison in Graves County.
Mrs. Buxton wore a two-piece long
Their attendants were Lucille
sleeved dress of peach gorgette
Holt Grant and Charles Grant.
and a corsage of pink rosebuds.
Mrs. Watson, the former Agnes
The groom's mother wore a teal Kemp, is the daughter of
the late
blue Mid-length dress of her own
Mn. and Mrs. Clint Kemp of
design. Her corsage was of white
Calloway County.
rosebuds lightly tinted with teal
Mr. Watson is the son of the lateblue.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hollie WatNatural wicker baskets trimm----surrorGraves County. He was
ed with pink streamers held the
car dealer in Murray for 35 years
birdseed bags distributed to
before retiring.
guests by Katherine and Aaron
Their three daughters are Mrs.
Weiss.
Jackie Daughterty and her husAfter the ceremony, the bride's band, William D., Mrs. Sue Anne
parents hosted a buffet reception Hutson and her husband, Ronnie,
at their home in Auburn.
and Mrs. Sheila Baldridge and her
The indoor/outdoor reception
husband, Dwain.
featured magnolia leaf decoraTheir grandchildren are Mrs.
tions with white ribbons, potted Denice Reed and her husband,
palms and a fountain with floating Shannon, Don Bert Gilbert, Deidre
roses.
Daugherty, Clint Hutson and
Mrs. Peg Weiss decorated the Rachel Hutson. Their one greatbride's cake with grapes and the grandchild is Travis Reed.
chocolate groom's cake with fresh
One grandson, Steve Gilbert, is
strawberries. A buffet was decdsed.
catered by Tom Westmoreland.
The bride's grandmother
crocheted the white lace cloth
covering the table.
The bridal couple is residing in
Auburn until the groom graduates
with his Master's degree in
aquaculture in March. Currently
they are expecting to move to
Sweden following his graduation.
Out-of-town guests included the
One newborn admission and
groom's parents; the bride's
maternal grandmother, 'Mrs. dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, Jan.
Shoemaker, Murray; Maria
4, have been released as follows:
Baker, Birmingham, Ala.; and
Newborn admission
Drs. Gary and Naomi Lee of
Driver baby boy, parents, Karen
Gainesville, Fla.
Bridal events given in honor of and Jeff, 904 Box 2, Hilldale Apts.,
Hardin.
the couple include the following:
Dismissals
A kitchen shower hosted by Mrs.
Mrs. Diane Marie Cavitt, Rt. 2,
Anna Louise McKown, Mrs.
Box 253, Murray; J.C. Foy, Rt4,
Margaret Wright and Mrs. Janice
Rose for members of the bride's Box 124, Sedalia;
Miss Cheri M. Ainscough and
church and other friends at the
baby boy, Rt. 2, Box 268, SprMcKown home;
A miscellaneous shower by Mrs. ingville, Tenn.; Raymond E.
Shan Rumph at her home with Glover, Rt. 1, Box 47, Sedalia;
Miss Heather Leigh Green, Rt.
guests including the wives of co5, Old Union Rd., Paris, Tenn.;
workers of the bride's father;
Willard Archer Ross, do Dpt
Mrs. Inge Throckmorton and
Mrs. Marilyn Schaeffer were McRae, Hoplcinsville;
Mrs. Ruby M. Futrell, Rt. 6,
hostesses for a luncheon at the
Throckmorton home for the bride, Murray; Mrs. Ruby M. Suiter, c/o
grom and friends assisting in the Dot McRae, Hopkinsville;
Mrs. Mildred Jones, Rt. 1, -Box
wedding preparations.
176, Dexter; Mrs. Elizabeth S.
Kendall, Rt. 1, Bclk 51, Springville,
Tenn.

One baby,
dismissals
are listed

More Americans
eating chocolate

NEW YORK(AP) — Europeans
consumed more than 2(1 pounds of
chocolate per capita in 1986 while
Americans consumed 11 pounds
per person, a rise of 8.5 pounds per
person from 1980, says'Chocolatier
magazine.
Total consumption of chocolate
in the U.S. rose from 1.76 billion
pounds to 2.3 billion pounds in the
same period.
4
More than ilk4---''pereent of-Americans nbw are eating
chocolate on a daily basis, according to the magazine.

ELECTROLYSIS
(Permanent Hair Removal)
Medically Approved & Safe
Only Individual Probe Tips Used
FREE CONSUL TA T1ONS
By Appointment Only
Treajed By A NatIona)ly
CFRTIFIED ELECTROLOGIST

Patricia Mullins, CE.
753-8856
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Mr.-and Mrs.johaB. Watson'
will be married for 50 years
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en horse show_to he Friday
New Providence Riding Club hai scheduled a horse show on Friday.
Jan. 8, at 7 p.m. in West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition
Center, College Farm Road, Murray. Thirteen classes will be Halter
Open, Ponies, Open Western Pleasure, Style Rack, Intermediate
Western Pleasure, Pleasure Saddle Horse, Super Barrel Race Open, Intermediate Barrels, Open Flag Race, Ladies Barrels, Open Poles, Intermediate Poles and Barrel Speed. Admission will be $2 per person
with children under 6 free. -

Laryngectomee group to meet
Laryngectomee Support Group wIl meet Friday. Jan. 8, at 4 p.m. in
the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is fo
laryngectomy patients and their families. This support group meets the
second Friday of each month to share ideas, information and encourage- •
ment of new laryngectomees and their spouses.

Tour plannedfor members..
Jackson Purchase Section of American Society for Quality Control
will take a tour of Fisher-Price Toys in Murray on Thursday, Jan. 21, at
6:30 p.m. Members wishing to attend should contact John Wallace at
1-247-6730 for reservations. This tour is for the Jackson Purchase section
and is not an open tour, according to Walter Spain, publicity chairman
for the group.
-
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Sherry Lane born

b(

Mr. and Mrs. David E. Lane of Rt. 3, Box 1151, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter. Sherry, weighing seven pounds eight ounces, measuring 19% inches, born on Thursday, Dec. 31, at 12:44 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Elizabeth
Oakley. They have one son, Matthew. Grandparents are Ruby and Bobby Oakley of Rt. 3, Murray and Willie and Griffin Lane of Murray
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Community events listed)
Wednesday,Jan.6
youth study group at 7 p.m.
————
Thursday,Jan.7
Murray Chapter No. 1465 of
Events at Memorial Baptist Women of Moose will have enrollChurch will include prayer ment night at 8 p.m. in Communimeeting and youth prayer meeting ty Room of North Branch of
at 7 p.m. and sanctuary choir at 8 Peoples Bank.
————
p.m.
;Eddie Roberts.Jr. Post No. 6291
Choir rehearsal will be at 6:30 Veterans of Foreign Wars will
p.m. at First Presbyterian meet at 7:30 p.m. at Miller Courthouse Annex. Please use back
Church.
entrance.
————
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Garden
Department
of Murray
Christ will have Bible 'classes at 7
Woman's Club will meet at 1 p.m.
p.m.
at club house.
————
————
University Church of Christ will
Prepared
Childbirth
Class will
have Bible classes at 7 p.m.
start at 7 p.m. in third floor
Events at St. John Missionary classroom of Murray-Calloway
Baptist Church will include prayer County Hospital.
————
meeting at 6 p.m. and Bible study
Front Porch Swing is scheduled
at 7 p.m.
to rehearse at 7 p.m. at First
————
Events at Elm Grove Baptist Christian Church.
————
Church will include Bible Study,
AA
and
Al-Anon
will have closed
at
7
Friends
RAs. GAs and Mission
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
p.m.
Citizens Center, Benton. For infor————
mation call 759-4059, 762-3399.
Baptist
Church
Events at Grace
753-7764 or 753-7663.
will include prayer service and
Wednesday,Jan.6
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
at church.

Anniversary Sale
Off
Some up to 70%

Store Wide Sale

-- - Preceptor Omicron Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at 7:30

Thursday, Jan. 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
building.
————
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at Ellis Community Center.-— — —
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Education Building,
First United Methodist Church.
For information call Pam at
759-1105, Brenda at 753-2513 or
Glen at 435-4143.
————
Calloway County High School
Freshman Boys' and Girls'
Basketball teams will play Marshall County at home at 6 p.m.
Prichard Committee of Kentucky High School Project will
meet at office of Murray Board of
Education at 2 p.m.
————
Murray High School Freshman
Basketball games will be with
Fulton County at home at 6 p.m.
Senior citizens' activities
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
(Cont'd on page 5,4

All Fall an. Winter Merchanc ise

50%

January 1 st - 10th

1 Rack Dresses, Sportswear, and Sweater_
/
1 2 of /
1
2

THE DAISY

Sampler
114 W Broadway

Miiiray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

Wedding vows solemnized

STEVE
MARTIN

1

WEDNESDAY. JANLJARY6, 1868

Mayfield, KY

119 Sowhern
'
Shopping Center S Fulton, Tt;nn
..((fl))) 4'9-255u
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observations
by lochie hart

can-t remember why.
Your mind makes contacts your
body can't meet.
A dripping faucet causes an uncontrollable bladder urge.
You know all the answers, but
nobody asks you the questions.
You look forward to a dull
evening.
You walk with- your head held
high trying to get used to your
bifocals.
Your. favorite part of the
newspaper is 25 years ago today.
You turn out the lights for
economic rather than romantic
reasons.
You sit in a rocking chair and
can't get it going.
Your knees buckle but your belt
won't.
You regret all those mistakes
resisting temptation.
You're 17 around the neck, 48
around the waist, and 96 around
the golf course.
Dialing a long distance call
wears you out.
You're startled when for the
first time you're addressed as
"Old-timer".
You remember today - that
yesterday was your wedding
anniversary.
You just can't stand people who
are intolerant. _
__
The best part of the day is over
when the alarm clock goes off.

-

t
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News around Hazel

Family events held in the area

even her schedule of special nursEvery day you write
ing, there would be a lot of history
about yourself
By VELDA ALTON
Scrapbooks are history in of local people. A licensed prac27, 1981
Dec.
themaking and priceless too. tical nurse, she did special nursing
hope
every one has enjoyed the
I
When one's_jstate is being and in the homes of patients —
holidays as much as we have this
a
day
in
sometimes
24
hours
evaluated, the scrapbook and such
year with our family get togethers
"junk" will be tossed into the pile critical cases. She nursed my
and worshipping with our friends
in
our
home
during
World
father
of trash. In this junk of mine, may
at church. We have so very much
be lots of items worth keeping. War II when nurses were so
to
be thankful to Our Good Lord
later,
she
and
13
years
Maybe not for me, but for posteri- scarce;
for our many, many blessings.
until
her
death.
If
nursed
Mother
ty and my grandchildren. Maybe
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Ray and
they'll care about their roots in she ever was provoked or had
children, Melissa and Kerry, Mr.
would
not
"reached
the
limit,"
one
Calloway County. Dr. Keith Heim,
and Mrs. Dale Johnson, Mr. and
Murray State University Library, know it. Kind, gentle-voiced and
Mrs. Gerald Ray and children,
Her
daughter,
loving
touch.
several years ago, asked to let him had a
and Rodney, and Mr. and
Doug
browse through my collections Betty, Mrs. G.B. Scott, is very
Harold
Ray had breakfast on
Mrs.
before they are moved. In this much like her mother.
Dec. 24 with Mr. and Mrs. Bill
•
•
•
"stuff" will be clippings pictures,
Robinson and children, Heather
How to know when
names and events.
Racha, of Puryear, Tenn.
and
you're growing old
Now is the tine
Sgt. Jan Ray Alton of Fort Lehistory,
this
copy
is
about
Sinces
Now is the time to get started on
jeune, N.C., is visiting his parents,
your history of 1988. Last year is past and present, let's read the
Mr. and Mrs. Winburn Alton. Mrs.
following
directions.
Mrs.
Kirk
gone and 1988 is several days old.
Alton and Sgt. Alton visited Mr.
Take a peek at the history of your Pool sent the copy. I have used
Mrs. George Futrell and famiand
But
this
column
before.
last year's re4tord. List the ac- them in
Gallatin, Tenn., on Dec. 25.
ly
of
complishments and the failures. it's good to review this roadpath to
Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Wilson and
You may want and need to make a the future.
Preston Perry had supper on Dec.
know
How
to
few_changes in your day-to-day
24 with Mr. and Mrs. Johnny White
you're growing old
living. One doesn't need a special
and son, Bradley.
"Everything
hurts
and
what
journal to keep a record; however
Mr. and Mrs. David Alton, Rita
hurt,
doesn't
work.
doesn't
a day-day-day calendar would be a
Jimmy, Linda and
Cunningham,
midnight
oil
at
9
burn
the
You
The gleam in your eyes is from
luxury. One came to me from SanRobyn Alton, and Mr. and Mrs.
p.m.
hitting
your
bifocals.
sun
the
ta this year. Father treasureed the
Your back goo out more than
vest-pocket size one put out by the : You feel like the night before,
do.
-you
anywhere.
banks, He kept up with the doings -and you haven't been
fortune teller offers to read
A
Your
little
black
book
contains
of his farm dates and
your face.
only names ending in M.D.
expectations.
Your pacemaker makes the
You get winded playing chess.
"Each from the cradle to..."
Your children begin to look mid- garage door go up when you watch
"Each one of us,from the cradle
a pretty girl go by.
to the grave," writes his or her dle aged.
The little grey-haired lady you
You
finally
reach
the
top
of
the
life," says syndicated columnist
across the street is your wife.
help
George Matthew Adams in a ladder, and find it learning against
get your exercise acting as
You
wall.
the
newspaper years ago. I've kept it.
pallbearer
for your friends who
You
join
a
Health
Club,
and
scrapbook.
The
It was in mother's
exercised.
words and thought are priceless. It don't go.
You have too much room in the
You be gin_to outlive
follows:
By NANCY TAL,Better Homes
and not enough room in the
house
, enthusiasm.
Every Day You Write
and Gardens Food Editor
closet.
medicliie
You
decide
to
procrastinate,
but
About Yourself
steak
teeth
in
a
sink
your
You
then never get around to it.
By George Matthew Adams
Choose right cream cheese
You're still chasing women. but and they stay there."
"Each one of us, from the cradle
"What's Neufchatel cheese?
to the grave, writes his or her own
Can I use it in cheesecake?" asks
life story. That story may never be
a reader.
(Cont'd from page 4A)
put to type and bound into a book,
"I used soft cream cheese in a
but it will be recorded and is, each
cheeseball and it was too soft to
Friday,Jan.8
Thursday,Jan.7
day of our lives, in our walk, our
shape," says another. Each of the
talk, or facial.expression, as well
Events at First Baptist Church of Murray-Calloway County cream cheese products in the
as in the influence that we may
dairy case has its own personality
will be Mothers' Day Out at 9 a.m. Hospital.
have upon all with whom we come
and works best for certain purand Exercitz Class at 10:45 a.m.
————
in contact.
Calloway County Homemakers' poses. Here's a summary of the
————
"Every human being bears not
Events at First United training lesson on "Selecting Ap- types of cream cheese available
only his own trade-mark distincMethodist Church will include propriate Health Care 4.nsurance" and where to use them.
tion but that of an endless number
— Regular cream cheese comes
Genesis Ringers at 5:45 p.m., will be taught today.
of others. We are all composites, Rainbow Ringers at 6:15 p.m. and
in 3- and 8-ounce packages and
————
no matter how original we may
Chancel Choir at 7 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8 contains 100 calories per ounce.
think ourselves to be. There are
————
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South Use it for all cooking and baking
rare ones among us who write
purposes: cheesecake, appetizer
Legion of Mary will meet at 9:45 10th Street Extended, Maffield.
more clearly ajid think more deep- a.m. in Parish Center following 9
dips and spreads, frostings,
————
ly than most People, but that fact a.tm mass at St. Leo's Catholic
Main Street Youth Center at 205 sauces, pies, salads and main
only adds to their distinction.
Church.
NorthsFourth Si, Murray, will be dishes.
"The Mother, with her newly
— Neufchatel cheese, or light
open from 4 p.m. to midnight.
born babe, dreams a great deal.
cream cheese, has more protein
Friday,
- Jan.8
————
She wonders about what that
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
Calloway County High School and water and less fat than cream
precious substance of life, to open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acLaker Boys' basketball team will cheese but is similar in texture.
which she has given birth, may tivities by senior citizens.
play Mayfield at 6 p.m. at Jeffrey You can substitute it for cream
become. What sort of a life story
————
cheese in any recipe. We often use
Gym.
will that human entity write? Most
it iii, calorie-reduced recipes
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
————
autobiographies, of course, re- Accepted Masons is scheduled to
Calloway County Middle School because it has just 73 calories per
main unwritten in words — living meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Seventh Grade Boys' and Girls' ounce. Because of the higher
out their story mostly in silence,
————
Basketball teams will play moisture level, some recipes may
and unrecorded acts, often too
require slightly longer cooking
Square and round dancing with
Mayfield there at 3:30 p.m.
quickly forgotten.
times.
Cook or bake the time callmusic by Sharecropper will be
—
———
"There are books in my library from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Murray High School Tiger Girls' ed for in the recipe and check for
that take up volumes to tell the Roller Rink.
and Boys' Basketball teams will doneness, then add more time, if
story of a single life. Many of these
————
play Fulton County here at 6 p.m. needed. Neufchgtel comes only in
books are now only read by scholrs
8-ounce packages.
Laryngectomee Support Group
————
or investigators. But there is a lit- will meet at 4 p.m. in Board Room
— Soft cream cheese is designed
sponsored
by
show,
horse
Open
tle volume thatI keep upon my
New Providence Riding Club, will for spreading on bread, bagels,
desk that can easily be put into my
start at 7 p.m. at West Kentucky toasty fruits and vegetables.
vest pocket. It contains all the
Livestock Show and Exposition Because of the soft texture, it's not
recorded words of Jesus. And
a substitute for regular cream
Center.
LOS ANGELES(AP) — Sizzling
what a story of a life it is! In all
cheese, but you can use it in
————
human history no other life has so sex is out, romance is in and
mainstream politics will be a bust
influenced the world.
in
1988, according to two of the na- Ipaaa alaaaalalaaaaaa a aaaVioaaaaaa
something
written
in
'There is
10
character itself that somehow can- tion's most popular authors,
Monday thru Thursday
10
not adequately be transferred tc Jackie Collins and Ray Bradbury.
"I think there'll be a return to
the pages of a book. Not even the
autobiographer can write into his great romantic involvement as opbook the spiritual substance that posed to one night stands," said
Ms. Collins, whose books — inmost distinguishes him. Moe than
"Hollywood Wives" and
cluding
in any other statement about the
— have sold some 60
"The
Stud"
story
of
an
individual,
does
life
this line — and so he lived' — ex- million copies worldwide.
2 pc. Chicken Dinner
"And when they need random
press his genuine and honest
pick
up
one
of
my
sex,
they'll
story.
3 pc. Chicken Dinner
books," added Ms. Collins, whose
"We write our life story from
stari
on
ABC-TV's
sister
Joan
day to day. And each new day adds
Served with hot roll and choice of two:
corrections or discards certain ex- "Dynasty."
Potato
• Slaw • Vegetable • Onion Rings
science-fiction
Bradbury,
the
pressions as irrelevant. All
through life we are revising this fantasy writer whose works instory of ours, as did Whitman his clude "The Martian Chronicles,"
"Leaves of Grass." And then the "Fahrenheit 451" and "The Ilstory is perhaps carried on, in- lustrated Man," thinks voters
terlining the life stories of deserve better than the 1988
countless other human beings. So political scene offers.
"I'm starting my own political
that we don't really die at all!"
party called the road runners,"
• • •
Hwy. 641 N.
Open 4:00 p.m.
Bradbury said recently. "It will
Mrs.Chambers dies
Orders
To
Go
753-4141
Mrs. Ruth Chambers, Mrs. JO.. run down the middle of the road
11*-1E-11‘-‘..11.E.
died Monday. If she kept a diary, between the damn fools on both
sides."

Kenneth White and Kayla, had
supper on Dec. 24 with Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Alton.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennie Charles
visited his mother at Buchanan,
Telin., on Dec. 26.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth White
and Kayla, Mr. and Mrs. Kelly
White and Lindsey, and Mr. and
Mrs. Bryan White and Matthew
had breakfast on Dec. 25 with Mr.
and Mrs. Johnny White and
Bradley.
Several of the children and
grandchildren of the late Laymond an Naomie White gathered
at the homeplace, now occupied'
by a grandson, Kenneth White,
Mrs. White and daughter, Kayla,
on Dec. 25. Those attending were.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Garland and
children, Spring, Texas, Mr. and
Mrs. Jim White, Mr. and Mrs,
Larry Suiter and children of Murray, Chris Gallimore of Ohio, Mr.
and Mrs. Kelly White and Lindsey;-and Mr. and Mrs. Johnny White
and Bradley.
Sorry to hear of so many people.'
on the sick list with flu.

'pneumonia, stomach virus, sore
throat, etc. Among the many, I've
heard of being sick are Mr. and
Mrs. W.D. Lasster, Mr. and Mrs.
Tojo Raspberry and Garry, Mr.
and Mrs. Garlon Hutson, Mrs.
Mattie Lee Buster, Miss Cristie
Gann, Mrs. Alice Burnette and
Dick Pond. Sure hope all of our
friends and relatives will be feeling better soon.
A New Year's Eve Watch Service is at Mt. Sinai Baptist Church,
Clayton Town Road and Buchanan
Road, on Dec. 31, starting at 7 p.m.
Happy New Year to everybody!
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Cream cheese usedin recipes; hints are
given ,on various types

Community...

Sizzling sex out

Red /A Golden
Delicious Apples

29°
$800
bushel
3 lb. bag

Apples

79*.
Cucumbers &
Bell Peppers

recipes for sauces, dips ,and_
frostings that specifically call for
it.'Soft cream cheese has the same
number of calories per °lice as
regular cream cheese. It's
available in 8- and 12-ounce plastic
cups: flavored varieties come in
8-ounce cups.
— Reduced-calorie soft cream
cheese product has less fat than
regular soft cream cheese and
contains 60 calories per ounce.
Use it only for spreading or in
recipes calling for soft cream
cheese.
— Whipped cream cheese comes
in 4- and 8-ounce cups and is best
used for spreading. Flavored
varieties are also available.

gusl oo
Red Grapefruit

5isi oo

Oranges
949

5 lb bag

Red Grapefruit
5 lb.

$1 79
00

Bananas

1

3 lbs

Ciders3°°
15*
Cabbage
Ellis Popcorn

2 for 1
Special
Every Mon. Night

10 lb can

C311 Us

'449

gal

44.. 753-8214

Darcy's
Pizza Villa

408 North
12th

'Barn

753-0900

LOSE WEIGHT 20% FASTER THAN BEFORE WITH

WATCHERS
1CK
SUCCESS PRO

FriecUChicken
Special

2.59
3.49

*men

etts

Our Brand New Quick Success Program is the most exciting news in over
20 years of helping people lose weight.
You can actually lose weight 200/o
faster than ever before. And now you
can join for only $10.00. That's a $10.00
savings!"
PI ay Morrissey
Ares Director

Restaurant

All Remaining Christmas Merchandise

'7 c'lo

VW\
qs
i
V
3is

LIMITED TIME OFFER
THIS YEAR MAKE IT WEIGHT WATCHERS
THERE'S A CLASS NEAR YOU!

MURRAY, KY:
First Presbyterian Church
1601 Main Street
Monday...5:45 P.M.
CALL 502/426-7800 COLLECT OF COURSE

ecAe/2.•

OFF

A 111,keTol)ist
BEL AIR CENTER
MURRAY

lb.
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

WHERE LOW
PRICES ORIGINATE
BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

"A MONEY SAVING PROGRAM FOR YOU!'
PRICES GOOD WED., JAN. 6TH THRU TUES., JAN. 12TH

HOME OWNED & HOME OPERATED
15.00 Purchase Required
No Coupons or Stomps Necessary

LYNN GROVE
GRADE A LARGE

EGGS

SUNDROP, SUNKIST
DIET RC, CHERRY RC,
OR RC COLA

IDEAL

BREAD

FREE!

3Sr

Limit one with S15.00
additional purchase

16 OZ. LOAF

excluding tobacco products.

ALL JERSEY

CRUSH FLAVORS
7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER,
DIET PEPSI, PEPSI FREE,
OR PEPSI COLA

COTTAGE
CHEESE

8 PK. 16 OZ.

ALL JERSEY

SOUR CREAM

12 PK. 12 OZ. CANS

NORTHERN

- BATHROOM
TISSUE

BLUE BONNET

MARGARINE

I.

39

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

1 LB. CORTS.

FOODLAND

PLANTERS

SALTINE CRACKERS

CHEESE BALLS OR CURLS

TIDE
4201.

DECORATED MARDI GRAS

KELLY'S

PAPER TOWELS OR
140 COUNT NAPKINS
c
EACH69

CHILI WITH BEANS
OR TAMALES

INDIAN SUMMER

LAUNDRY DETERGENT

$

APPLE JUICE

69

KRAFT

TRAIL BLAZER

ORANGE JUICE

DOG FOOD

64 OZ. JAR

$

99

20 LB. BAG

$299

SHOPPERS CASH SPECIALS

FROZEN FOODS
RICH'S EVERFRESH

epirz ir .

DONUTS

.

1401. $

29

MBST

HUNT'S

VAN CAMP

NORTHERN

CATSUP

PORK & BEANS

32 OZ. SQUEEZE BOTTLE

16 OZ. CAN

BATHROOM
TISSUE

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

49

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

4 ROLL
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

3/

TOMBSTONE, HAMBURGER,
SAUSAGE, PEPPERONI

PIZZA

499

DOUBLE TOP
HAMBURGER, SAUSAGE, PEPPERONI$

Dfl Lit
CA., MN

DUNCAN HINES LAYER

GALA

CAKE MIX
le OZ. BOX

PAPER TOWELS

PIZZA
SOFT SWIRL FROZEN

DESSERT

$1

09

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

FROZEN NATURE'S BEST

ORANGE JUICE

49

12 OZ. CAN
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

I.

L_.

i45114111,._

.
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OPEN 7 A.M. TO
11 P.M. DAILY

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

WEDNESDAY,JANUARYS,
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WE ACCEPT U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

U.S. GOVT.
INSPECTED

SHANK PORTION
U.S.D.A. CHOICE

CHICKEN
LEG QRTS.

ROUND
STEAK

(WATER ADDED)

$ 1 59

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS

OLD MISSOURI

BONELESS
HAM

SIRLOIN TIP
STEAK

$

$ 1 99

'1 49LB.

BUTTIRBA LL

FAMILY PACK

BOSTON BUTT

PORK
STEAK

TURKEY
BREAST
$100

PORK
ROAST

$ 1 19

$

OFF

19L

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH CARD

METZGER SLAB SLICED

BACON

LB. $ 1 19

REELFOOT RED LABEL

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

ROUND STEAK.L

PORK SAUSAGE

U.S.D.A. CHOICE RONIKSS
TOP OR BOTTOM

LB. $ 1 19

BUTT PORTION (WATER ADDED)

BONUS PACK

CHICKEN BREAST LB. $1 19 HAM

REELFOOT

LB. $ 1 39

BOLOGNA

LB.

1 59

PRODUCE
WHITE RUSSET
FLORIDA

CHIQUITA PREMIUM

TANGELOES

BANANAS
$I00
•

PINK OR WHITE

GRAPEFRUIT

5/89c
4/$100

POTATOES
5 LB. BAG

WASHINGTON

FLORIDA JUICE

PEARS

Ls.59C

NUTRITIOUS

3/$1
ditir
Ls 9Cr

KIWI FRUIT

1

ORANGES

LB. BAG

CARROTS
TENDER FRESH

SPINACH

CASH POT
THIS WEEK

FRESH BUNCH

BROCCOLI

EA.

BAKERY

DELI DEPARTMENT
BAKED HAM

$459

WHITE BREAD

AMERICAN

$100
LAST WEEK'S NAME
PAT. GUST WINNER '300

CHEESE
CHICKEN

SALAD

BEAR CLAWS
APPLE

TURNOVERS

69
40;
45;

.16 OZ.

EACH

EACH

Al1

•

-

•

4
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Newly-seated council ousts mayor
.•

"Something has to be done. Either
replace the councilmen or the
mayor. I think it would be easier
to replace the mayor than seven
councilmen."
After Harlan County JudgeExecutive Delzinna Belcher administered oaths of office to council members at the outset of the
meeting. Shepherd attempted to
read a letter from the council
members asking that he resign.
He then claimed the meeting was
illegal.
"I will contest the legality of this
special meeting," Shepherd sard,
adding that two council members
who had signed the letter announc.ing the meeting were not yet officially on the panel and that the
other five "had a lapse of office"
when their terms ended on Dec.
31.
"As far as I'm concerned," said
Councilman Raymond Hatfield,
"council members-elect are part
of the council. Anyway,the law requires only four to call a special
meeting." He also said the letter
in question had been dated Dec. 28,
before the terms expired.
"We contacted the attorney
general," said Councilman David
Kennedy, "and each and
everything on the agenda is
levai "

ment and a lack of cooperation
with other city officials.
The seven-member council
made the impeachment of
Shepherd one of its first items of
business after two new members
were sworn in during a special
meeting Monday night, replacing
members who had previously
refused to get rid of Shepherd.
Shepherd vowed afterward to
appeal the council's decision and
refused to relinquish his office.
"I am mayor of Cumberland
24-hours a day, seven days a
week," Shepherd said. They cannot vote me out. What they held
was a kangaroo° court. They
rought no charges .and.I was
flowed no counsel."
The city council, which has been
at odds with Shepherd since he
took office in 1986, agreed to the
impeachment of Shepherd on
grounds of alleged ineffective and
mismanaged governance, and
lack of communication and
cooperation with council
members.
Also by a unanimous vote, the
board appointed newly-seated
Councilman Carl Hatfield to serve
as temporary mayor, pending the
outcome of Shepherd's planned
appeal.
Hatfield said the council had to
take action against Shepherd "to
try to get Cumberland back on the
right path." He said not one council meeting in the past two years
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. (AP)
had been completed because of
The north and southbound lanes
—
disagreements with the mayor
of Interstate 65 near
and that city employees have been
Elizabethtown were closed for
caught in the middle of the
several hours Tuesday night after
conflicts.
the tanker of semi-trailer truck
"It's been a helter-skelter type
•
of government," Hatfield said. ..carrying a flammable liquid collapsed, state police said.
Lt. Robert Breeze of the
SHIELD
Elizabethtown state police post
Of
said the tanker was carrying
SHIITE R

CUMBERLAND, Ky. ( AP )
The newly-seated Cumbrrland
ty Council has voted unanimously
to remove Mayor Glen Shepherd
from the post he has held for the
past two years, citing mismanageMIMS

r-

•

Your
Pictures
G
( Right Touch.
Right Here.
Right-Away:
1

"2
Prints
For the
Price of

Dux,

Shepherd later contended the
council had violated his rights to
privacy by divulging discussions
that took place during a 20-minute
executive session before the vote
"This is going to end up in circuit court," Shepherd said. "I
have tried to work together with
the council, to keep them informed
and delegate authority."
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a car to do an errand.
How can I make sure this will
never happen again?
WORRIED GRANDMA
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45.000 pounds of
monoisopropolene, a highly flainmable and explosive liquid.
He said the tanker collapsed at
the center, but there was no
leakage.
The liquid was transfered to a
tanker truck from Liquid
Transport in Louisville. Breeze'
said he did not know to which company the tanker belonged.

8 Oz. New York Strip
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Baby Left Home All Alone
Requires Better Company

DEAR WORRIED: You can't.
This is clearly child neglect. If
your daughter refuses to listen,
it would be in the best interests
of the child to be removed from
her care. After a child has been
trapped (alone) in a fire, or
kidnapped,or molested, it is too
late. Until your daughter
realizes the seriousness of leaving a child alone in a house,
she's not competent to raise
one.

to Homeplace Family Restaurant

Ask us about

Snap Shot
Photo

113

In other developments,
By Abigail
Shepherd turned over financial
DEAR ABBY: My teen-age unwed
records of the Cumberland Water
Department to Kentucky State daughter was expecting me at 3
Police investigators. Police of- p.m. to pick up her baby for the
weekend. I arrived 30 minutes early
ficials said Tuesday an audit and found the baby home alone ,in
would be complete in about three his playpen — I could see him
weeks to determine the merit of a through the window. Fortunately,
tip investigators received that the landlord who lives next door let
funds might be missing from the me in. My daughter arrived 15
minutes later.
water department's coffers.
I told her she had done a terrible
Shepherd also said during a thing by leaving her baby alone for
post-meeting news conference —even fiCe minutes — she could have
Monday night that he planned to had a car accident or been detained
take disciplinary action against for any number of reasons. She said
Police Chief Fred Brown for her roommate was due home at 5
allegedly allowing two local clubs p.m., and the baby would have been
to stay open after midnight on OK if something had happened to
New Years Eve. He said state law her.
I love my daughter very much,
requires liquor -serving but I also love this precious grandestablishments in fourth-class baby. I am so afraid this might
cities to close at midnight.
happen again. I cannot imagine
Brown later denied the charges leaving a baby, or any child, alone,
and said Shepherd was carrying locked in a house for even five
•Minutes — let alone going away in
out a personal vendetta.

Semi-truck collapse closes highway

201 N. 5th St., Murray
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DEAR ABBY: My parents have
been married for 52 years. My
mother is a saint. Together they
raised 11 children. I learned about
my father's other women when I
was 12, but I never told anyone.
Many years have passed. Lately
my father has been coming to my
house to use my phone to call other
women long-distance so the calls
won't appear on his telephone bill.
I pay for those calls although I can
ill afford to. I feel as if my father
wants me to know he is cheating
because he knows it hurts me. My

Van Buren
mom baby-sits to make ends meet,
while Dad spends money on other
women.
I love both my parents, but I still
have this little core bf hate for my
father, and feel that he is deliberately nurturing it. I hate to hurt my
mother by telling her about Dad. Do
you think I'm wrong?
SEALED LIPS
DEAR SEALED: No. After 52
years, she knows the kind of
man she's married. I think you
should tell your father that he
may not use your telephone to
make long-distance calls. And if
you really think he is trying to
hurt you by letting you in on'his
dallying with other women,
avoid him whenever possible.
* * *

DEAR ABBY:I need your help, as
do thousands of other nuns. Years
ago, we worked for small salaries or
none at all — in hospitals and
parochial schools. Donations
helped supplement our small salaries, and we nuns were able to
survive.
Today these same communities
are in serious financial difficulty
because we have more and more
elderly members and fewer younger
members to support them. Many of
us now send out begging letters
requesting donations. Why? Because most people think that the
Catholic Church totally supports
us., That is not true. While many
dioceses do what they can to help
offset some of our financial difficulties, they are not able to fully
provide for us. Abby, we need funds
for food, utilities, upkeep of buildings, health care and funds for
education in order to continue to
help the sick, the abused, the
homeless, etc.
The real problem then is: How can
we Let people know that. Catholic
nuns need their help and support?
A NUN IN NEEI)
DEAR SISTER: I, too, was
unaware of your situation, and
if this letter alerts members of
your faith to offer more support, then your prayers have
been answered.
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Burley growers, officials unsure
about effects of possible quota
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OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) Some burley growers and officials
have expressed uncertainty over
the effects of a possible quota increase like the one recently
granted for flue-cured leaf.
Burley quotas - the legal
amounts farmers are allowed to
grow - have been cut by more
than 43 percent since 1982, but a
U.S. Department of Agriculture
official noted that changes for
flue-cured leaf usually are followed by similar adjustments in
burley.
„s
Sylvester Fischer, sales
manager for the Owensboro
Tobacco Board of Trade, said he
doesn't think that pattern will hold
true this time.
'"You have more exports in fluecured than you do in burley,"
which could mean a greater demand for that product, Fischer
said.
Murray Murphy, who grows
both burley and dark, air-cured

tobacco, said, "Personally, I
would like it, because we could
handle more tobacco. However, I
would hope it would be good for
the industry."
Trade Board President Lee Roy
Walker said if burley quotas were
elevated, "it would mean a lot to
the economy. However, I don't
think we need an increase. They'd
just have to cut back again some
other time."
Fischer sounded a note of caution. "If we're not careful, we'll
have a surplus like we experienced in the early '80s."
Farmers had to accept a cut in
sales prices to help get rid of that
surplus, he said.
,
I When auctions resumed Monday
on the Owensboro market, 58.5
percent of the burley ended up in
the cooperative pool because
manufacturers wouldn't pay at
least 1 cent per pound more than
the support price.
"It's normal for the pool percen-

Latest White House budget
gives more to AIDS research
WASHINGTON (AP) - White
House officials say there are no
big surprises in a $1 trillion-plus
budget being drafted for President
Reagan but that it prescribes "a
significant increase" for AIDS
research and a tight hold-down on
Pentagon spending.
Reagan got his first detailed
briefing on the budget Tuesday
and made some preliminary decisions on how the government
should spend its money. Today,
Cabinet chiefs learn the results:
whether Reagan trimmed their
budget requests or let them pass
unscathed.
On Friday, Cabinet secretaries
can begin appealing the decisions,
first-to the Office of Management
and Budget and ultimately to
Reagan nimself.
"There aren't any big surprises
in the budget," one official said
after Reagan and top aides were
briefed in the Cabinet Room by
budget director James Miller.
Another official said, "There
aren't any big, dramatic changes
in the budget. The budget is
similar to past years." Both people insisted on anonymity.
One official said Reagan cautioned everyone at the meeting to
keep the budget figures confidential since the numbers are subject
to change.
The tax and spending package,
for the fiscal year beginning Oct.
1, will be submitted to Congress in
mid-February. The current
budget totals slightly less than $1.1
trillion; the 1989 package is expected to fall between $1.1 trillion
and 31.2 trillion.
The general outline of the 1989
plan has been shaped by the
deficit-limiting requirements of
the Gramm-Rudman law and the
defict-reduction agreement reached by the White House and Congress following the stock market
collapse.
"It is our intention to accept the
budget agreement as the targets
that we're trying to meet," said
presidential spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater. Those targets call for a
deficit no larger than $136 billion
in 1989 and $23.5 billion in cuts
from previously anticipated spending. An administration official
said Reagan's budget will not go
beyond the $136 billion figure.
Fitzwater said that as a result of
the agreements with Capitol Hill,
"we shouldn't have the debate that
we have had in many past years,
because the Congress has worked
with-os in this summit agreernent.
There's agreement on the budget
level of spending for defense and
on the taxes, so it should be less
contentious all around than it has
been in the past."
The summit agreement

prescribes $289.5 billion in spending authority for the Pentagon, a
2 percent increase from the current year's total of $292 billion. In
effect, the 1989 figure will probably be a cutback in real spending, since 2 percent is not likely
to cover increased costs from
inflation.
Fitzwater declined to say how
much money would be earmarked
to combat AIDS but said "there
will be an increase" in 1989. An administration official, speaking
privately, said "there is a significant increase" in AIDS spending.
"It's fair to say that we all know
of the growing threat of AIDS and
also the growing concern of scientists around the world," Fitzwater
said.
Health and Human Services
Secretary Otis R. Bowen has said
the administration anticipates
spending more than $1 bllion on
AIDS in 1989. For the current year,
Reagan requested $791 million but
Congress upped the ante, appropriating $950 million before adjourning in December.
On taxes, a budget bill signed by
Reagan last month already mandates $14 billion in increases for
1989.

tage to go up after the recess,"
Fischer said. "We had hoped after
Christmas the companies would
come back with some more
orders, but it didn't happen that
way."
The 58.5 percent figure is far
higher than growers want to see,
Fischer itedidE However, with 80
percent of the area's tobacco
already sold, there is still a chance
the season's pool average can remain close to the 10 percent considered acceptable, Fischer said.
Farmers pay half the cost of
storing and insuring the tobacco
going into the pool. Right now they
are paying 2 cents for every pound
they sell.
Before the Miday brea.k,-L7
percent of the burley and 15.1 Fir'
cent of the dark auctioned had
gone to the pool.
The average selling price for
burley on Tuesday was more than
$1.54 a pound, while the season
average was more than $1.58.
Dan Styke, county executive officer with the Agriculture
Stabilization and Conservation
Service in Owensboro, said a 6
percent increase in burley quotas
would replace the 6 percent cut
that took-effect in 1987.
Styke said, however, his office
has heard nothing about an
increase.

RENT ASSISTANCE
AVAILABLE
MURRAY'S
NATIONAL HOTEL
Apartments are now
available at the National
Hotel in Murray for
elderly, disabled, or handicapped individuals
needing a one (1) or two
(2) bedroom dwelling.
Eligibility is determined
on the basis of income.
Contact the Purchase
Area Housing Corporation for further information at 753-8325 or
247-7171.
An Equal
Housing
•01•1•114
Opportunity .11,0111111111,
Provider
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PIGGLY WIGGLY MOVIE OF THE WEEK
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1205 Chestnut St

Red LED Display
Snooz Alarm
Battery Bock-Up
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Dust Ruffles — Table Rounds
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DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Infection a risk
after surgery
By Peter R. Ma,M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. Recently a
neighbor had a triple bypass, apparently successful. However, he died a
week later from Morgan's bacillus.
What is this?
DEAR READER: Morgan's bacillus is Proteus morgani,a type of germ
that ordinarily inhabits the intestine.
There are several species in the Proteus family, and all of them have the
same unattractive characteristics:
They produce severe pneumonia and
abscesses, and are resistant to many
antibiotics.
Infection is a dreaded consequence
of surgery, all the more so when the
surgery is complicated and extensive,
as is the case with coronary-bypass
operations. No matter how fastidious
a surgeon is, some patients will develop wound infections. In postoperative

patients, who are usually sick to begin
with, this infection can spread
through the bloodstream to vital organs. Despite the prompt use of antibiotics, some patients become gravely ill, even die, from virulent bacteria.
particularly those of the Klebsiella.
Pseudomonas and Proteus families.
The germs can infect lungs, liver,
heart valves, brain and the blood
itself.
Although rare in most medical centers, Proteus infection can torpedo
the most successful surgery. This is
one of the complications and risks of
open-heart surgery.
Fortunately,scientists are developing new types of antibiotics that are
lethal to uncommon infections such as
Proteus.. However, there will always
be the unusual patient who unexpectedly succumbs to postoperative complications, in spite of appropriate
treatment.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm suffering
from an emotional disorder, but I'm
beginning to wonder if there's more to
it. Two anti-depressants didn't work,
so I started taking a normal dose of Bcomplex vitamins. I filled up with fluid, my breasts became swollen and
my emotions were on a rollercoaster
ride. I discontinued the vitamins and
the symptoms Aisappeared. Now I
take 500 miligrams of DL-phenylalanime and feel wonderful. Could all
this be a metabolism problem?
DEAR READER: "Emotional disorders" may have an organic (physi-
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cal) basis. For example, a surprisingly high number of depressed patients
have underactive thyroid glands; the
hormone deficiency is directly linked
to depression. Similarly, other hormone imbalances can masquerade as
emotional illness. I think that you
NEW YORK I AP - Massive Without central bank buying, they
margin on the New York Stock Exneed a complete physical examinabuying by central banks has given said the dollar likely would fall
change. The value of all U.S.
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investments.
profit-takers nervous about the
New York branch.
But many analysts were skepmarket's strength eroded the gain.
tical, emphasizing that the
Broader market indices also adeconomic fundamentals pushing vanced, and gaining stocks outRENT ASSISTANCE
the dollar lower have not changed. numbered losers by a 3-to-1

Bank buying gives dollar boost

Bakkers want money from PTL

Clark said the claims by the
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) - Jim for a parsonage and its contents in
Bakkers and the two former aides
Bakker and his wife, Tammy, are Pineville, N.C.
seeking $1.3 million in compensaDortch said he had a five-year and other associates amount to
tion from PTL for the lakeside employment contract and was lawsuits against the ministry. He
parsonage they once occupied, forced out 17 months early, on July said PTL intends to respond with
and the ministry's new leader says 21, by Bakker's successor, the legal action by "doing whatever
Rev. Jerry Falwell, and asked to we can to recover assets" belonghe's "amazed at their gall."
ing to the ministry.
In the filing with U.S. Bankrupt- vacate the parsonage.
cy Court, the Bakkers cited PTL
board action in April 1986 to
gradually transfer several parsonages to ministry top staff, The
State newspaper reported today.
After a sex scandal forced BakLOUISVIT
, Ky.(AP)- The sion, which includes 94 Kentucky
ker to resign as leader of the
-U.S.
Service
has canceled counties and 10 southern Indiana
Postal
ministry, he was asked to vacate
totaling counties, said the cuts will prove a
projects
four
construction
the Tega Cay parsonage, near
$15
in its hardship because the division's
than
million
more
PTL headquarters at Fort Mill.
mail volume has been growing.
anhas
Division
and
Louisville
In addition to the Bakkers' reAnother part of the cutback, she
be
will
service
some
that
nounced
top
aides and
quest, their former
said, will be a slowdown in
associates have filed their own cut.
automation of the division's
regional
new
projects
The
were
claims totaling $1.7 million, the
operations.
administrative
and
sorting
newspaper reported.
The claims outraged David W. centers in Bowling Green and LonIn Jefferson County, all post ofClark, PTL's trustee, who said don and replacement post offices fice counters wilr be closed the
Ekron in Meade County and next two Saturdays as part of
he's "amazed at their gall. ...I am
cuts
in Floyd County, Ind. in
Georgetown
amazed, shocked and angered. It
service. Outside Jefferson
Reconrecent
the
Budget
Under
is not fair and not right."
County, Kentucky residents
The Bakkers' claim is one of ciliation Act, Congress directed should contact local post offices
many filed against PTL in that $1.24 billion budgeted for pro- for any closings or schedule
Bankruptcy Court, where a jects and operations be diverted to /changes.
Chapter 11 financial reorganiza- pay health benefits and cost of livMs. Cain said it is too early to
tion plan was approved for the ing payments to postal employees know
if there will be any personnel
1984.
between
and
1971
retired
who
television ministry on Dec. 22. The
cuts within the division, which
communications
Sherry
Cain,
deadline for PTL to object to
employs about 8,500.
claims is Feb. 15, 2% months manager of the Louisville Divibefore the reorganization plan
takes effect and repayment of
about $70 million in debt begins.
The Internal Revenue Service
has said Bakker, his wife and their
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP ) - in Boston Thursday for what was
two closest aides received $11.4
Barry Bingham Sr., patriarch of expected to be routine evaluation
million in excess compensation for
the Louisville publishing family, is and treatment of the tumor, which
four years before he resigned in
responding well to treatment for is believed to be malignant.
March.
Blodgett said complications apBecause of those excess complications apparently related
to his brain tumor, his Louisville peared hours before Bingham,
payments, the IRS is trying to
former owner and publisher of The
physician said.
revoke PTL's tax-exempt status
Dr. William Blodgett said Courier-Journal, was to leave for
and collect at least $62 million in
Bingham, 81, had developed a Boston, including chest pains and
back taxes and penalties.
blood clot in his lung and fever.
David Taggart, a former PTL
staphlyococcus septicemia, a
Late Tuesday, however,
president and Bakker's closest
serioubplood infection, in a finger. Blodgett said the infection apaide, has filed a $187,000 claim for
"I would describe his condition peared to be coming under control
wages. He cited an employment
as serious, not critical," Blodgett and Bingham was feeling better.
contract entitling him to $150,000 a
said Tuesday, adding that any As a result, he said, doctors in
year plus a Christmas bonus.
to start Bingham on a
serious infection is a threat to an
Richard Dortch, PTL's former
elderly patient.
course of "high -dose
executive director, filed a claim
Bingham had entered chemotherapy" today as originalfor $893,000, including $193,700 for
Massachusetts General Hospital ly planned.
salary and benefits and $700,000

Test your blood sugar
anytimemanywhere
Try the automated-ease and cliniCal
reliability'of the new lightweight,
pocket-sized Ames Glucometeril II
Blood Glucose Meter,
•Single-button calibration •Automatic
timing •Digital readout •50-second results
•Exclisive 2/4 year warranty *Handsome
carrying case *No special training
required; just follow simple
instructions

Louisville office suffers cuts_

Treatment helping Bingham
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Come See Our Model One Bedroom'.
Energy Efficient Apartment.
Sunday, January 10, 1988 from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Apartment living in Murray, Ky. may be for you!
The furnishings are by Crass Furniture of Murray and
we also have two-bedroom available upon request.
Just minutes away from a shopping area, Murray State
University and serviced by Murray Transit. We have
maintenance personnel.
The apartment will be totally furnished by Crass Furniture and the management staff will be present to
answer any questiQns regarding rental.
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Come in Thursday, Jan. 7 & have your
Blood Sugar Tested FREE
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J. Jerod Management Co.
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721 South 12th St.

AVAILABLE FOR
LYNN GROVE
APARTMENTS
Apartments are now
available at Lynn
Grove for qualified
persons needing a one
(1) bedroom dwelling.
Eligibility is determined on the basis of income and family composition. For further
information, contact
the Purchase Area
shig Corporation
Houat 753-8325 or 247-7171.
An Equal
Housing
Opportunity 111111•i •OutsliG
OPPORTviitTy
Provider

753-0595
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Killer cold wave moves chilling weather from Midwest to the East
snow fPom the Rockies to the -- over two empty public housing
apartments.
Plains.
Shelters were filled there and in
An emergency was declared in
the nation's capital, enabling Montgomery, Ala., Baltimore,
Washington's homeless residents Cleveland, Denver, Detroit, Des
to spend the night inside City Hall. Moines, Indianapolis, Louisville,
In Chicago, activists briefly took Ky., Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
New-York City and Philadelphia.
"I'm 50 years old and have
never asked anybody for anything,
any type of help or support," said
Thomas Evans, who with his wife,
"Make your first step
June, dined in a Montgomery,
Ala., shelter Tuesday night on
in selecting insurance

By S(Y)TT WILLIAMS
Associated Press Writer
A killer cold wave plowed the
big chill from the Midwest to the
East today, driving thousands of
homeless people in from the cold,
while a new storm promised more

the right step, call
MTG Insurance of
Murray."
Doron Claiporne

chili and macaroni, fried catfish,
butter beans, corn, Brussels
sprouts and coffee.now-we-Tr out of a home
and all the support we get is
through the Faith Rescue Mission
and we sure appreciate it."
At least 11 deaths have been
blamed on the weather since
Saturday.
The burgeoning Southwestern
system prompted warnings for
more than a foot of snow by Thursday in Oklahoma, up to a foot of

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
753-2617

MM." ..G10.111 C011006 AbOl•

Keep The Gre.t GM Feelut, With Gentili. GM

s

snow in Utah and 8 to 10 inches in
Arizona.
Record low temperatures for
the date were set today th
Beckley, W.Va., where it was 2
degrees; New York City, where it
was 12; and Newark, N.J., 9
degrees.
On Tuesday, Warroad, Minn.,
and Huron, S.D., had lows of
minus 28 degrees, the lowest official temperature in the contiguous 48 states, the National
Weather Service said.
Below-zero readings Tuesday
ranged from Minnesota and the
Dakotas across Nebraska, Iowa
and parts of Illinois, Indiana and
Ohio. Valentine, Neb., reached 23
below. South Bend, Ind., had a
record minus 9 degrees and Battle
Creek, Mich., had a record low of 8
below.
Today's high in Chicago was exNO I ICI
We Mull
ColOvv.itet
Gravel .,11(1 Dirt.
K 6.K STUMP REMOVAL
Mochoott.olly o•moved
Deep Frei! I -,broates
Treated Cross Ties
435 4343 Bob Kemp

1979 Chevy Mainline._ 2 Woe_
-blue.
Os.,air auto.
$2,700.00

INSURANCE
OF MURRAY
OLYMPIC PLAZA N. 641
753-4000

435 431.9 Bob Kemp J.

With
senii
in on

a 711111
rep
The

'Idt4k1hWtirt*Wifat&le

rytttkt,.

aNIM1011601666616?w:

pected to reach a "balmy"I0 ti) 20
degrees following Tuesday's high
of minus 2 degrees.
With the city's 2,500 beds In 38
shelters filled to capacity, activists for homeless seized and
barricaded two public housing
apartments Tuesday.
We can't let these vacant
apartments sit while people are
dying on the street from the cold,"
said pnitest leader Otis Thomas,
but Chicago Housing Authority
security guards evicted the
demonstrators without incident. In Washington, where a
homeless man apparently died of
exposure last weekend, the city
declared an emergency and opened the ground floor of city hall to
the homeless Tuesday night.
"There's no better place I can
think of as a symbol of our commitment to the homeless," said
Mayor Marion Barry.
In Boston, with overnight wind
chills forecast to minus 35
degrees, officials put a second van
into service to take homeless people to shelter, expecting to fill the
city's nearly 1,000 emergency
beds.
A fisherman died off northern
COfOrtlia whentia boat wsized
in a storm.

Prices Good Noon 1-8-88 thru Noon 1-13-88
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities Listen to WSJP for our daily specials.
We Accept Food Stamps and WIC Vouchers

PARKER'S SU

Store Hours: ()fen 7 a.m; Close 8 p.m.
,..$•,•Amdfseeeeeffefie&_..- •

Lynn Grove Grade A Large

Eggs

t Liter

° e

Petite Lowfat

Coca Cola, Diet(Joke,
Sprite, Tab or Mello

Cottage Cheese.oz crtn
Morton House

Beef Stew:..

oz.",
can

1.09

Hyde Park Instant

FREE

French

Fries13

Kraft Macaroni ,qz Cheese

Dinner

With Each $45.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk, Tobacco and
Drinks On Special

oz box

1 oz.,
Royal Crown
Diet-Rite, Diet Rd,
Cherry RC,& Sundr

INAKI40099NINNItrwfm:w4
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IlEAT SPECIALS

box 89(

2 99
Ragu Homestyle

Spaghetti Saucen oz. jar 1.39
Marshmallow& oz bag 390

Stokley Whole White
un
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Manwich Sauce 15u: oz can99

Potatoes
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Peanut Butter.18 oz. jar 1.89
A

Round Steak
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lb

USDA Boneless Top
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SAVE
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.
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Paper Towels
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Purex Gal. Jug
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8 oz. pkg.7

Cheer
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Folger's Instant

Coffee
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Potatoes
3.19 Chicken
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Boyd finishes off Racers after MSU squads battle to OT
From AP,Staff Reports

MEMPHIS,Tenn. — Murray State battled evenly
with the Tigers of Memphis State for 40 minutes, but
senior guard Dwight Boyd scored six of his 21 points
in overtime Tuesday night to lead Memphis State to
a 76-70 victory.
The two teams were tied at 66-66 at the end of
regulation in the Mid-South Coliseum. Murray State
led at the half 41-38.
Murray State's Jeff Martin led all scorers with 29.
The junior forward also grabbed a game-high 11

rebounds,.
Memphis StAtof the Metro Conference got the
jump in overtime wheii-Nyd hit a 15-loot baseline
jumper in the first minute. After a jumper by Memphis State's Cheyenne Gibson, Boyd extended the
Tigers' lead to 72-66 at the 3:37 mark with a 15-foot
jumper from the wing.
But Murray State scored the next four points — an
18-foot jumper by Terence Brooks at the 3-minute
mark and two free throws by Martin with 1:17 remaining — to cut the lead to 72-70.

said. "We're still looking for the third player in double figures, but it hasn't come around yet."
Murray State, now 5-6, took a 41-38 leactat the half
behind Martin's 17 first-half points.
Murray State led at the half despite shooting only
37.5 percent. However, the Racers hit six of 11 threepoint attempts, including three long-range bombs
from Mann.
Memphis State, which ran its record to 8-2, could
only manage a 44.8 shooting percentage in the open(Cont'd on page 2-B)

But with Memphis State controlling the ball in the
last minute, forward Rodney Douglas' 10-foot
baseline jumper wiTh17 seconds remaining and
Boyd's two free throws with three seconds remaining preserved Memphis State's victory..
Douglas joined Boyd in double figures with 17.
Guard Elliot Perry contributed 10.
Guard Don Mann was the only other Racer in double figures with 11.
"We got two outstanding performances from Jeff
Martin and Don Mann," Racer coach Steve Newton

2ity
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Calloway's 'heart' not enough as Graves County escapes with 64-61 win

:an

Jones leads CCHS with 18
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By DANIEL T.PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
Calloway County coach Craig
Morris hopes his Lakers keep
their heads where their hearts
were Tuesday night at Graves
County High School, as the
CCHS crew battled the Eagles
down to the wire before having
to accept the 64-61 Eagle
victory.
"They've got to keep their
heads up," Morris said after
expressing his satisfaction with
the Laker effort. "Their determination and fight will take
them a long way if they give the
same effort we had tonight
each time we take the floor."
The Eagles held a 15-11 lead
at the end of the first quarter,
thanks to a Kip Ellington tip-in
as the buzzer sounded. The
senior Graves County forward
would have more crucial tip-ins
later in the contest.
But the Eagles quickly built
their lead to an 18-11 spread
before two free throws from
Fred Jones, a bucket by Tim
Armstrong and a 3-point shot
by Corey Wells following a steal
tied the game with 5:45 left7in
the half.
The Eagles used outside
shooting irom Dale Heath and
Chris Wilson to climb back out
lo a six-point lead, but again the
Lakers fought back, with a
Trent Campbell score from
..

Laker guard Tim Armstrong drives in for two of his 10 points in Tuesday night's 64-61 loss at Graves County.

Staff photos by "Ismael T. Parker

'Pistol Pete' left lasting imprint on game of basketball
By The Associated Press

PASADENA, Calif. — "Pistol
Pete" Maravich, the shaggyhaired, floppy-socked sensation
who possessed an almost mystical
skill with a basketball, leaves an
indelible imprint on his sport.
"When. I go to these college
games and I see these halftime
shows where the kids get down on
their bellies and dribble the ball or
spin the ball on their finger, that's
the Pistol," Cotton Fitzsimmons,
who coached Maravich with the
Atlanta Hawks, said.
"He leaves this game with a
legacy. Most players don't."
Maravich, who recently recalled that he even slept with a baske,tball as a youngster, collapsed and
died Tuesday while playing in a
pickup game at First Church of
the Nazarene. He was 40.
"He'll be remembered always,
particularly when we see some
tousle-haired kid with drooping
socks standing on some semidarkened court, or in a yard after
everyone else has gone home.
Hell be shooting a basket, and wi
will remember Pete," said Dale
Brown, current coach at Louisiana
State University, where Maravich
became college basketball's alltime scoring leader.
"The day he was born, his dad
put a ball in his hand and he
played with that basketball every
day: he grew up with it," recalled
Fitzsimmons, now Phoenix Suns

director of player personnel.
"The fact that he died playing
the game he loved so much, that's
ironic."
Also ironic were Maravich's
final words, as recounted by Gary
Lydick, another player in the half.
court game.
"Maravich said, 'I haven't
played but once in the past year, in
an NBA legends game. I need to do
this more often. I'm really feeling
good,' "Lydick recalled.
"Maravich turned to walk away
and immediately fell to the floor,"
Lydick said. "He lost consciousness and efforts to revive
him were futile."
He died at 9:34 a.m. PST, according to Sue McPherson of the St.
Luke Medical Center. She said the
causes of death had not been
determined.
After playing for Atlanta, New
Orleans, Utah and Boston in an
NBA career that ended in 1980,

Maravich spent recent years as an
evangelist and occasionally worked as a basketball analyst.
He was in California to appear
Tuesday afternoon on a Christian
radio show -Dr. James Dobson's
"Focus on Family."
Lydick, also with the "Focus on
Family" organization, and Dobson invited Maravich to join their
morning basketball game at
Pasadena.
Lydick said he and his friends
usually play Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, but switched to Tuesday so Maravich could join in.
He said the group had played
three or four half-court games
Tuesday morning and that
Maravich wasn't exerting himself.
"He certainly didn't have to
play hard against us. He wasn't
even hardly perspiring," Lydick
said. "He was outclassing us
without even trying."
Lydick, who had given

James A. Metcalf, M.D., P.S.C.
Announces the relocation of his office
from 1532 Lone Oak Road to 242 Berger Rd.
Phone 442-4154
Paducah, KY
Effective Dec. 30th
.

underneath cutting the gap to
29-27 in the final seconds of the
half.
Graves County quickly
answered with Jamie Mills
driving the baseline for the
basket and 31-27 lead, but
Laker Chad Stubblefield had
the final word with a 3-pointer
from the corner with three ticks
left on the clock.
Again the Eagles were able to
get out quickly at the start of a
quarter, as the second half saw
Graves extend their 31-30
halftime lead to a 37-32 cushion.
Calloway cut the lead back-,
down with baskets from Tim
Armstrong, Jones, and Wells
that reduced the Eagle edge to
39-38. But junior GCHS guard
David Wadlington torched
back-to-back 3-point shots to
push the Eagles back out to a
45-38 lead, matching their
largest of the night.
By the end of the quarter, the
Lakers had again chopped the
lead down, with a putback from
the lane by Harv Newton with
0:02 showing for a 50-46
difference.
The Lakers fired first in the
fourth, with Wells sinking a
3-point shot from the top of the
key that brought the Lakers to
within a point of the lead.
But Wilson scored on a layup
for Graves, and the Lakers lost
(Cont'd on page 2-B)

She'll Also
You Respect.

Maravich a ride from his hotel to
First Church of the Nazarene
Tuesday morning, said Maravich
had seemed particularly happy.
"He talked about his new book,
'Heir to a Dream,' and the Lord,
and the possibility of a film about
(Cont'd on page 2-13)
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SPECIAL:
Large Hamburger
French Fries
& Medium Drink
$219
Special Good Jan. 4-9

Linda Duncan, Manager

When you need tnoney,one thing you don't need
is a lot of grief. So our manager and staff are fair, friendly
and fast. Cottle see us for that loan. Because at'franSoUth,
We're different in one very important respect.

TRANSOUTH

T.J's
Bar-B-Q & Burgers

Were proud tolend to you.

Chestnut St.
753-0045
Murray

1300 Johnson Boulevard
Murray; Kentucky •(502)759-4941

2

PRE-INVENTORY SALE
Hundreds of Selected Items
• roys
*Games

•Small Appliances
•Tools

•Generci, 11,1i6ware
Items

•Cleaners
•& More

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St

Murray

Hours. 7 30-6.00 Mon.-F r , 7:30-5:00 Sat.

753-2571 or 753-4110
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1\Ff. playoff preview

SCOREBOARD

'Magical' McMahon returns as Bears face Redskins

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF-MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
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Basketball
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct. GB
Boston
19 9
679 —
Philadelphia
13 15
46i
6
New York
10 19
.345 94
Washington
9 19
.321 10
New Jersey
5 23
179 14
Central Division
• Atlanta
22
7
759
Deb7lt
18
8
602 24
Mll‘aukee
16 11
59:.:
5
' Chicago
17 12
586
5
Indiana
14 14
500
74
—aeveland
14 15
.483
8
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L Pct. GB
Dallas
18
9
647 —
Denver
18 12
600 1%
1,6 12 .571
Ma
14 141 .467 ilk
Wan Antonio
12 15 .454 544
fisicrarnent,,
5 SI in 11
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TUESDAY'S GAMES
BOYS
Adair Co 76. Green Co 55
Allen Cent de, Wheelwright 58
Augusta 68. Tollesboro 64
I.
Barbourville 80. Wllliamsburg 75
fiardatown 83, LaRue 67
Barren Co. 69. Monroe Co 08
Bellevue 80, Coy Latin 39
Beth Haven 62. Evangel 56
Betsy Layne 66. Johnson Cent 57
Boone Co. 58, Simon Kenton 55
Bourbon Co. 63, Grant Co 55
Boyd Co. 68, Lawrence Co. 66
Bracken Co. 62, St Patrick 45
Breckinridge Co 75, Grayson Co 51
Bremen 56, WhItesville Trinity 54
Caldwell Co. 71, Hopkinsville 64
Campbell Co. 83, Conner 60
Casey Co. 78, Garrard Co 70
Central City 92, Ohio Co 65
Christian Co 73, Ft. Campbell 61
Clay Co 80, Middlesboro 43
Corbin 72, Bockcastle Co 62
COV Catholic 56. Dixie Heights 54
Coy Holmes 65, Ft Thomas Highlands 64
Coy_ Holy Cross 77, Brossart 54
Cumberland Co 97, Edmonson Co 79
Danville 59, Woodford Co 46
Dayton 59, Silver Grove 77
E•town 91, Campbellsville 45
E Carter 68. Ironton, Ohlo. 55
Fleming Neon 87, Letcher 59
Gallatin Co 71, Ludlow 51
Glasgow 64. Russellville 42
Graves Co. 64, Calloway Co 61
Harlan 66, Bell Co 64 OT
Harrison Co 74.1cott Co 58
Harrodsburg 72, knderson Co 63
Hart Co 79, Taylor Co 62
Hickman Cc 65. Lone Oak 52

L.A Lakers
Portland
Seattle
Phoenix
L A Clippers
Golden State

Pacific Division
14112 '6
19 11
16 14
11 17
8 19
5 21

786
633
4
533
7
393 11
296 134
192 16

Tuesday's Games
Phoenix 100, New York 95
Washington 101, New Jersey 97
Atlanta 81, Detroit 71
Chicago 93, Indiana 77
Milwaukee 98 Los Angeles Clippers 82
Golden State 129, Sanantonio 119
Portland 126 Seattle 114
Wednesday's Games
New York at Boston
Denver at New Jersey
Utah at Philadelphia
Lou Angeles Clippers at Cleveland
Atlanta at Detroit
Dallas id Los Angeles Lakers
Houston at Seattle

Hughes-Kirk 84, Daytimes Co. 66
Jackson City 74, Redbird 50
Jessamine Co. 86, Lex. Sayre 52
Knott Co. Cent. 74. Breathitt
Knox Cent. 79, Pineville 46
Lee Co. 90, Wolfe Co. 80
Leslie Co. 61, Dike Conibs 60
Lax. Catholic 78, Berea 65
Lex, Lafayette 53, Clark Co. 52
Lincoln Co. 91, Boyle Co. 63
Lloyd 66, Newport 60
Lou Butler 57, Lou. Doss 55
Lou, Collegiate 56. Landmark Christ. 48
Lou. DeSales 52, Lou. Western 38
Lou. Fairdale 88, Lou:'Noon' 57
Lou. Male 80, Lou. Eastern 79
Lou. Moore 92, Lou. Fern Creek 84
Lou. Southern 82, Lou. Shawnee 52
Lou. Trinity 76, Lou. Manual 50
Lou. Waggener 94, J-town 89
Magofrin Co. 68. Sheldon Clark 51
Marshall Co. 73, Mayfield 43
McDowell 75, Prestonsburg 59
McLean Co. 78, FordsvWw 52
Meade Co. 73, Corydon. Ind., 60
Mercer Co. 59, Bergin 56
Metcalfe Co. 64, Warren Cent. 60 OT
Micah Christian 48, Northside Christ. 56
Monticello SO, Pulaski Co. 58 OT
Morgan Co. 106. Menifee Co 72
Muhlenburg Cent. 72, Hancock Co 52
Mullins 77. Elkhorn City 71
Nelson Co. 46, Bardstown Bethlehem 61
New Albany, Ind , 74. Lou. Atherton 62
Newport Cent. Catholic 75, Scott 70
Ninth k 076, Portland Christ. 17
Owensboro 73, Owensboro Cath. 56
PRP 03. Lou. Holy Cross 54
Paris 79. Fleming Co 72
Providence 78, Crittenden C1o. 44
Reidland 7'7. Fulton Co. 50

By PBYLL1S MENS1NG
AP Sports Writer
SOUTH BEND, Ind. - Jim
McMahon has worked his magic
with the Chicago Bears.
He led them to the 1986 Super
Bowl and the team has won 28 of
the 29 games in which McMahon
as started at quarterback. But the
28-year-old signal aller also has
missed several games with injury.
He was out with a shoulder injury last season when the
Washington Redskins knocked the
Bears out of the NFC playoffs •
27-13.
This season, he suffered a pulled
hamstring muscle on Dec. 6 and
missed the Bears last three
regular-season games.
Now he is badi and, typical of
McMahon, very confident.He
began running in practice Tuesday - and said he feels pretty
good.
"I don't think I've ever been 100
percent," he said when asked if he
would be totally healthy by Sunday. But he vowed to do whatever
he has to do to win.
"I like playing in the playoffs,"
McMahon said. '
.!I've only been
there once, but wT-Ve had success:
And I'm back again. And I'm hoping we'll have the same success."
Bears offensive coordinator Ed
Hughes, who compared
McMahon's personality to that of
Gen. George Patton, saicl the
quarterback can overcome his
injury.
"I expect Jim to be as healthy as
he was in the Super Bowl,"
Hughes said. "He came into that
game with an injury and played a
heck of a game."
McMahon said that injury was
simila to his hamstring pull, but
the latest injury goes all the way
down his right leg.
"I did all the drills," he said
after practice Tuesday at Notre
Dame University. "I_did the running at the end. I didn't run very
fast, but I was just trying to get a

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE
753-8355

little bit of wind back.
be too many of them."
"I don't know how much that's
Tuesday's indoor practice was a
going to help out in that cold (Sun- welcome change from the outday 1, but I'm just trying to get in doors in Chicago, where the windas good of a shape as I can without chill factor was around 40 below
running as hard as I can," he saId
zero.
But in a game, he said, it's hard
"Washington gets pretty cold,
to think about physical too, so I'm sure they (Redskins)
limitations.
are used to playing in the cold
"I've tried to do less before and
weather," McMahon said.
it hasn't really worked," the
McMahon said the Bears think
quarterback said. "when I get on
they
can find some holes in the
over.
the field, my instinct takes
"I'm going to do whatever Jean. Redskins' defense.
-They ploy aiot.of man-to-man
I'm going to try to avoid running.
Hopefully the linemen will do their___defense," he said. We expect
job and I won't have to run, but (cornerback) Darrell Green to go
wherever Willie (Gault) goes.
there are occasions when you have
to take off. Hopefully, there won't That's the way they play. They put

Galloway's

(Cont'd from page 1-B)
It took two fouls, but the Laker
the ball out of bounds. Ellington strategy worked when an Eagle inthen tipped in a missed Eagle shot bounds pass sailed out of bounds, for a 54-49 lead, intercepted an and Wells then drew a foul with 14
"alley-oop" pass intended for seconds left, sinking both free
Wells, -and tipped in another er- throws to sinink the Eagle lead to
rant GCHS shot to increase the 62-61.
The Laker pressure again foregap to 56-49.
- The Lakers broke a three----ed a wild toss with eight seconds
minute scoring drought with a left, but Calloway missed from the
Jones free throw, but the Eagles left wing and Todd Thurston rewent on to post a 62-52 lead with bounded for Graves. Fouled im3:11 left. Morris called time out, mediately, Thurston sank both
and the Lakers went back to work free throws, and the Lakers'
when time resumed. Stubblefield desperation toss at the end of the
hit from outside, Jeremy White game fell short.
"I was very pleased with the eftossed in two free throws, and the
Laker pressure forced an Eagle fort," Morris said. "It was one of
those things where one shot drops
turnover with 1:39 left.
White added another free throw in, and we're very jubilant in the
to cut the lead to 62-57, and after a locker room. But it didn't drop."
Morris was semi-jubilant, at
missed GCHS free throw, Jones
popped in an outside jumper for a least. "I was very proud," he said.
three-point difference.
"There at the end," Morris said,
"We knew we had three fouls to
give before Graves went into the
bonus situation, so we wanted to ((ont'd from page I-B)
be aggressive. We wanted to go for_Ang 20 minutes.
the ball and see if we could make
The percentage improved only
something happen."
marginally in the second half with
Memphis State shooting 47 percent
for the game, while Murray State
could manage only 37.7 percent.
"I thought we extended them in
a lot of areas," Newton said. "We
were able to match up with them
in our zone.
"I felt that if we could play a
zone defense, keep the ball out of
the paint and hit the 3-pointer,
we'd have a chance," he added.
"We're disappointed that we
didn't get a 'W', but, in terms of
our concentration and intensity,
we were very pleased with this
outcome against a Top 25 team."
The Racers had a chance to win
Steak, Seafood and Chicken Dinners
the game in regulation, but Martin
couldn't connect on a forced
(Menu items 1-25)
16-foot jumper with four seconds
remaining.
Memphis State used a 10-0 run to
esEblish a 52-46 advantage in the
early minutes of the second half,
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday
but Murray battled back and held
a 62-60 edge with 4:12 left.
406 N 12th
759-9555 #11
"They took the fight to us,"
Memphis State coach Larry Finch
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MEMPHIS ST.76

MURRAY ST.70
MEMPHIS STATE
Douglas 8-10 1-2 17, Ballard 3-10 3-4 9, Bailey 3-8
1.2?, Boyd 7-11 7-7 71, Perry 4.10 1-1 10. Gibson 3-8.
0-0 6. Young 1-2 0-0 2, McClain 1-4 0-0 2,
McLaughlin 1.2 0-02, Mundt 0-1 0-00.
Totals 31-06 13-16 76
MURRAY STATE
Martin 9-18 10-10 29. Ogden 1-5 0-1 2, Sias 2-8 3-1
7, Mann 4-13 0-2 11, King 2-6 2-2 Broolui 3-6 0-0 7,
Foster 24 2-2 6, McClatchey 0-1 0-00, Robbins 0-0
0-0 0
se-Totals 23-61 17-21 70
Halftime—Murray State 41, Memphis State 38
3-point goals—Murray State 7-18(Mann 3-8, King
24, Martin 1-4 and Brooks ID, Memphis State
Fouled out—Murray State
14'(Perry 1.3(King I Rebounds—Murray St 37 i Martin 11
Memphis St 36 (Bailey 71. Assists—Murray St
11 (Milan 3-. Memphis St 21 (Gibson 5 I Total
fouls—Murray St 18 Memphis St 17
Attendance-11,200

said. "Thank goodness we woke up
and decided to play. It was just
one of those nights."
"We are trying to play to our full
potential," Newton said. "Like I
told the players, 'You'll have your
day."
Murray returns to Racer Arena
in its first-ever OVC match-up
with new conference member Tennesssee State Saturday. Tip-off is
slated for 7:30 p.m.

'Pistol Pete'...

•tger T
'qc

"Our kids did just an excellent job
of executing and, late in the game,
did a real good job of keeping their
poise and not getting rattled."
Jones, led Calloway with 18
points, Wells had 14, Armstrong 10
and Stubblefield eight. Newton
and Campbell added four each and
White scored three.
Graves was led by Ellington's 19
points, while Wadlington added 14,
Thurston 11 and Wilson 10.
The junior varsity game was
equally close, as the Laker JV hit
four straight free throws in the
last 20 seconds of regulation time
before losing in overtime, 41-34.
Tim Carpenter hit the game-tying
free throws with 0:05 left and led
the JV Lakers with 10.
Calloway takes on the Comets at
Carlisle County High School Saturday night.

▪ Boyd finishes.

Start off the New Year with

GIGANTIC INVENTORY
REDUCTION

Darrell on the fastest receiver. At
least we know where he's at and
we can concentrate on the other
people. •
"We should be able to run the
football. We ran the football pretty
well on them last year. We had a
couple of fumbles, a few interceptions, and those kinds of things
hurt."
McMahon said the team may
play harder for him than for his
backups because players have
more confidence in him,4_
"I think they figure if rm in the
game, something's going to happen and that's the way I look at it.
too," he said.

$600

(Cont'd from page I-B)
his life," Lydick said. "It was a
special time of sharing."
Maravich averaged 44.2 points a
game in amassing an NCAArecord 3,667 points in three years
of playing for his father, Press
Maravich, at LSU from 1968
through 1970. He averaged 24.2
points a game during a decade in
the NBA.
He was inducted into the NBA
Hall of Fame last May, a month
after his father, who was 71, died
of cancer. .
In his Hall of Fame induction
speech, Pete said a basketball had
been his. constant companion as a
yotitth and described himself as a

"basketball android."
"Whatever I did, wherever I
went, I had the basketball with
me," he said. "It just became an
extension of my hand. Everything
else was secondary.
"I even took a basketball to bed
with me until I was 14 years old. I
would just lie there in bed throwing it up and doing fingertip drills.
"When I was 8 and 9 years old, I
would dribble the ball 241 miles into town and 2% miles back. When I
got a little older, I would dribble it
into town while riding my bike,"
Maravich said.
Maravich capped his college
career by being named player of
the year in 1970.
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For Life Insurance,
check with State Farm.
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February 3, 1988
*ALL SALES CASH AND FINAL
*ALTERATIONS EXTRA
•NO EXCHANGES OR REFUNDS

The 1988 Ford Taurus retains the styling, engineering,
overall performance and many "Best in (lass" features
that have helped it win the praise of the public and world
automotive authorities. Motor Trend Magazine's "Car of
The Year" in 1986.

—Ladies', Men's and Boy's Clothing-

West Kentucky and West Tennessee's
Oldest Volume Dealer

Nuthingigim lag 10
4
970 CHESTNUT STREET

Jane Rogers
201 S 5th St
753-9627

• Permanent Life.
• Term Life.
• Universal Life
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Radon greatly increases lung
cancer risk for smokers: study
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Israel's demographic dilemma
Population in 1985

LEBANON...,

'
/
1
4
WASHINGTON AP) — If you radon is substantially greater radon produces lung cancer is
"unwarranted because the subject
smoke, radon doesn't just add to than the risk to non-smokers."
obviously deserves further
The
committee
estimated
a
your chances of lung cancer — it
HEIGHTS
GCXAN
Sea of
multiplies them, according to a 40-year-old male non-smker never laboratory and clinical
Galilee
scientific report to the exposed to radon in exess of nor- investigation.''
that
concluded
'Others
have
mal
background
levels
has
a
1.1
Nazareth
li
government.
Projections for 2000
But if you get rid of indoor percent chance of getting lung smoking increases the lung cancer
Mecliterraneao
radon, your lung cancer risk will cancer. A smoker has a 12.3 per- risk from radon, but this is the
Sea
hardest it's ever been stated,'
Netanya
cent chance, the committee said.
start going down.
_
- This conclusion Tuesday from a—Living from birth to age 40 in a Guimond said.Tel Aviv
About 130,000 people die of lung
committee of the Natiohal home containing eight times the
believ110,000
year,
A m ma-fr
Research Council, an affiliate of EPA action level for radon, and cancer every
the /stational Academy of then reducing radon exposure to ed the result of smoking. EPA has
Sciences, is "good news," accor- background, raises the lung estimated that 5,000 to 20,000
Israel's population trends
ding to Richard Guimond, head of cancer risk for the non-smoker to deaths could be the result of
breathing
radon.
smoker
to
percent,
but
for
the
3.3
the radon program at the EnIn millions
1985 Low-growth High-growth
The National..Ftesearch Council
of persons
actual protection
projection
31 percent, according to the
vironmental Protection Agency.
•
Group
for 2000
1,..rr 2000
"It means if you fix up your mathematical model the commit- was asked by EPA and the
GAZA Beersheba
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Jews
352
house you can lower your risks tee adopted.
STRIP
For women, the comparable to update what is known about the
Israeli Arabs
0.749
from radon," Guimond said. _
JORDAN
ISRAEL
West Bank Arabs 0 830
Risk does not always decline figures are: the non-smoker's lung ingestion of radioactive materials
1.1
15
5, '
,Ales
NEGEV
EGYPT
when exposure to a carcinogen cancer risk without radon, 0.6 per- emitting alpha particles, a form of
0.8 '
10
0 533
Gaza Arabs
ends, but a smoker who quits faces cent; with radon, 1.8 percent; the radiation.
Total Arabs
37
2 112
3.1
a risk of lung cancer that declines smoker's risk without radon, 5.8
Radon, a gas formed in the
16.4 percent.
Chicago Tribune Graphic; Souroes' Israeli government Central Bureau of Statstcs, 1986 Statistical Annual. Prof.! Amon Solar,
—with time. According to some percent; with radon,
radioactive
decay of uranium, is
Demography in the Land of Israel in the Year 2000, UnNersity of Haifa
male
way:
The
another
Put
' studies, 10 years of abstinence
reduces the chance to what it nonsmoker probably has lost 0.04 one alpha-emitter, but its alpha
years from his remaining life e* particles are not believed very imwould have been if smoking had
pectancy to radon; the smoker portant in human exposure. Innever started.
0.39 years. The female probably stead, progeny elements, notably
The radon risk declines similar- has lost 0.02 years of life expectan- polonium, are believed to lodge in
the lung, irradiating the tissues
ly after exposure ends, but the .cy • the smoker 0.23 years.
committee said it cannot now be
EPA has said that living in a with alpha particles for years.
fession from Mr. Waldheim, and if
VATICAN CITY(AP) — The an- Jewish groups Tuesday denounced
established v-ifiether the cancer home contaminated at 2% times —In recent yeti's, public health
risk also eventually returns to the its action level is comparable to experts have learned that houses nouncement that Pope John Paul the plans for a second meeting bet- that act gave Austria's president
the moral courage to do what he
ween the pope and Waldheim.
background value and how long smoking a pack of cigarettes a can concentrate radon emitted II will visit Austria in June and
should
have done years ago:
further
serve_
time
with
Presimeeting
"will
for
a
second
The
meet
underlying
soil
-the
naturally-by
that may take.
day.
publicly admit his Nazi past and
And it said the lung cancer risk
The committee said speculatio, EPA advises people to act to dent Kurt Waldheim was sharply to politically and morally
withdraw from public life," he
to smokers associated with ex- as to what this means for the reduce radon concentrations critiCized by Jewish leaders in the legitimize Kurt Waldheim at a
time when he remains shunned by said.
posure to elements that form from biological mechanism by which above 4 picocuries per liter of air. United States.
virtually all Western leaders," the
The June 23-27 trip, announced
Waldheim, the former U.N
by Vatican Radio on Tuesday, will Los Angeles-based Simon Wiesensecretary-general
has denied
Holocaust
Studies
Center
for
include stops in Vienna, Salzburg thal
allegations from the Wo4d4egrish
and Innsbruck. It will be the pon- said in a prepared statement.
Seymour Reich, president of the Congress and Westahrs,:news
tiff's second visit to the country
B'nai
B'rith International in New publications that he waiirtvctIveci
meeting
with
his
second
and
cenied by the discovery of the gas
BRIGHAM CITY, Utah (AP) — found one gas ath through the
said he could see only one in war crimes while servhtg with
York,
was
elected
in
Waldheim,
who
path, but said the seal should not
Hot gases reached an 0-ring seal adhesive as far as the (case-tothe German army in the Balkans
useful
result of the meeting:
have been exposed to any heat or 1986.
in last month's test-firing of a nozzle joint's) 0-ring, but that's
during World War II.
contake
a
were
to
pope
"If
the
first
visited
Austria
,
The
pontiff
space shuttle booster rocket, but considered normal, expected. All gas at all.
"The intent is to have no paths as pope in September 1983.
that does not threaten the safety of of the rest of the nozzle, with the
at
all" through the polysulfide Walheim, who has been accused of
future astonauts, a Morton Thiokol exception of the boot ring, also
adhesive, said David complicity in Nazi war crimes
spokesman said.
looks super."
during World War II, met the pope
The spokesman, Rockey Raab,
The gas was stopped by the first Winterhalter, who oversees the in Rome last June. That incident
booster rocket program in
also said Tuesday that a nozzle 0-ring. The main seal, the second
Washington. We are studying it angered . Jewish leaders, and
component that failed during the 0-ring, was not harmed.
to
see why it happened. But we do
test was debated among NASA
NASA officials said Tuesday
and company engineers. He said
they were not excessively con- not believe it is harmful."
I'VE SLEPT TPROUGH
11415 15 MY REPORT __
THE ORCNE5TRA PLAYED
the NASA-designed boot ring used
1.40W PO I KNOW?
IT BEFORE..
ON THE'TINY TOTS'
"PETER AND TWE WOLF ''
in the Dec. 23 test had replaced a
CONCERT OUR CLASS
Thiokol designedcomponent that
4
01°‘
WENT TO YESTERDAY..
worked successfully in a test last
August.
The solid-fuel booster rocket
made by Thiokol has undergone
...e.
redesign since the shuttle
Challenger exploded Jan. 28, 1986,
Tg
6 -88
t* killing its seven-member crew.
The major effort was the
redesign of the joint connecting
segments of the rocket casing. The
A6 I RECALL,
A
WERE_
Challenger disaster was blamed
LIVERWURST 54140140-1
on a faulty seal in another casing
MD A 5VIANA
farther up the rocket that allowed
IN INERE
exhaust gases to escape and jgnite
the shuttle's external fuel tank.
Engineers also have experimented with different nozzle
assemblies to correct problems
noticed during previous shuttle
launches. NASA officials said
Monday that failure of the nozzle
component likely will delay the
first post-Challenger shuttle misI KNEW 4'OLY2 LIKE CHINESE
Foov, GARFIELV, BUT I'M
sion by six to 10 weeks.
SURPRISED YOu ATE THE
Raab had said Monday that exOCTOPUS
flat
"Mind?
Hey,
buddy,
these
amination of the booster tested in
the
Arrnyi"
feet
of
kept
me
out
CTOPUS?
December showed no failures
other than the boot ring. He said
engineers found that the rocket's
case-to-nozzle joint worked as
designed, preventing gases from
escaping.
But, he said Tuesday: They
Answer to Previous Puzzle
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Vincent charged
on two counts of
reckless homicide
INDIANAPOLIS(AP) — A Kentucky woman was charged with
two counts of reckless homicide
Tuesday after allegedly causing
the deaths of an Indianapolis couple when she sped through an intersection and struck their car on
a city street, police said.
Jimmie T. Bartholomew Jr., 40,
and his wife, Eliza, 39, were killed
In the accident Monday night on
Indianapolis' eastside as they
returned home from grocery shopping, police said.
Their son, Jimmie T. Bartholomew III, 17, was in stable
condition Tuesday at Community
Hospital in Indianapolis.
The driver of the other car,
Charlsie I. Vincent, 45, of Bee Spring, Ky., was allegedly going the
wrong way down the street, apparently unaware_ she was being
followed by police, when she sped
through the intersection and slammed into the other car.
She was held Tuesday in the
detention unit at Wishard
Memorial Hospital, where she was
In satisfactory condition with
severe mouth injuries.
Police said Ms. Vincent had not
been drinking and declined to give
a statement.

39 Word of
refusal
40 Still
42 Ocean
44 Claw
46 Again prefix
48 Teaching
50 Lance
53 Ox of
Celebes
54 Guido's high
note
55 That thing
57 Involve
61 Openwork
fabric
62 "High —"
64 Paradise
65 Equals 24
hours
66 Clever
67 Decays

1 Time gone by
5 Trade for
money
9 Chinese
pagoda
12 Winglike
13 Entreaty
14 Everyone
15 Unite, as two
ropes
17 Equally
18 Extinct
flightless bird
19 Loud noise
21 Records
23 Walked
pompously
27 Tellurium
symbol
28 Talk idly
29 Male
31 Tattered
cloth
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35 Bitter vetch
37 Dad's partner
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Deal secretly
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26 Obstruct
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32 Presently
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36 Deposit
38 Operator
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REDEEM YOUR PROCTER
& GAMBLE SPECIAL
OLYMPICS COUPONS NOW!
THESE COUPONS CAME
IN YOUR MAIL IN THE
PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE
SWEEPSTAKES ENVELOPE. FOR
EACH OF THESE COUPONS YOU
REDEEM IN OUR STORE BY
SUNDAY, JANUARY 17, 1988
PROCTER & GAMBLE WILL
DONATE 10. UP TO $750,000 TO
HELP SPECIAL OLYMPICS ATHLETES

Wine Sal
or Gol

9d

Ad prices good through January 12

Api
Field
Pro-Leaguer Reg.
Snow-White•

Mushroo
Seedless Naval

WIENERS

Oranges

:* •

U.S. No. 1 Red Al

Potatoes

Boneless

Red or W

Cube Steak

lb. $249

ruit

Grap

Boneless

99

Sirloin Tip Steak..ut249
Whole Boneless

Sirloin Tip Roast.. lb. $

5 lb. bag
D'anjou Sweet &

79

Juicy

Pears
Granny Smith

Apples
Fresh Solid Head

Cabbage

e Boston
Butt Sliced

Fryer
Breast

Pork Steak

Field Sliced

eo

Bacon

Split With Ribs

3,0
creagt
ret Of

^

1 lb. pkg.

29
OUR EMPLOYEES ARE
PROUD TO SERVE YOU

12 pk.

Boneless Eye of

From now on, your groceries will be

Round Roast

handled by a stockholder of Piggly WIggly Food Stores. Each qualified employee
now owns a part of the company through
participating In our E.S.O.P.(Employee
Stock Ownership Plan). As owners, we'll
give you the personal service that you
desire. Our attitude Is positive about the
future of our company.

Loan & Tender Boneless

Pork Steak
Lean & Tender Boneless

Pork Cutlets

Small & Lean

Pepsi

Spare Ribs

Showboat

Boneless or Butterfly

Pork Chops

Pride of Illinois
Cream Style or W

Bryan

Bologna

12 oz.

Boneless Rum

Beef

Roast

79
$4 69

Top Round Steak

.1b.

U.S.D.A. Choice
Beef Boneless

Round

Extra Lean

$ 14 79

Ground Chuck

lb.

Steak

I
$ 4 49

Boneless Ham
Pork Sausage

lb.

Chili
Bush's

Chili Hot
30* Off

Dawn Liq
Ultra Plus, Small

Boa
d..

odium, I

Pampers

$1 49

250

16 oz.

le
n n
r.165.1.1rcrop064.1ri
u 1r
- FREE]I-FREEIFREE"

This Coupon Good For

is A Lau

Coffee

1 69

Happy Home

Corn Dogs

Piggly Wiggly Gra

Folger's Instant

lb
$

Corn
Armour

31
/
2 oz pkg.

Boneless

e Kern

Eggs

Eckrich Slender Sliced

Meats

Plus M

Quality Siamps
"

atary Stanor .

3 Pouctme

Count

Puffs

Ii
Citrus Hill 12 oz.

Orange Juice

or_To

Any Day With Coupon

•coupom

ir

Limit One Coupon Per Family
Good Only at Piggly Wiggly

VOID after January 12, 1988

I

COUPON

100

100

100

FREE 111-1 FREE
11
1
1
FREE
urchi
Str
w
S..
y
ps
•
tap
tamofps
WohutiarithaSsnos
vi lita.
With

•Piggly Wifreir

Boiling Bags
Piggly Wiggly 1 lb.

Cauliflower..
I- t

Ice Cream.

•••

4
•
•
•••••

Banquet 5 oz.

1
2,gal.
Piggly Wiggly /

•French

We Raison** The Right
To Limit Cluentlties And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

Dinners

r

rCOUPONS,

• 11,:ri• •

•
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Hwy. 641 South-Murray
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SEAFOOD SHOPPE

PRODUCE
Re

In. Sap Ex-fancy
d or Gold Delicious

wprot.,

9

9

lb.5

8 oz. cup

aval

les

led Al

large size, lb.

or Wli

L.

Fresh & Tasty

99°
59°

Catfish
$ I 99

$3 9

Fresh

Catfish Fillets
.
We now steam yogis'

FREE
While you Shop

.SHRIMP &LOBSTER

Radishes

°
9
1 lb. bag6

Salad Size
10 lb. beg $ 111

29

41-50 Count Headless

Tomatoes

ite

utra99°

Fresh Purple Top

ruit

Turnips

lb.

Fresh & Crispy

99

eet &

---

lb.

3199c

Kiwi Fruit

-Purpose

oes

•

Lettuce

Apples

roo

Fresh Whole

.

Fresh Crisp Heat

Carrots

49°
89c

Fresh

Juicy
lb

Slaw Mix

39c

Shrimp
Live Maine

99

Lobster

lb

ib.$369

Cod Fillets

°
9
1 lb. bag 8

ith

lb.

DELI SPECIALS
Kentuckian Gold

S..
Head

3g

VI
ten
by.,•
•

Register To Win
Color TV
to be given away
Friday 29th before
Super Bowl Sunday

.
9
lb. 5

lb

19c

eo Special:
3, Get

One Free

•Deadline
cTeague
ref Of My Success
Plus Many More

Roast Beef
Kentuckian Gold

ois
or W
I y Gra

419

Cheese
Homestyle

A Large

3189c
59°
59°
419
Dozen

lot
Liq

Beans

C
99
22 oz.

uid

tent

;mall

$ n39
‘wr
8 oz.
edium, Large

.3rs

$ft99
,,-..
$ I 49

RC
Tea Bags

100 Count

89°
$239

Spaghetti

(Except Combination)

BAKE SHOPPE SPECIALS
Mix or Match Special

7 oz. 4i$I

Donuts

Any Dozen
Our Donuts Are The Freshest In Town

Bath Soap

Zest

4 bar bundle $ 11 99

Hunts

Ketchup

32 oz.

99°

1
$429

Grape Jelly

32 oz.

Hunt's

3gs

or Turkey

89c
219
$ 19

Chocolate, Coconut or Lemon

Derby

13..99°

Tamales

Cream Pies

Each$299

Angel Food Cakes

Each $1 89

Piggly Wiggly

Napkins

140 Cou 6
9

American Singles
Orange Juice
Cinnamon Rolls
Prairie Farms

Cottage Cheese
111

319
$

Single Roll

4 pack

Charmin

59

$ I 29

Piggly Wiggly 9 oz.

ou • on

Thrifty Saver
1 lb.

Pickily Wiggly 16 oz.

24 oz.

$1 39

IP •

10089c

French Bread

$ 1119
4 pk.

Snack Packs

99

Come In Sunday & Buy A Dozen
Glazed Donuts and
Get a FREE Sunday Courier Journal

Kraft

Piggly Wiggly 64 oz.
Meatlo

lb. $1 49

FREE

Ronco

Margarine

'ice

Baked Beans

Get, One

Spaghetti Sauce 32 oz.$I 89

Piggly Wiggly

99°

lb

12 Inch Pizzas

DAIRY
FOODS

$289

Pimento Cheese

Buy 2 In-Store Made

Ragu "Thick & Hearty"
e Kernel

-99$2
lb.

PIZZA PARLOR SPECIALS

Lipton

eans

lb.

Colby Longhorn

2 Liter

B

969

Bologna

GROCERY ITEMS
$419

lb. $469

79

odic

it „is

9
.
.

29 cfCil"w

19

With One Filivi Thrifty Saver Card

With One Filled Thrifty Saver Card

1 lb. can

42 oz.

Folger's

Tide

Coffee

404 Off Label

$ 1 59

.
.11111loweam
4

Bounty Towels__

With One Fikid Thrifty Saver Card

929
With One Fined Thrifty Saver Card

't(0,r.•

,14.t',t,I. 34Iff

it

it.

AM&

I.

•-•

•
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Nader group says many systems troubled
WASHINGTON (AP ) —.A Ralph or suspected to be harmful —
Nader group says nearly one out of causes of cancer or other profive water systems serving the blems. Also, the amounts of conpublic contains some unregulated taminants being found may not be
chemical contaminants and dangerous, an EPA official said.
Lawrence Jensen, assistant adnobody knows how many people
for water, said the
-ministrator
-therm—
from
sick
are getting
center "doesn't make much effort
Further, the Center for the
to tell you the levels.... Parts per
Study - of—Responsive titir--tald
Tuesday, the Environmental Pro- trillion, sure, we can detect it, but
tection Agency has adopted that doesn't mean we should
regulations for only 30 of 2,110 con- regulate it."
It's not news that hundreds of
taminants found in water.
are found in America's
chemicals
the
that
The EPA responded
center is admitting that only 190 of drinking water supplies. On a northe 2,110 contaminants are known mal day at Cincinnati, water

quirements, setting concentration'
standards and prescribing treatment methods, the study said.
Conacher said 3,422 of 18,157
water systems serving the public
that have tested for unregulated
compounds had found some.
There are about 79,000 water
systems serving the public in the
United States.
Nader, who appeared at a news
conference with Hang and Conacher, said water suppliers did not
install activated carbon treatment
on their own because they have
been telling homeowners for years
"the water is safe," and if they install new treatment they are ad-

drawn from the Ohio River will
contain 106.
Center researcher Duff Conacher and collaborator Walter
Hang, staff scientist of the New
York Public Interest Research
Group, another advocacy
organization, used EPA and National Cancer Institute studies as
well as other reports and queried
state agencies to come up with
their figures.
Of the 2,110 substances, 2,090 are
so-called organic — that is,
carbon-containing — compounds
and most of the rest are metallic.

Organic chemicals can be
removed relatively easily and
cheaply by treatment with,activated carbon filters. EPA dropped a proposal in 1981 to require
large systems to use activated
carbon.
Frescos Drake
EPA has been "derelict in its
duty" in bringing unregulated
FOR THURSDAY,JANUARY 7, 1988
monitoring regood time socializing with friends. compounds under
Tonight places a special accent on
romance and pleasure.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Patience is needed now to achieve
career objectives. Avoid quarrels with
those in authority. Home beautifying
projects and entertaining guests are
favored tonight.
SAGITTARIUS
{Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Live by the dictates of your conscience, but don't expect strangers to
abide by your principles. If you go out
tonight, you're certain to have a good
time.
CAPRICORN
.
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Keep up with your research
regarding investment interests. Avoid
arguments with friends about money.
You may be the happy recipient of a
gift from a family member.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Some honor a social obligation
today. Try not to get into a quarrel
about business matters. Happy news
comes tonight. Your love life blossoms.
PISCES
mow
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Though some get recognition for
work done in the past now, you may
have trouble keeping your nose to the
grindstone today. Try to curb restlessness.
IF BORN TODAY you are both
ambtious and introspective. Somewhat mental and analytical, you're
able to make good use of these
natural talents in your work. You
have good insights into others and
would make a fine writer or counselor.

1
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mitting "the water is less than
safe. It's a bureaucratic ego
problem."
Jensen said Nader and his colleagues were out of date, and the

Your individual
Horoscope
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Business doesn't mix with pleasure
and you'll profit from some advice
now regarding career endeavors.
However, romantic opportunity
comes today and distant affairs
prosper.
TAURUS
fat
(Apr.20 to May 20)
A behind-the-scenes connection
proves helpful to you today. Finally,a
property matter is settled. Try not to
be impatient with a loved one.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Partners are able to resolve a
difference of opinion today, but a
work situation could be irritating.
Evening hours bring you social
popularity.
CANCER
• ollE
(June 21 to July 22)
Toeing the line in business brings
its rewards today. exercise selfdiscipline for increased financial
returns. Curb impatience with a
co-worker.
LEO
At
(
(July 23 to Aug.22)
You'll do a favor for a loved one
that will be greatly appreciated today.
Tonight proves to be romantic, but be
careful not to break a household
possession.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
You'll find a solution to a longstanding domestic problem today. Be
grateful and curb any feelings of
resentment. Business combines with
pleasure tonight.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
If you stay clear of arguments
about money today, you'll have a

Where the jobs are

$11
for on
the on
burgle
•

agency was "right on schedule" in
meeting requirements of 1986
amendments to the Safe Drinking
Water Act.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

UPI terminates 24 staffers
including one-person post
in Kentucky's capitol office
Portland, Maine; Reno, Nev.;
Frankfort, Ky., Bismarck, N.D.,
".
and Sioux Falls, S.D.
The Guild said a staffer in a oneperson bureau in Wichita, Kan.,
was terminated, but the company
disputed that claim.

WASHINGTON (AP) — United
Press International says it has
fired at least 24 staffers, including

10 in one-person bureaus across
the country. The Wire Service
Guild says at least 40 people have
been terminated.
Christopher Smith,a spokesman
for UPI, said Tuesday there was
"no question" that more people
will be laid off. But he said he
could not provide provide exact
figures unil today.
Dan Carmichael, secretarytreasurer of the Guild, said the
union "intends to challenge and
reverse these layoffs." He said
UPI had notified at least 40 people
in late December that they had
been terminated, and the union expects more layoffs.
The company and the Guild said
the layoffs primarily affected
news staffers, as well as some
photo technicians and office4aides.
Smith said staffers were terminated in one-person bureaus in
Huntsville, Ala.; Helena, Mont.;
Rockford, Ill.; West Palm Beach,
Fla.; Morgantown, W.Va.;

4

Chicago Tribune Graphic by John bode;
Source. U.S. Department of Labor

Additionally, the union said staffers were laid off in at least 18
cities, including Washington;
Baltimore; Atlanta; Dallas; Little
Rock, Ark.; Boston; Salt Lake City, Utah; Boise, Idaho; Minneapolis, Minn:: Milwaukee, Wis.,
and Montpelier, Vt.
Smith said he did not have the
names of the cities so he could not
immediately comment on the
Guild's claim.
The most recent layoffs follow
the terminations in November of
about 30 employees, mainly temporary or probationary workers,
Carmichael said. UPI employs
about 1,400 worldwide.
Carmichael said the Guild will
fight the terminations involving
full-time, non-probationary
employees.

"A good marksman may miss."
— Thomas Fuller.

77iF€

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH

1-6-A

4A K J 9
VAQJ9 8
•7 4
41 Q 4

If yes

South hit the bull's-eye when the
WEST
EAST_
trump finesse won. He then realized •Q4
+1032
he had aimed at the wrong target, V K3
10 5 2
but it was too late.
•K Q 9 2
•10 8 5 3
+963
West cashed two high clubs and *AKJ 107
SOUTH
switched to the diamond king. South
+8765
could do no better than win the ace,
7 64
and he turned his attention to the
•A J 6
trump suit. A spade to dummy's
+852
jack won, and the ace and king drew Vulnerable: Both
the remaining trumps. With no en- Dealer: West
try back to his hand, South could no The bidding:
longer try the heart finesse, and the West
South
North East
1+
Pass
Dbl.
game suffered an ignominious one 1*
4+
Pass
3•
2•
down.
Pass
Pass
If one considers only the trump Pass Opening
lead: Club king
finesse
a
is
play
percentage
the
suit,
BID WITH THE ACES
with this combined holding. Howev1-6-B
considonly
er, trumps are not the
South holds: •Q 4
eration. South must also bring in
K3
dummy's hearts to have any hopes
•K Q 9 2
of making game.
4,A K J 10 7
The problem boils down to hoping South North
1 110
for either a doubleton spade queen 14
or a singleton heart king. And since ANSWER: Two diamonds. A rethe former is much more likely, verse bid. Rebidding in a higherSouth should finesse in hearts at ranking suit at the two-level after a
trick two.
one-over-one is a reverse. It is a
The finesse wins, the spade queen forcing bid and promises 18 or more
drops doubleton as well as the heart HCP.
bndge questions to The Aces, PO Box
king, and once again overbidding is Send
12363, Dallas, Teias '75225. with self-addressed.
the
justified as declarer chooses
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright. UM, United Feature Syndicate
best play for game.

It's here, we now give Quality Stamps Look for our circular in tomorrow's paper.

Discount
Pharmacy

ROY'S
Hwy. 641 N. Murray

3

(One-Full Book)
With These Coupons
PLUS Your Regular
Purchase Stamps
Same Stamps As
Piggly Wiggly's

I
L

New Prescription

Stamps 1
Qu4lin
witn Any
.1

Prescription Refill
Good thru Jan 31 1988

QUAL
iLSTAMV;

I

Good thru Jan 31. 1988

1

•

11

II COUPON 11111111rCOUPON

COUPON

,

I

111 II

—

•ia

l

12 oz.

Good thru 1-31-be

•

Halls Bag of 30

Dove

Cough

Plus

22 oz.
Good thru 1:31-88

Good Oyu 1-31-88

I.

400anger4atel
11041/00111
1
.0
-44,100.
•
I
•

II I

Sylvania 4 Pk.
Light

Liquid

Drops

1

ba
M,

,
l ITic̀i
mi
AA
T

me 100
100
I
"
FREE
ii
FREE
FREE
I
FREE
" FREE "
FREE
II Ouality Stamps II.
Ouality Stamps
Quaky Stamps
'llualtty Stamps l•
Quality Stamps I I Quality Stamps .11 11.
Riopan

GLAS!
place
home
auto.
plate
glass,
g I as!
mirro
tops
Also,
and
Patio
fronts
Gas
502-753

(Equivalent to 10 $1 Stamps)

.
r
1
COUPON11
r
1
lICOUPON11
11
.
r
100
100
100
100
111

COUPON

3:3

For Just Coming Into
Roy's and Saying Hello

I

(Equivalent to 20 $1 Stamps)

(Equivalent to 30 $1 Stamps)

Good thru Jan 31 1988

1
.
FREE
100
Quality Stamps

200 FREE

im
• --

I Quali•ty Stamps. I
1
,
with Any

7

5:3

0
Pa,

VALUABLE COUPONS

VALUABLE COUPON

r

A

nrig

Register To Win!!

1200 FREE
Quality Stamps

TRAN
home
tape.
reel,
Free
ery.
nell,
Specii

ion
convic
who s
on Gc
of D
Sherifi

Drawing to be held at Roy's Discount Pharmacy
VALUABLE COUPON,

C

753-2380

Olympic Plaza

,
✓ 300 FREE

for d
OVI

IMP'S

25,000 Stamp Give-a-way
1-0,000 Quality Stamp Winner
5,000 Quality Stamp Winner

1

convel
home
tape.
Photc
and
753-13,

.

4r

I It". Major Qua'.
no Ct.
I

II
Bulbs
. GOOd thru 1-31-88

L

I I Hudson 500 mg
1
Vitamin C

LGO?C1 thru 1-31413
•,11•,

III

1

--

Good thrU 1-3148
QUAI

L

,1111111111

,

I

100 Tablets

Aspirin

41111•101
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•
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CLASSIFIEDS
1

Legal

2

Notice

AS of 1 6 88 I Dan
Cooper am not responsible for any debts
other than my own with
my own signature
2 .Notice

NOTICE
Dec 30*. 1987 my home on
Martin Chapel Rood was
burglorized around 2 00 prn
The following items were token
G.E. Vgcleo Cassette Recorder
Serial /RA 1180871 22 Single
'Shot Rifie, 3 14K Gold Necklaces
& Bracelet, Woman's Pulsor
Watch, Mon's Time. Watch &
Cluster Ring.

$100 REWARD
ft)! any information leoding to
the orrest and conviction of the
burglor.

759-4554
A great gift idea! We CUSTOM CHERRY
convert your old 8mm OAK CABINETS. Dishome movies to video count prices. Sedalia,
tape. Call Allison's Ky. 328-8030.
Photography 753-8809 FAYE'S- towels monoand Video Mart grammed, set dis*
753-1399.
counts. 753-7743.
NEW VCR
IN YOUR HOME?
tf your family got a new VCR
for Christmas
we want to give you a
FREE
VIDEO CLUB MEMBERSHIP
Call or come by
for details - 7534084
OVER 3.000 MOVIES
60,TO
ONLIZEZ.....
Chorl Thootro Lobby

TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included.
Free pick-up and delivery. Call Donna Darnell, Video Production
Specialties 435-4349.

Winter Classes
begin Jan. 4th
Mon., Wed. & Fri.
12:30-1:00
5:30-6:15
(Low Impact)
'S2.00 per class
Call for more
information
Robin Brittain
753-7597

2

Notice

6

Wanted

Milerray Ledger 81 Times
•
24

Miscellaneous

FIREWOOD $25 a rick,
SALES rep. ex
perienced in outside delivered, any amount
sales. Salary, monthly 474-8817.
Murray Ledger
FIREWOOD for sale,
car allowance, corn
Need good Red Oak, $25 a rick, $28
mission
& Times
dependable car Send, stacked. 436 5430
Business Hours: resume to P 0. B6x GO carts, go carts.
Murray.--_-41.y.- 75-8f4P. .61oltes Tractor Monday-Friday - -1840-M,
Industrial Road
42071.
8a.m.-5p.m.
SEEKING responsible LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
experienced non
Saturday
smoker to care for 15 buildings in stock for
8a.m.- 12 noon month old in my home, immediate delivery,
Monday through Friday Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
8A.M. to 12P.M. Re
ferences required. 759- Ky. 502-247-7831.
1150 after 1P M.
OAK and Hickory
3. Card of Thanks
firewood for sale, $25 a
rick, delivered.
9. Situation Wanted
753 1243.
NEED a lob part or full ROLLTOP desk, excel
Card of Thanks
time! Will clean house lent condition, 55x20x44.
We wish to express
and office or odd and Call 436-5355.
end jobs. Very re
our deep appreciation
RUBBER bed mats for
sponsible person. Ask ALL makes of pick-up
and thanks to the
for Regina, Kathy or trucks. Stokes Tractor
Wayne 753-7111.
many persons who
753-1319.
RESPONSIBLE person SEASONED Oak and
have expressed conwill do house cleaning. Hickory firewood plus
cern while our husCall 753-6826 or 753.5285.
knots. $30 a rick. Call
band, father and . WILL do plumbing in- after 5P.M. 753-7783.
All
repairs.
&
stallation
brother, • Charles
SERVICE all brands of
guaranteed. Free es
chain saws. Also, 3 and
Caldwell, was misstimates. Phone 492-8899 4 wheelers. Stokes
or
753-1308.
ing. He called from
Tractor, Industrial
WILL do any odd job, Road.
Lakeworth, Fla., on
cut and haul shubbery. USED 55 gallon drums
Dec. 31 and is now at
Also, cut and remove very good condition.
hedges. Call 753-3534 or Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
home. Your many
753-3455 anytime.
WASHER and dryer.
kindnesses are deeply
WILL take care of sick Call 753-5901- after
or elderly person 5 days 4:30P.M.
appreciated.
a week. $3.50 en-hour.
Phone 759-9233.
The family
26. TV -Radio

5. Lost and

Found

LOST- Black cow in
Lynn Grove area. $100
reward. 437-4748 or
.
753-2713.
LOST- Miniature
Schnauzer. Black and
silver, answers to
"Pete". Approximately
1 mile from East-1'
grocery store on Hwy.
280, on Cardinal Ridge
Dr. Reward. 753-4531.
6. Help

Wanted

IMMEDIATE openings
for over the road truck
drivers. 5 years experience required. Call
between 8A.M. and
5P.M. 901-642-0308.
IMMEDIATE opening
starting out as partCall
time truck driver. Local
run. 5 years experience
753-1916 ,
required. Call between
5:30 to 6 p.m.
8A.M.-5P.M. 901-6420308.
Juton -Fri
LICENSED REAL
3:30 to 4 p.m.
ESTATE AGENTS.
Sat
Wanted: licensed real
estate people. New op
portunity. No prospectGLASS repair and reing. High commissions.
placement work for
Call 901-232-8211, Tues.,
home, business and
Wed., and Thurs.,
MEDICARE
auto. Window glass,
10A.M.-2P.M.
plate glass, insulated
SUPPLEMENT
LPN'S 3 to 11 and 11 to 7
glass, tempered safety
shifts. Excellent workINSURANCE
glass, plexiglass,
ing condition and benlimit
age
No
mirrors, glass table
efits. Salary competaapply.
to
tops amd shelving.
five. Contact: Manor
Also, storm windows
Our most popular
House of Dover, Dover,
and doors repaired.
plan pays up to
Tn. 615-232-6902. E.O.E.
Patio door glass, store
100% of Medicare
female help
MATURE
fronts M&G Complete
needed by elderly
Approved charges
Glass Co , phone
couple, part-time daily.
(many policies pay
502-753-0180
Phone 753-7783 after
only 20%). We even
REWARD for informa5P.M.
tion leading to the
pay on office calls
NEED a job? 4 openings
conviction of personTS)
and other out of
now. You may qualify
who slaughtered 2 cows
hospital expenses.
if: (1)you do not have
on Goodwin Road east
-ttigh
GED or yOse-,
For free Information
of Dexter. Contact
school dip1omit,;(2) you
call:
Sheriffs Department.
have been out of school
'hurry PAcConnoll
9 months or more, (3)
Iristaranc•
you are between ages 16
753-4199
& 21. We are a EOE.
"froe local
This project is funded
claim servIcso"
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
JTPA. Call
Council
3. Card of Thanks " J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753-9378 between 8:3012:00 5 days a week. ,
NEED responsible
Card of Thanks
person to care for
d isabled lady,
We would like to exweekends. References
press our deep aprequired. 753-0251.
preciation to the nursNEED responsible
person to care for
ing staff in long.term
d isabled lady,
at
care
Murray
weekends. References
Calloway Hospital for
required. 753.0251.
NEW year, new job.
the attention and kindHiring for 1988. Excit
ness shown my father
ing opportunity for new
during his illness.
career. Complete
Also we would,like
orientation -and train
Call 901-232-8211
ing
to thank all our
Tues , Wed., and
friends, neighbors &
Thurs., 10A.M.•2P.M.
family for the food,
RECEPTIONIST- Musf
flowers, prayers St
be able to meet public.
Typing helpful. Must
help given to us.
work weekends For
God bless you all,
appointment call 4742228.
Mr. & Mrs. Frank
RECEPTIONIST
Paschall
secretary for op
tometric office. 4 days a
week. Experience
preferred. Send resume
to P 0. Box 1205,
If you have
Murray
applied in the last 6
Find out how Cosmetic Surgery
months, we have your
application on file.
may hap you. . .
SALESPERSON needed.
By Appointment
Retired person wishing
(502) 442 0158
part or full time sales
position Qualified person
would be selling lawn &
garden equipment, both
in showroom & outside.
Leads provided for most
657 Lone Oak Road - Rohlyn Bldg
outside calls. Demo
equipment, samples and
Paducah, KY
support materials pro
vided Send confidential
resume to: P.O. Box
1040 S, Murray, Ky. 42071
TOOL room supervisor
Local industry has
Opening for experienced
person in the supervi
sion of tool program
Successful candidate
will have ability to
operate tool repair
program, train
operators, schedule
work and supervise
Please
ern.ployees
reply in confidence to
P.0. Box 1040 E.
Murray E 0 E

Missed
Your
Paper?

Help

STORE fixturers, dector mirrors, display
mirror, glass shelving,
earring holders, purse
holders, display cases
and stands. Made to,
spec. M&G Complete
Glass Co., Dixieland
Shopping Center, phone
502-753-0180.
THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt, gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

FIND
IT
FAST

in the
classified

Our Private
Party ads are
full of
bargains. No
Matter what
you need,
read our
classified!

Invest In Yourself

dr. Gerald E. Kakascik,
M.D., PSC

Satellite Dish Owners

Scrambling a problem?
Maybe I can help.

Call 753-9875

For An Your Satellite Needs.
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32. Apts for

Rent

1 BEDROOM apart
ment near downtown
753 4109 or
Murray
665
762

43

Real Estate

49

Used Cars

53. Services Offered

KOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices. 753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
JUL .4-ac courteous.
competent Real Estate
service. We make buy
ing -& selling Real
Estate easy for you

1985 FIERO, excellent TI 8 8 plumbing, free
condition, $6500 Days estimates Call 759 4905
753 8191, nights 753 3293
1986 TRANS Am, CONCRETE drive
1 'BEDROOM furnished
ioaaeci, wholesale price. ways, patios, carpentry
and block work. -CALL
apartment near hospi
Phone 759 1953 or 753
502-492-8160.
tal. Phone 492 8662 after
8742
sales at Sears
'78 GRAND Prix, power FENCE
now Call Sears 753-2310
2 BEDROOM apartwindows, moon roof, for free estimate for
ment for rent. No pets
tilt, cruise, Xragar
your needs.
wheels, excellent con
753 9475 or 753-0521.
FOR most any type
dition. 753-6382.
2 BEDROOM duplex in
driveway white rock
'83 TURCEL SR 5, also, any type gravel,
Northwood. $285 per 44 Lots for Sale
loaded,
best
436offer.
month. 759 4406.
dirt and sand call Roger
OVER 4 acres on Kerby
BEDROOM upstairs Jennings Trail
Near 2506.
Hudson, 753-4545 or
Escorf
EXTRA
rent.
nice
for
'84
apartment
753-6761:lake and Hamlin Nice'
at
Hurt
GL
29,000
wagon,
miles, GENERAL repair,• tree
Contact Larry
wooded building sites.
753 8375 after 6P.M.
Priced under $3500. black and silver; autotrimming and wood for
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, Kenshcres Estates, matic with all options. sale. For estimate call
1004 8 Southwood Dr., P.O. Box 656, Murray, 753-7275 after 6P.M.
436-2642.
PRICED to sell! 1982 GUTTERING by Sears.
central heat and air.
KY. 753-7531.
Delta 88 Brougham, 2 Sears continuous gut•
Very nice. Appliances
45. Farms for Sale
door, loaded. Call after
furnished. 753-7947.
ters installed for your
3 ROOM unfurnished
specifications Call
40 ACRE farm, 5 miles 5P.M. 753-7701.
apartment, private enSears 753-2310 for free
east of Murray 24x96 20
estimate.
trance, private bath, crate' farrowing house Need An Extra Car
stove arta, refrigerator.
with 10 crate 'nursery,
HAMILTON Cultured
For A Few Days?
infra red and propane
753 4591.
marble and tile. 643 Old
Rent From Gene At
heat, flush tanks and
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
LARGE 4 bedroom
DWAIN TAYLOR
upper apartment, 2-1/2 gutter drain system,
INSULATION blown in
baths, full dining room, fully automatic venby Sears. TVA apCHEVROLET, INC.
tilation.
Building
less
living room, built-in
proved. Save on those
502-753-2617
years
5
Call
than
old.
high heating and coolkitchen, separate
after
or
759-1094
753-9865
ing bills. Call Sears
pantry, heated arid
753-2310 for free
utilities furnished. $450 6P.M.
Used Trucks
50
estimate.
monthly. Call 527-3600.
1970 CHEVY 4 wheel
LICENSED electrician,
MU R Cal apts. Nor
46. Homes for Sale
drive, 283, 4 speed,
residential and corn•
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR
BEDROOM, newly $1500. 753-8528.
mercial. Air conditionNow renting. Equal
truck,
DATSUN
1976
corner
ing. Sales and service.
1-fousing Opportunity. remodeled, on
tinted
paint,
custom
in
lot with apartment
Gas installation and
759-4984.
glass,- new- rebuilt mo- repair- 'for -natural'- and
dis
NICE 2 bedroom, cen- rear. 13-rapes,
offer.
tor.
best
or
$1350
large
A/C,
LP. Fred's Repair 753tral air and heat. No hwasher,
sellable lot included_ 474.2391.
7203.
19
ZENITH color pets. 492-8634.
10. Business Opportunity
Suburban
1984
CHEVY
759-1139.
1618 Main.
MAX W. Parker,
television, excellent NICE 2 bedroom duplex 5 BEDROOM, 2 bath Silverado, PB, PS, Attorney at Law. Forin private area. Lease
condition. 753-1385.
double
locks,
cruise,
stone home on North 4th
mer county attorney;
International
LEASE TO OWN 25" and deposit required. St. A steal at $27,500. air, rally wheels, run
former district judge.
Building ManufacOD
auto,
boards,
ning
console TV with remote, $365 per month. Call
Call Janis Hicks at
Office, 104 N. 4th St,
$53 a month. Murray 753-3343.
turer will have some
Wilson Real Estate 753-0114.
Murray, 753-3153;
and
1
furnished
'NICELY
753-8201.
4
Sales.
&
S-15,
Rental
up
pick
1984 GMC
753-3263 or 753-7408.
Home, 753-7900.
dealerships available
single
and
bedroom
2
drive,
Gypsy MOBILE HOME
LEASE TO OWN 19"
BARGAIN! Must sell / wheel
In select markets
•
for
located
rooms
rent,
auto•
red,
addition,
color TV, $28 a month.
'or 3 bedroom brick and
Specialist, Repair,
soon. Very lucrative,
Murray Rental & Sales. near campus. Days 753wood split level house; matic, loaded, V-6, leveling, underpinning,
expanding Industry.
753-0606.
6111,
5P.M.
after
67,000
topper,
753-8201.
1 - 1 / 2 baths and fiberglass
roofs, floors, plumbing,
For more informaLEASE TO OWN- Wir- N OW taking ap
fireplace. Nice. Needs miles, excellent condi
wiring, washing,
753-7307.
eless remote VCR, $32 a plications for 1 and 2
(3031
call
repairs. Center Ridge tion. 56900.
tion,
hurricane straps. 7591985 FORD Ranger 4850.
month. Murray Rental bedroom, section 8, low
Subd. $18,000. 753-8498.
759-3200 EXT. 2402.
income family at
& Sales. 753-8201.
NICE 3 bedroom brick, pickup. Call 492-8566.
NEED work on your,
Southside Manor Apar•
aluminum trim, new dm 1987 BRONCO II 4x4 XLT, trees? We can beautify
FOR sale- 4 station 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
tments. Call 753-8221.
hwasher, nice neighbor- blue &.white, p.s., p.b., your yard by topping,
beauty salon, located in
E qual Housing
cruise, 'tilt, 5-speed 0.0., shaping, dead-wooding
hood, 30's. Call 753-7458.
a shopping center. 753 10x52, 2 BEDROOM,
Int. wipers, air, am/fm or removing dead or
electric furnace, par- Opportunity. .
6520.
Motorcycles
cass., still under diseased trees. For
tially furnished, $2000. TAKING applications 47
11. Instruction
'77 CHRYSLER New for Section 8. Rent 1983- 200 3 WHEELER, warranty, 6,000 miles. satisifaction call the
Phone 759-9896.
Yorker, $I 20 0 . Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
proven professionals
good shape 753-6331.
72 DATSUN, $600 Call Bover's Tree Service
Plymouth Fury 3, $900. BR. Apply Hilldale 1983 YAMAHA
LEARN TO DRIVE Phone 901-247.5460, best Apti., Hardin, Ky.
753-0338. The competiwheeler 200, looks good 436-2510.
TRACTOR-TRAILLR
time to call in A.M.
E qual Housing
'84 BLAZER 4x4, excel- tion Knows us you
and runs good. 437-4950.
1976, 14x56, ALL elec- Opportunity.
1986 YAMAHA 225, 4 lent condition. Phone should too.
QUALITY construction
tric, central air, front
wheeler. 1987 Yamaha 753-0326.
1m4
and rear decks, on 33. Rooms for Rent
Big Bear 350, 4x4- 4 BEAT the snow--79 4x..4 repairs and alterations.
100x120 lot. Will sell Ropms for rent 1 block
Ohapeler. Both in excel- Scout, 54,000 miles, 5 Free estimates. Call G
NtIO
N*
MAINABIL No mon oe.
:ZSWI
with or without lot. from campus 753 0907
lent condition. Call 753- new tires, winch, well & A 436 2617.
P•140111111 *SWAB
PlooMINII Dept
Phone 437-4461.
$2600 ROCKY COLSON Home
maintained
or 759 9645
after 630P M
0653
Aaanedllsd laspinber WATTS
1986 14)05. akar& heaf
O.B.O. 436-2973.
Repair. Roofing, siding,
Financial Aid Available
Rent
for
Houses
34.
and air (3 ton air unit),
painting, plumbing,
ALLIANCE
'
-Motors
Boats
52
resale
'..ctn
factory fireplace, 2 2 BEDROOM newly
concrete. •Free es
49.Used Cars
I•MO%
bedrooms, 2 full baths. remodeled. $200 per
8 BUCCANEER With timates. Call 474 2307 or
LeSabre,
BUICK
1975
Very nice! 474 6853 or month. 753-6143.
753-6973
Cal Tog Free Anytime
local owned, extra nice trailer, $1275. 753-9371.
474-2232.
BEDROOM brick with
1985- 178 ASTROGLASS SEWING Machine Re
hardtop.
door
2
car,
/4x60 DOUBLEWIDE, pool, 518 S. 6th St. $400
with custom trailer, pair. All makes and
$625. 436-2427.
good condition, un
plus deposit. Call 753-1266 1975 DATSUN B210, built-in Lowrance and models. Home & In
furnished with nice car• days.
dustrial. Bag closing
auto, couple, engine cover. 759-1457
pet & drapes. House type
machines. Also scissor
BEDROOM newly
good
work
needed,
siding, service pole & ex- redecorated house at
sharpening. 40 yrs
53 Services Offered
1405
759-1405,
$295.
body,
tra storage porch in 1709 Olive $400 per
experience. All work
Al ENTERPRISE- ofMain, Apt. 4C.
cluded. Must be moved. month. Stove and re
guaranteed. Kenneth
service
and
sales
fering
Priced to sell. 753-2616.
Barnhill, 753 2674,
frigerator furnished.
on natural & LP applian• Stella, Ky.
TRAVEL AGENT
MOBILE home for sale. 753-6143.
repfireplace
Also,
ces.
TOUR GUIDE
1981 Alladin 12x56, 2
SUREWAy Tree Ser'xmerty at
BEDROOM, 1 bath,
air. •Chirnney cleaning
bedroom, dishwasher, Stella/Coldwater. No
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST
'Damper •Bird vice. Topping, pruning,
*Masonry
pir conditioner. Excel- pets or children. 753
tree removal. Aerial
screen *Hoods. 436-5355.
Start locally, full time
Fully,
lent condition. 489 2631.
bucket truck
Forf,,e0 of Benton)
6825 evenings.
part Urn. Train on live
APPLIANCE
insured for your protMOVING must sell - 4 BEDROOM older
airline computers Home
SERVICE. Kenmore, ection. Stump removal
1981, 14x72 mobile brick home in Kirksey
study and resident train
Westinghouse, with no lawn damage.
home. 2 bedrooms, $250 per month
ing Financial aid avail
Whirlpool. 27 years Free estimates. No
living
kitchen,
large
able Job placement as
436-2165.
experience. Parts and obligations. 753•5484.
room
fireplace,
with
stance National Hdqtrs
service. Bobby Hopper,
FOR sale or rent 1
We
large bath. 436.2173
Lighthouse Pt FL
Bob's Appliance Ser- WET BASEMENT?
bedroom brick, partly
after
6P.M.
&
New
Used
A.C.T. TRAVEL SCHOOL
5th St. make wet basements
S.
furnished, 2 miles from
202
vice,
GM Executives
completely
Business 753.4872, 436- dry. Work
1 800 327 7718
Program Vehicles
28 Mobile Homes for Rent town. • Rent $290 plus
guaranteed. Call or
436Call
%48
deposit.
(home).
$200
001-041R-0000
Accredited member NHS('
write Morgan Con
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or 2402.
APPLIANCE REPAIR: struction Co.
Hwy. 79 W. - Perla
Rt. 2, Box
unfurnished, some new
Factory authorized for
409A, Paducah, Ky
furniture, natural gas 36 For Rent or Lease
and
Tappan,
Kelvinator
1976 CAMARO, triple
14
Want to Buy
42001 or call 1•442 7026.
electric, air con
black, rally wheels, rear Brown. Service on gas
ditioned. Shady Oaks
(1). CARROLL corn
electric
ranges,
and
WE will sell you a motor
louver, rear spoiler, tin
pound bow for parts. 753-5209.
for less than you can
ted windows, new paint, microwaves, dis
Warehouse/
(2). H&R Huntsman MOBILE homes rent to
re
hwashers,
pinstripe, priced to sell.
have yours rewound.
muzzle loader. (3). own. 437-4299
Earl We also have all types
Storage Space
frigerators, etc
Call 436 5355.
Ithat bolt action rifle. NORTHWIND Mobile
753or
Lovett,
354-6956
of motors, starters and
1978 PONTIAC Grand
2 story
492-8 .
Home Park on North
S.witches. Try our
Prix, good condition, 5341
BEDROOM,11/2 2 bath 16th Street now has
BUILT
1 750 SO. tt each
BETTER
prices. Dill Electric
$1650 753i1124 or 753
brick or siding home In trailer lots and trailers
CONSTRUCTION. 759-1577
loading dock &
9181
the Murray area 498 8281 for rent 753 9866
Storage buildings,
1979 PONTIAC Bon
garage door
Wanted
or 753 6.03
treated decks, and 57
neviile, wrecked front
30 Business Rentals
entrance
general home im
buy raw furs
to
WANT
Call
right side, $500
16. Home Furnishings
provements Quality Stanley Owen Mc
527-9729.
Free
less
for
work
/ END tables, coffee
IL
Clellan, Pulaski
1980 AMC Concord, estimates
L E
Allison
table and 2 lamps, S45
618 342 6316
looking, new Williams 489•2663.
sharp
Call 753-0954.
Photography tires, good running
1 PIECE living room
condition. $1575. See at
, 753-8809
suite (couch, love seat
513 Whitnell, 759 4510.
Center Dr.
and chair), $150 753
1981 BUICK LaSabre
2862.
Off 641 N.
Limited, nice 2 door:
ANTIQUE rosewood
red vinyl top and red
Mini.
Key
condi
excellent
sofa,
Private Bays
interior, grey bottom,
tion Jenny Lind baby
Warehouses
locally owned 753 0587
8666.
753
chest.
for
A size
bed and
MERCURY Lynx
1982
South
121
Hwy.
FORMICA woodgrain
GL station wagon,
every need
S:es from 5X'0 to 10X30
kitchen table with 6 gold
power and air. auto*
7534018 It no ensurer
Custom Woodworking
padded chairs, $90
*
matic, wood .grain
7534079 753-0990
759 1987
•
&
sides, excellent condi
ii
GE side by side re
tion, $1795. Call 489 2733, *
frigerator, water dos
Cabinets
37
-Supplies
Livestock
Bath
&
Kitchen
*
OFFICE for rent 201 S
anytime.
-0
penser on door, gold
•Drop by & see our showroom wii.diA
•
6th, previously occupied SIMMENTAL and 1982 REGAL Limited. *
Runny
$500. 759 4634
ItIolond
MURRAY
SUNBURY
409
i
by Mike Keller, CPA If Simbrah bulls Per- Call 753 0342 or after
interested contact formance & semen 5P M 759 1669
iregi**********************
19 Farm Equipment
Clyde Roberts 753 5193
Excellent qual- 1982 SIGNATURE Lintested
FRICK sawmill with
ity $650 & up CadiZ, coln Mark VI, clean,
power unit, 51200, 666
Ky 522 8794
excellent condition, 64,
IH tractor. Massey
000 mii-o-s- S70 00-f....
On Court Square
38. Pets-Supplies
Ferguson hay baler
753 0164.
S150.00 a month
435 /226
10 MONTH old re
1984 CHRYSLER
Deposit Required
1 p to 10 doom & 6 drawers w/wood grain ormi( a
gistered Alaskan Mai
LeBaron station wagon,
Ness doom, hard..., tabor included. 4916. missy color.
MusicAl
22
Call 763.1916.
amute, beautiful and 25,000 miles, wood grain
friendly. Owner mov
Ask for Ted Delaney.
sides. loaded, like new,
136-5560
PEAVEY T 40 bass
'Vitt rrn
ing, 5150. 753 4703 days. 1 owner 759 1520
guitar with T.N.T 100
489 7148 nights.
base amp, $ 4 7 5
32 Apts for Rent
LABRADbR puppies, 6
436 2165
Responsible 1 AND 2 bedroom yellow, 3 chocolate.
WANTED
Call
AKC registered
STARTING PAY FOR DRIVERS 21 CENTS A MILE'
party to assume small apartments for rent,
monthly payments on lease and deposit 753 Butch Seargent
7307
AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES
753
piano See locally Call 9208 after 4P M
Manager at 618 734 1306 1 OR 2 bedroom duplex on MOVING must sell /
•
PLUS
years old Cocker
anytime
N 5th, partly turn , gas Spaniel, female, blonde,
heat 1 BR 5110, 2 BR spade, house broken
LOAD/UNLOAD, STOP OFF, LAYOVER PAY, VACATION PAY
24
Miscellaneous
$150 Flus deposit No 753 5624
MEDICAL AND LIFE INSURANCE,. INTERESTED?
BASEBALL cards need -children or pets. 362 8609
TOP quality Shit, TIU
to sell Worth $14,276 after 5p in,
puppies, 3 males, $250
•FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL HAROLD OR JIM
asking $6,226 or best 1 BEDROOM basement
each. Shih Tzu stud
offer Phone 354 8050
apartment, newly de
1
-800.626-3374 (INTERSTATE) 1-8Q0-592 3961 (KENTUCKYI
service. 527 3419
FIREWOOD for sale, corated, fully furnished.
753 1717 (LOCAL)
820 a rick delivered
Utilities paid Available 43
Real Estate
References re
753.2887
now
FIREWOOD for sale quoted, no pets Cali 1 MILE 94 east
commercial buildings
437 4667
753 8294
for sale 1 is 8 stall
FIREWOOD for sale 1 BEbROOAA efficiency
FAS(HAll 15, 1' •
Also, tree removing 30 apartment, partial clean up Shop, other
ww. ••••• ••••• M.N.
of
type
any
for
good
,
No
pets
utilities paid
years experience 436
-753515$
business9741
For Males 753
7758 or 436-2567
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1-800-334-1203

Dan Taylor
muffar &
Freddie Poe

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc. of
Paris, TN

Creekview
Storage

•

Call

753-6734

Building For Rent

Wolff Kitchan Cab.InotRacovery
Spacial

owe

•-•
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-

•
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 4, MR
by six American mine-sweeping
ships and a numbet of similar
vessels from NATO countries,
meaning the choppers and
are not needed, the
Okinawa
Ocean.
said.
source
One official said the first change
"I expect her to leave," the of.
would occur "shortly" and involve
said. "There's no need for
ficial
the withdrawal of the helicopter
be there now."
to
her
carrier Okinawa, which was sent
of the next move has
timing
The
to the gulf to serve as a base for
determined but likely will
been
not
RH-53D Sea Stallion mineinvolve the battleship Iowa, which
sweeping helicopters.
the Gulf of Oman
The job of hunting mines,- is patrolling in
Arabian Sea, the
northern
and
however, has now been taken over
sources said.
"We mustered a lot of power
just in case," said one source,
referring to the early build-up of
Shelters for the homeless were
American might in the region.
filled to capacity across most of
"The battleship was something
the state.
to give the Iranians pause, and it
"We have a capacity of 70 and
was insurance because no one was
can put another 12 mattresses on
sure what was going to flare up
the floor ... or let people sleep on
over there. We think the Iowa can
our couches, just for one night,"
come out. Not in the immediate
said Paul Willenbrink, director of
future, but downstream."
the St. Vincent DePaul center in
Another official said the Navy
Louisville, which was filled Tueswould continue to keep an aircraft
day night.
carrier in the northern Arabian
Louisville's Severe Weather
Sea to provide air protection to
Task Force decided against openconvoys traveling in the Strait of
ing emergency shelters Tuesday,
Hormuz, further reducing the
but said it would reconsider as the
need for the battleship.
cold weather continued.
"We have 299 blankets, 299 air
mattresses. We will at least be
able to get people in out of the
elements and give them a place to
lie down," said Bob CoziO, head
of the task force.
The Louisville Automobile Club
made 500 emergency runs Tuesday morning and members had a
one to two hour wait for jump
starts.
Dave Stucker, of the Louisville
AAA, said that, ironically, the extreme temperatures of the summer played a part in Tuesday's
,problems.

1dininiqration considering fewer warships in Persian Gulf
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Reagan administration is considering reducing the number of
Navy ships assigned to the Persian Gulf, but officials say the
United States remains committed
to protecting Kuwaiti tankers
there.
Administration sources, speaking Tuesday on condition of
anonymity, said the Navy has
more ships than it needs to do the
job in the gulf.
However, they also acknowledged that cost is a consideration. The
Navy has said it is spending
roughly $20 million a month above
its normal operating expenses to
station extra warships in the
region.
One official said the issue is

Duffy summoned
in ealole-VCR
tampering case
E.R. Duffy,.31, of Murray, has
been summoned to appear in
Calloway District Court on
charges of interfering with coinmunications, according to Murray
Police Detective Charles Peeler.
The charges stem from several
alleged incidents over the past six
months where the cable television
had been disconnected and a
battery-operated VCR had been
hooked up to show pornographic
movies on the residents' television
sets, Peeler explained..
A court date has not been set,
Peeler said.

II

OBITUARIES

tailoring your force to the job at
hand now that you've had some
experience."
We are not changing the mission, nor are we reducing our commitment," the official added.
The Navy has 18 ships inside the
Persian Gulf, seven in the Gulf of
Oman or notern Arabian Sea and
another eight nearby in the Indian

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Temperatures that dipped to the
single digits across Kentucky kept
shelters filled and residents bundled up for protection from the first
severe cold snap of the winter.
"We're filled up but we won't
turn anyone away," Dave Clark,
of the Wayside Christian Mission
in Louisville, said Tuesday night.
Clark said the mission's 85 beds
were full and mattresses were being placed on the floor for others.
The National Weather Service in
Louisville said high temperatures
Tuesday ranged from 24 at
Paducah to 12 at Covington. Lows
Tuesday ranged from 1 in Covington to 12 at Paducah.
Lexington had a high of 44 and a
low of 5, while Louisville recorded
a high of 17 and a low of 6.
Temperatures were forecast to
fall into the single digits again
Tuesday night and early this morning, with wind chill readings
below zero over most of the state.
Highs were expected in the teens
again today, with snow in the
forecast for much of the state
tonight and Thursday.

•Super Scrub cycle for
Poll and pans
•Durs 10'm tub and toot
liner with 10 year
warranty
•3-level wash system
•4 Arse capacrty upper rack
•Omott incbcator loght
•Soft food (Imposer
•Ravorsible front panels

Now Only

285"

We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
(Next to Cams AMC Jeep)

Hw

y

*,1 1

759 1505

N

Horse Cave farmers sold their
burley for the day's lowest price of
more than $1.48 a pound on sales of
93,376 pounds.

S.

Ready & Master Brand Space Heaters
50,000 BTU, 100,000 BTU or 150,000 BTU
All Now In Stock
We're Still
Growing To
Get Your
Business

Far the season, Kentucky
growers have sold 283,363,796
pounds of leaf for an average price
of $1.58 a pound. The average
price during the same period last
year was more than $1.57 and total
sales were up more than 35 million
pounds then.
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4-BUTTON, 7 CYCLE
DURA 10- UNDERCOUNTER
DISHWASHER

We Rent & Sell Space Heaters

Mrs. Sarah
S. Glover
Mrs. Sarah Samantha Glover,
84, Rt. 7. Mayfield, died Monday at
6:40 a.m. at her home.
She was the widow of Emmitt
Glover.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Elizabeth P. Roby and Mrs.
Shirley Virginia Pettis, both of
Mayfield; two sons, Carl Pete
Glover of Mayfield and Ray Junior
Glover of Hazel; two sisters, Mrs.
Viola Rodgers and Mrs Lorene
Swatzell, both of Mayfield; one
brother, Jewell McReynolds of
Mayfield.
Also surviving are 10 grandchildren, 10 great-grandchildren,
one great-great-grandchildren
and five stepgrandchildren.
Services will be Thursday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield.
The Rev. Billy Turner, the Rev.
Carey Puckett and the Rev. Mark
Terhune will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Bob
Rodgers, James Rodgers, Robert
Rodgers, James McReynolds,
Valton McReynolds and Dale
Patterson.
Burial will follow in Mayfield
Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.

ext=..„„„,
Chef

RENT In or BUY IT.

Burley growers sell\over 13.5 million pounds
on Tuesday for an average price of
$154.11 per hundredweight, according to the Federal-State Market
News Service.
The price was 94 cents less than
the previous sale.
Farmers in Cynthiana received
the highest average price, at more
than $1.56 a pound for 584,336
pounds of leaf sold.

tankers. Kuwait is an important
ally of Iraq in the 7-year-old IranIraq war and had seen its tankers
become a special target of Iranian
forces.

Super Scrub
Featunng the
that removes
system
wash
wast baked-ofl gas
even me

Arctic cold continues in Kentucky

LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP 1 — KenWade Enlo Green-- 'tucky
burley growers sold more
Services for Wade Enlo Green than 13.5 million pounds of tobacco
will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Phillip Boyd will
officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Ronnie Green, Jimmy McClure, Dennis McClure, Norris Wilson, Joe
Pat Hutson, Larry Wilson, Jesse
Wilson and Quinton Williams.
Members of American Legion
Post No. 73 will serve as an
honorary group.
Burial will be in Murray, City
Cemetery with military rites at
the gravesite.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mr. Green, 68, of Rt. 2, Hazel,
died Monday at 5:30 p.m. at his
home.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Mildred Robbins Green; two
daughters, Ms. Carolyn Green,
Overland Park, Kan., and Mrs.
Charlie (Kathy) Blank,
Baltimore, Md,; three sons,
Michael Green and wife, Lucy, St.
Louis, Mo., Joseph E. Green and
wife, Martha, and Jerry W. Green,
Rt. 2, Hazel; one brother, Pleas
Green, Buchanan, Tenn.; eight
grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

The Navy began building its
presence in the region last summer when President Reagan
agreed to extend U.S. 'military
protection to 11 reflagged Kuwaiti

•
•

Killing A Business
In Ten Easy Steps

•
•
•

1. Don't advertise.' Just pretend everybody knows what
you have to offer.

The Murray Ledger & Times annual Profile edition will be published the last week of
March bringing you a comprehensive overview
of Murray and its business and services.
"Profile is one of the most useful tools we
have in the promotion of the Murray and
Calloway County ares," says Chamber of
Commerce executive director Steve Zea. "It
represents the complete business community
and provides the most up-to-date information
available."

2. Don't advertise! Tell yourself you,just don't have time
to spend thinking about promoting your business.
3. Don't advertise.' Just assume everybody knows what you
sell.
4. Don't advertise! Convince yourself that you'vfirbeircin
business so long customers will automatically mile to you.
5. Don't advertise! Forget that there are new potential
customers who would do business with you if they were
reminded and urged to do so.

Be a part of Profile '88

6. Don't advertise! Forget that you have competition try14 to attract your customers away from you.

Call
The Murray
Ledger & Times
Advertising
Department
753-1916
Today

7. Don't advertise! Tell yourself it costs too much to adver
tise and that you don't get enough out of it.
8. Don't advertise! Overlook the fact that advertising is
an investment in selling — not an expense.
9. Don't advertise! Be sure not to provide an adequate
advertising budget for your business.
10. Don't advertise! Forget that you have to keep reminding your established customers that you appreciate their
business.

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Murray Ledger
& Times
1001 Whitnell Ave. - 753-1916
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Super New Tear
Savings
Sale!
r—,4

Double Your
Publisher's Clearing House
Procter & Gamble
Manufacturer's Coupons
Double Yofir Savings and
Start the New Year. Right!

Celebrate the first full week of 1988 with
real savings and value from Jim Adams.Plus
Double Manufacturer's Coupons Every Day.

IGA Buttermilk
1 2 Gallon
/

89

Chicken of Sea
Chunk Light Tuna

C

'Dile Sugar Added"
Lean
U.S. Choke•13%

100% Pure
Ground Beef
3lb. or Sib.

Jim Adams
1 lb. Sausage
"
21.1, hog .$2

Chab Pak

29
Lb.

•
7 DAYS SALE•Prices good beginehog
Wednesday, Jan.6, 1988, thripegh Teesday,
Jan. 12, 1988. We reserve the right to limit
quantities sad correct print's,errors.

GENUINE-IMPORTED
STONEWARE
5-PC. PLACE SETTING
ONLY

99

1

Only 1 More Week!

Whh $50 In
Cash Register Tapes

Hurry. . .Offer ends

January 9, 1988

5-Pc Place Setting Consists Of
r Dinner Plate • Dessert Dish
• Bread &
• Cup
Butter Plate
• Saucer

Final sales and completer pieces
available thru January 23, 1988
111

MATCHING ACCESSORIES
ARE ALSO .AVAILABLE.
See Store Display For Details.

Save Up To
$280
wr

with both
coupons!
Asa.
iThi

,"
'von this cou pon
8,'15.00 additional
purchase.
limit one coupon
farhily No 619

130.N perches* to redeem both Seger & Omer Mee

•

,
c

111111111•111b.

11111•11.

Value.& Savings All Year on Your Favorite Brands!
Golden Corn
or

Green Beans
IGA • 16 oz. can

'0,111111111w'

CO VP

N-e-§tle

CRUNCH.

i%lt VU flit
•

Kealer Cookies

Deluxe Mac. & Cheese

Bold 3
Detergent
42 cm box

89
Save: 60(
Limit 7

folger's 1 lb.
Coffee

89

air
I I,

alb
00111 IMOD

ler oatas 1137

..

*Nol
bOS MOO

*MUM gmrs
lItt mow 4 oia

(to 04,Amo

wows lin

as
saaavassoares
"
1 815 1 (Mtii

solo

IST Maw 4
(U3

4 Wt. All•

Sunshine 40 lb.

Dog Food

Carroll Shelby's
Texas Chili Mix

89
Limit 3

ilak••••Ilo•

Say.: SO

Full Carry Out Servici, In-Store SpecifilsAveryshy Viduprices_ & Moroi

Secret 4 oz.
Deoderen

Shoulders
Head &
Shampoo
oz.
11

•

•

CZEM
SINGLES

Secret

•

OK

WI* VALID

/Irwoov,.̀/1.4avar

.•

GA •24 oz.

Sandwich Bread
_
"alainea•

Banquet

IGA Buttermilk
/
1 2 Gallon

c 119

Chicken Nuggets

C

Say.: SO`

Limit 2

.1',.1.1t•DOCISSC•1151,01111

Save: 60(

•
Negro s Bost
C HEISE

$159

10 OI.(blink

Chios*

Over 150 Unadvertised In-Store $peciallsi
•

AM ADAMS VAIVSAVIS CIMPPINI

MIA ADAMS VALDSAVID COUPON

Wallis•3.,..

J•11-0 Intiforef• 1.1 Mt.

.1

ITtirie-roupon .
Al'per family

'44

JELL:0_

Sugar Free Pudding

9c

ler

7-C•120

COUPON

Cip

instant
pudding

'
(1 and ple flthnq
.4

1988 -

.1

%

Sugar Free Je11-0
•t11...pc.) exi •

stisalPee

LIflt

1 per far,

JELL

P. 644

gelcifindottieft
0•4 6...ma

•

for

a
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SAVE 10-30% EVERY DAY
VALUFRESH MEATS
1u
Ham

Louis Rich•Sliced

6 oz. Turkey or
Chicken Breast

11 79

I

Louis Rich•6 oz. pkg.

Plunsroso "Thin N' Tasty"

1 lb. pkg.• Sliced

Sliced Turkey Ham

Wafer Sliced Meats

Plumose Ham
$349
Lb.

phi.

41-60 ct. Headless

Medium
Shrimp

.675)(hoice "Grain Fed"

USDA

CHOICE

Sirlohalp
Sandwich Steak
V.S. Choice "Groin F•d"

Beef Kabobs

Filet Mignon

th$289

.
$699

Reelfoot "Select Trim"

Boneless
Center Cut
Pork Chops

•

•

Boneless 1 lb.
Perch Fillets

U.S. Choice "Groin Foil"

Lb.

-

JI
ADA

••• -

USDA
CHOICE

Save 10 to 30%
everyday
the lowest total meat
prices

IN town on
quality meats.
•B.S. CHOICE guaranteed
•REALEAN
MAIN FED BEEF

•MADE A
FRESH CUT FRYERS

PORK

Tender, Lean Boneless Beef!
U.S. Choice "Grain F•d"

U.S. Choke "Grain Fed"

_Boneless
Cube Steak

Extra Lean _
Stew Meat -4

199

Lb.

$299

V.S. Choice "Grain Fee

U.S. Choice "Grain Fed'

Boneless
Rib Eye
$189

Sirloin Tip
Boneless Steak

$279

Lb.

mIlr

Vaimpeek

U.S. Choice "Grain Fed' Boneless Beef!
11-7ennimmannsm.

1110

Regime•Picnic Styk

16 Lb. Avg."Sliced Free

Pork Roast

Whole Pork Loin

79c

29
Lb.
0

Quality & Value

MI

s

Special
1988 Savings
Double Your Money Back
— i1 Adams',grantee To Yee —
We unconditionally guarantee all
meat bought at Jim Adams. If you
are notsatisfsed with your meat purchase, we will gladly refund DOUBLE
the PRICE of the meat when returned
to us.

— Yalufresb Meats

ME

1
4

4‘.

ADA

Russet
lb.
20 Potatoes
vildite

potatoes, pored
(abort 4
esti cubes,
•41)
ediesa-s11
in
sett
teespeoa
112
cluspposi freak
cup
112
onions
salt in
1/2 teaspoon boiling'
with
amount of
Cook potatoes
saucepan in small well. San'te onions
covered
tender. Drain
potatoes.
tender. Nosh
water until just
or,Morgarine until
,teaspoon salt
L n butler
milk, L2
onions,
Add'egg
Beat
into potatoes.yvhitg'unti
pepper
and
Beat egg
yolks; beat well. potato mixture. _Pile
stiff; fold into
casserole. Bake in
6-cup
buttered
lightly
into
minutes or until
immediately
375°F. oven 3
Served
browned.
servings.
Makes 4-6

2 peen&

-

Phony juicy freshness
bursting with flasor!

Bag

./

California • Juicy

011
,
Indian River • 48

Plump• 200 ct

4 lb. Navel Oranges

Grapefruit

Juicy Lemons

1 99

3.1
Lb.29

C

Green
Cabbage

Red Potatoes

I

:2r 10$
Own Lbs.

$ 9ei,

U.S. Ile. 1 "Premium"

Firm •Crisp

U.S. No. 1 "Premium"

10 Lb. Red
Potatoes

Pre-Cut

7 10 oz. Bag
Slaw Mix

Bag

1 49

pkg.59

•

valufresh bakery

-41

Available in Stores with Bakery-Deli Fresh Baked Goodness!

dP•-•-r

Fresh Baked • Lattice Crust

30m.Apple Pie
$249

.

fill Pen

Fresh Belied

114 Sheaf

Onion
Rolls

cake

$699

Fresh Oinked

6 s1 19

Danish
Squares

3(.99c

NM

--

-

Steak Sale!
THIS WEEK
AT KROGER!

Items and prices in this ad effective
Jan.6th thru Jan. 12th,1988 in:

KY
Murray,

Quantity right reserved. None sold to
dealers. Copyright 1988. The Kroger Co.

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef
Excel or Store Cut

Boneless Top
Sirloin Steak
pound

99
$1
ib.

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

Bone-In Sirloin Steak

TRIM

U.S.D.A. Mice Grain Fed Beef Boneless—Excel or Store Cut

New York Strip Steak

$399
NI TRIM
BONE ESS'

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef —Tail-Less!

4"TRIM
1
•/
BONELESS!

Porterhouse Steak

fs
1.P
,.if
13
th.4

r
-

Si
C,
2

t
41

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

Todlone
Steak

s 99
lb.

1 Ply, 300 Ct 165 Sq. Ft

Gold

Charmin
Tissue

Chicalta
Bananas
$11

TAIL-LESS!
1/4" TRIM
1 Ng

DOUBLE

COUPONS NEMMI
• PAGE ONE D-AA
•••

4r

4

7-44I

.‘1."
1QUeeZabrir sot •
11

IP

TIX
For The Laundry

1 ply, 300 ct. 165 sq.ft.

Diet Coke, Tab or

Charmin
Tissue
4
roll
pkg.

994:

• Purex

Detergent
99
$2
1470z
box

Cost Cutter Prices
we.

Bucks Small Early Peas,
large Butter Beans or

FROZEN FAVORITES
Chicken Chow Meint Tuna or Zucchini
Lasagna, Spaghetti, Meat Ball Stew,
Linguini or Cheese Cannelloni

Lean Cuisine
Entrees
9 1/811.5 oz. pkg.

for

Cut or Whole Okra,cut Green
Beans, Chopped Broccoli, Cut
Corn,Green Peas or Mixed

oz.

White or Golden

1S S oz
cans

•

All Varieties Tempting Toppings

Chicken, Beef or Turkey

TotincYs
Pizzas

Kroger Pot
Pies
pkg.

5129 3

707.

cans

SI

for

PA(;E'. TWO I)-A A

2$1100 Chili Hot 163$100
Beans can
.1.6ca:

Baked
Beans

Cot or Freed Style Burs
Kroger
Vegetables Bush's 4$100 Green 162.$200
9-10 or. pkg.
Beans
Hominy

300 2$1°°
10.3- 13 oz. pkg.

Bush s Dark Red Kidney
Beans or

(ampddh

L

Chicken
Noodle

1•90122:::

Campbell's

Reg., Unsalted or Low salt Nabisco

Chicken Noodle

Premium Saltines

10750739C
ean

•

-

isA

_

a

Ii

— • • '!.•`•

s.

BUY ONE...GET ONE...FREE!
Buy one 20 oz. loaf of Kroger Buttercrust

Tomato
Ketchup - •

White Bread
at the retail of 95,and get
the second 20 oz. loaf absolutely...

Big-K.
Drinks

•

Make the Difference!]
iF
MOMS,Gales Style sr
MII Hum bag

Facial
Spaghetti32 oz.
Sauce iar $169 Tissues

6$A99
11tes
17

Golden Grain

Earidmd

Ronco
Spaghetti Z

DAIRY FEATURES

Kleeiex White

t Macaroni & 4$100

58

Cheddar

Select or Plus Calcium Citrus Hill chilled

Orange
e
Juic
ctn.

Kroger 2%

Lowfat
Milk
plastic gallon

64 oz

9
$13

$199

SEAtTEST2% LOWPAT MILK PLASTIC al $2.09

Campbell's

Chunk or Ration Trail Blazer

V-8 Juice

Dog Food
20Ib.
bag

249

Kraft Quarters

Kroger Individually
Wrapped cliLes Reg. or Lite

Parkay
Margarine

American
Cheese

1-lb. pkg.

35100

12 oz pkg.

51119

for
4swirmitaispearlin..4.• -•

de

%lir

-•••••••••••••••••••

•

•

•

•
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U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef
Untrimmed Wholesale Cut(12to 141b.avg.)

•Y

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

11-Bone Steaks Whole Top Sirloin
•

TAIL-LESS

BOINIER

99

B011E
USD
CHOI

1/4 TRIM!

lb.

FM

Sliced Free!

lb.
Untrimmed WIcilesale Cut i14 to 16 lb arg

US D.A Cltotce Crain Fed Beef

Whole New York Strips ....

319

Porterhouse Steak

lb.

TRIM

lb

99
$2

r,24
u
9

Sliced

Beef
Liver
URA.DOW Groh Fed NW hul or Stye OK

Mort*. s Corded

Boneless
Stem Beef

Beef
Brisket

5 Lb. or 5 Lb. Flavor Sealed

Irian Hickory Crest Whole

5138
$139

Ground
Beef. • .
USIA Mace Sines!

Lamb
Shoulder

8

Boneless
Hams
Good Anytioie

9

Cost Cutter
Wieners
Ali Varieties

$219
King Cotton Country Brand Skinless

Smoked
Sausage
89C

Tennessee Pride(2 lb. .

$5.79)

Serve 'N Save
Lunch Meats

Cost Cutter Sliced Bacon or
Circle V'Brand

Pork
Sausage

Pork
Sausage

$189

$11119
lb

lb

Patties

Chic

Chunks

yst

1042

oz.
pkgs.
MON ENTREES

•

_

•

12 Oz.
Pkg.

•

1.

\

King Cotton

King Cotton Country Brand

Reelfoot Red Label

Whole or Half

Hot
Dogs

Smoked
Sausage

Hot
Dogs

Mr.Turkey
Hams

$109

•
*eneMmilinnimMinnrimireeneronimmorm•

35449
lb
PkB

12 or
PAO

79c

$139
lb
•grags...
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U.S.D.A. Grade 'A' Holly Farms
Family Pak Mixed Parts

Sliced Quarter

Pork Lai

Frying Chicken

•

$

USD
cHoi

lb

5139
LAMB
ED
AT
HM13-MA1

lb.

Any Size Package

Pork Steaks

Mess, Tails Or

Turkey Drumsticks

Du.

•

it's Alex ala Carte!

[INg

g

lb

clove. minced
1 garlic
salt
r2-inch.thick
rosemary,crushed
1 tsp.
steaks, 1
dried
tsp
leg
1/2
Iamb
4
thyme.crushed
1t2lbs.)
.
1/2 dried pepper
(1 to1
oil
COOking
Dash
jelly. melted
173 cup chopped onion
mint
broiling
112 cup
vinegar
112 cup
Itat white
apple-cider
keep steaks Combine oil, onion.
to
places
1
several
wine
deep bowl
mixture °vet
1/4 cup red
lamb steaks in
he occasionally
bag, set in a
tat edges otsteaks in a plasticthyme, and pepper. Pout
Slash
turning
- marinate, place
hours,
rosemary,
refrigerator tot 6
To
garlic, salt,
resennng
vinegar, wine,
Marinate in the
pan,
bag
a broilert
7 minutes
steaks-, close
unheated rack in heat tor 5 todoneness.
from
on an
inches
steaks
desired
steaks.
: Place
manmade. Br1 3 minutes more to
with lamb
ot
5to 7
senora warm
3 Tbiap• continue to broilmannade-,
Turn and
jelly and
-800-632-6900_
Combine mint
CO 1
servings
Nerie •••••/
Makes 4
KROGER CO
t '967 THE

Noss. of Raeford

9c
89

BBQ
Chicken

Pond Raised Whole

Fresh Catfish

lb
SS.291

/
2lb
Smoky Nollso111

Sliced
Bacon

$199

n at
Pit

Brfoll koo. or lloof

169 Corn
Dogs

lb

Oil llorroll Saluill Or

9c
49

Meat or Beef
Bologna

pig

Jobs hump

Meat
Franks..

2.4

51129

5 LB. BOX ONLY!

Sau Sea

Previously Frozen

Orange Shrimp
Roughy Cocktail

40/50 a.Previously Frozen

Pound

99c

402.Jar

I

111•••••..4111....-. -

•

Patties

Chunks or Tenders

IlsOn
k IN Quick
00

Chic

2

)-12 or
pkgs.

Maalktow-satt Fully Cooked

Center Cut
Ham Slices
$159

rh to In 01 PUS 2 FOR 5500

Ma

Mated
reast

7/
1
2OZ.
pkg.

199

Natalina
Pizzas
4407
Pig

as

roger
•The Kroger Standard

.MEAT NUTRI-NEWS

Twin Pak

/Son Original

LB. S4.99)

"Trim
/
1
4

lb

ENTlEES

(LESSER AMOUNTS

5439

Your Nutritional Guide To Meat

•DOUBLE MONEY
_ BACK
MEAT GUARANTEE

lirpi Dee• is vacuum latf

• as its tut to sta• ft•-sti fl

VOW retrigeratoe without treetInst Ali(N.NM,'al Poodne••and
ft avOT art Waltdlo until yOu it ready to enio• it'

Hot Cookin' Hot line-1-800-632•6900
•

AP*
t it
I i(

•

•

I RI

•

•

•
•
-

•

^

•

S

MAUDIFFERENCE TOGETHER!

Kroger Teams up with Procter & Gamble and
Publisher's Clearing House to help...
LOOK FOR SPECIAL COUPONS ON
-4/
THESE PROCTER & GAMBLE
Special
PRODUCTS BELOW!

Olympics

•

a

1 ply,300 ct.,165 sq.ft.

Plus Fabric Softener

SelectorPlusCalcium CitrusHiFrozen

Charmin
Tissue

.Bold
Detergent

Orange
• Juice

42 oz. box

12 oz.can

4 roll pkg.

L

99c

9
9
1

zest Bar Soap
$1499
3 ct.

_Bounty Towels
single
roll

79c

pkg.

Facial Tissues

99c

G.iginal Cr Ull..•. Spring Liquid
(504 OFF UMW)

32 oz.
btl.

50 oz.
box

19
52
(35C OFF LABEL)

Jif Peanut Butter

Bounce Fabric Softener

28 oz.
jar

$289
•

1

Down Detergent

$159

1

Cascade Detergent

Creamy or Crunchy

Puffs

17S ct.
box

Regular or Lemon Scent(50C OFF LABEL)

5 oz. Bath Size

2 ply,Sect.,73sq.ft. Assorted,Designer or microwave

99c

40 ct.
box

$199
Vit

Mtn.Grown Vac-Pac

All Varieties Pringle's

Folgers coffee

Potato Chips

1-lb.
can

59
S2

29
1
$
r61-7.50z.
can

lik••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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YOUR CHOICE

Double Prints or
4"Super Prints

I

12 exp. $299 15 exp. $399
24 exp. 5599 36 exp. 5799
2SetsofStandard SizePrints Or 1 Set ofSuper Size 4"Printsfrom 1-.1,
126, Disc or 35mm original color film ONLY.IC-41 process only!1

el"

•One Stop Shopping'
at its vArv bPstf
.... lop .........

G.E. Soft White
60, 75 or 100 Watt

Light
Bulbs
4 CC. Pild•

..r.anzp....-..
soFT,,,,TE
1.".„

-cof...-i-

Advanced Formula

,.liT.-

Prestone
Anil Freeze

3• Way
Bulb
single pack

,:, 3vv.zey $ ,19 . . . . . . . . .
Miran nian WE-31.51
-,

Amber GiOw

Fire Log

.tf4k,
s;
4

,

51M. pkg.

R.

gallon jug

Reggie

.

A

$

69

.
*LOOK FOR MFG.'S
•• R BATE COUPON ON DISPLAY,
.......-

...sreallez.
041000011

10

'1St

.

C64435-24 or C111-110-24

Kodak Film

SI49
24 exp.
__

$N59

Cell

viivi
(I)
:1
1144

Crest Tube

SO

99
2
•

2

Paste or Gel AN Varieties

25 lb bag

C. E. 50-100150 Watt

(

ivrepoifi0

Cats
Choice

6.4 oz.
tube

.„..-

st

Pu mp
a 6 oz pump

49

-----.

_.--

—.W.— — --i%
.- -•:,
`11

:'.

Paste or CA I, Reg., Mint
or Yanar Control

Oa

-

KrOger Cat Box Filler

$2
-

....., .....- ...... .....

ar

... ...., m,

--

..,„itt

,:,

N .. .

Alka-

P

,,.
-.4s

Col

chi!

m

ft

Medici
- - -- --- Medi

•,•. .

.

Cold Medicin

Advanced Medicine or Pain - Advil

Caplets or
Tablets

2

24 ct. $
pkg.
.

Alka Sell er
Plus
I 9
box
‘.1

4

I "%. I)

—

11—

1

•-I

•

-

1

1

OP

40

ROW AFTER ROW
OF FRESHNESS!

YOU-.
H TOGard
FRESKrog
en.
er
...from the

Sunkist Seedless 113Size

Golden Ripe

Nave
Orange

Chiquito

San nas

(Bag of 10

$1.49

each
Caafornia

Imported

nported Peaches or

Cucumbers or Green

Bell
Fresh
Bing
Red
tlectarines Cherries Carrots Peppers
$179
$139

199c

lb.
Washington State Extra
Fancy 138 Size Gold or Red

bag

lb

Pink
Delicious
Apples Grapefruit

•

each

15

BAC OF

Mild Medium

Florida Seedless White or

bag

39
$2

lb.

00
1
for 5
only
U.S. No. 1 All Purpose

Russet
Yellow
Onions Potatoes
5 $149 Ilb5
. $199

b
bag
I

AVAILABLE ONLY AT
STORES WITH FLORAL SHOPPES
Fresh Cut

Lovely
Daffodils

99

bunchlarge $1

Beautiful"4 in 1"

Foliage
Planters
5pot

5599

bag
AVAILABLE 10 AM T1L 7PM OAILY0

Plain Of swami

Kaiser
Rolls
Prete le-Stere Mei

French
Bread

609c
waf 79C
Hot'N Spicy

rr•

95% Lean Soiled Or

American or Mustard

Peanut Sutter

Virginia
Baked Ham

Potato
Salad

International
Cake

[

99

lb.

PAeiE EIGHT D

•

r
ay'

Longhorn
Cheese

ib.$299

$599
each

Whole
BBQ Chicken
2 $500

for
Ibonly

SA

I Clip
nylon
125

kik

A

SALE 12.99
TwIN
SETlyestet
SHEET
Cottonowdee

Rog.119. set it
percale twinstree , casesale
on
Oat, Wed sets also

;pen

PNRS
MORE SUPPORT
OR
'l 3
TOP ORSAVE
COIOR01.
Support°
ASTWOSE ASO13.50.Total S,P.X...
toes.
shiaer
?
pr.3tor SuperSrapee,
"Reg.$6 with reintorced
pantihose 316.75.
crotch
$3 pr. with cotton ettt.
Reg.pantihose
Jen
exoogt Settoes
efleceve

A

Ones
SO,

regtilat piice
at
equal or
one
Buy second ot
Get value at' price
nes
rn
lesset
deal on
What a Stock up now
more
basic&
these and
on
Comiort
S9
Royal *Briefs, Reg 3
3 SA A
Reg.
glees,
crew
"Cotton blend6 8.99
Fteg.
lbth
socks,
„Ian ,
tivough Sat

etteclooe
Boous

;
lye& J. C. Penney Company.Inc P12W4IGEO

.2

at

ON ALL BRAS, BRIEFS,
SAVE2500 SHAPERS,
DAYWEAR
Everything you need for smooth,
comfortable shaping underneath —
On sale now through Sat., Jan 16th

OUR SEMI-ANNUAL SALE CONTINUES

SALE 6.37

SALE '6

SALE 3.93

O Reg.8.50. Nylon tricot crossover bra. 34-40: B, C

1 Reg. $8. European lace underwire bra 32-38, B, C

1 Reg. 5.25. SottSkins• lightweight control brief. S-XXXL.

SALE 9.37

SALE 9.37

SALE 6.75

II Reg. 12.50. Comfort Hours"
nylon lace bra 32-38, B, C

1 Reg. 12.50. Fantasia' nylon
tricot lace cups 32-38 B C

4

•Reg. $9. Nylon spandex tummy
control brief. S,KA,L ,X L

•
1,1

SALE 8.62 FULL SLIP
I Clip-to-Fit full slip, Reg. 11.50. Antron• Ill non-cling
nylon tricot slip Lace hem trims to 41", 39" or137" Sizes 32-40
25-23" Clip-to-Fit half slip, Reg $9 Sale 6.75

SALE 8.25

SALE 750

O Reg.$11. Perfect Shape' seam- I Reg. $10. The Support Sport bra
of cotton polyester 32-38: B. C
less cup bra 34-40, B, C

SAVE 25
Savings on cotton dip-front bikinis,
nylon hiphuggers, much more.

•

3

,Stock up on versatile
'Shetland-style acrylic
sweaters. Crewnecks or
'V-necks in brights or
pastels. Misses S,M,L

SPECIAL

MISSES SHETLAND-LOOK SWEATERS

'
Cok
pottc

Poly
Solo p

25% OFF JR. SLEEPWEAR
Fun sleepwear for juniors from Kara's Klosets.
Cotton boxer short/tee shirt set, Reg. $15 Sale 11.25
Polyester/cotton striped nightshirt, Reg. $16 Sale $12 .

SPECIAL BUY 4 PRS 6
Fashion anklets of acryticlnylon. Choose from a great
array of styles anti colors to go with everything from
fleecewear to denim skirts. Stock up at this low price

Boys
Boys
Girls'
Girls'

effective through Saturday. Jimmivilllooolososemen Mad.
Sole poxes on regularly priced merchandise shown throughout this cifrulw
dans designated in our stoiliiimi.laPonwoo lionet Wow
Percentage's oft represent savings on mauler prices Sole does not include those

Misses
SAVE3

Reg
or pants 10.00
9.99
or pants
8.00
Big boys' top or pants
17.00
Big girls' jog sets
10.99
Little girls' jog sets

l in
Alkil
%I

Sale
6.99
6.99
5.60

11.90
7.69

FLEECEWEAR FOR THE FAMIL Y

—4

II Levi's* stonewashed cotton jeans. Reg $28 Sale 21.99
Plain Pockets' cotton jeans, Reg $24 Sale 16.99
Levi's' pique knit shirt or Weekends in California'
camp Shirt, Reg $18 and 19 99 Sale 13.99 each

Ov
woicl
with
11 VV.

141,
*rens and Levi's* shirt on sole through Prickly Jan

A

^
4

_awe

20%-30% of

I'

SALE

3,99

Reg.4.99 and 5.99. Bright polyester:cotton tees for all the kids.
Boys' Plain Pockets4, stonewashed
cotton jeans, Reg. $16 Sale 10.99
Big girls' jeans, Reg. $17 Sale 11.99
Little girls' jeans, Reg. $13 Sale 9.99

POCKET POLOS FOR GIRLS AND BOYS
*

TODDLERS POLO

Sale 3,99

Colorful pocket tee, Reg. 4.50. Toddlers polyester'
cotton polo shirt just like big brother's or sister's.
Polyester/cotton twill boxers, Reg. 6.99 Sale 5.24
Sale pipeon NOW poloodows.sold basica affective through Sat, Jan. 16th.

-

KIDS BASICS

25% off

Boys'cotton/polyester briefs, Reg. 3/5.89 Sale 3/4.41
Boys' cotton/nylon crew socks, Reg. 1.49 pr. Sate 1.11
Girls' briefs or bikinis, Reg. 6/5.49 Sale 6/4.12
Girls' colorful crew socks, Reg. 1.50 pr. Sale 1.12

KIDS' PLAIN POCKETS'JEANS ON SALE
5
•

,e

2FOR$9

I Reg. $8 each. The JCPenney Towel' in a
rainbow of 20 glorious colors Cotton loops
filling, polyester cotton base
I Hand towel. Reg 5 50 Sale 3.99
Washcloth, Reg 2 75 Sale 1.99

A

SAVE ON THE JCPENNEY BATH TO NEL

-A-

_

truRET399 LUXURY TOWELS
t1.99

•

I Oversized bath towel'of cotton/polyester terry
weighs more than a pound In solids or stripes.
with decorative piping U Hand towel, 2.99 every day
',Washcloth, 1.99 every day U Body towel, 7.99 every day

__ STANDARD PILLOW
SALE 6.99
I Soft, medium or firm bedpillow, Reg. 9.99.
Standard, queen, king size of Astroplus* fiberfill
I Dacron' II Hollofil" polyester bedpillow.
Reg 11 99 standard size Sale 5.99

Protective mattress pad, Reg. 13.99. Cotton
polyester quilted to Astrofill• polyester fiberfill
Full and queen sizes also on sale
Whit* Salo prices nn mot Sand 7 attacilve
through Saturday, January 73rd

SAVE ON ALL PILLOWS SHEETS, BEDSPREADS, COMFORTERS

• 1••••

7

,

%OFF

Sale 28.70 pr. Reg $41, 50x63 •, Westwood
draperies, subtly striped with color.
52x13" valance, Reg $20 Sale $14
4x44 tiebacks Reg $10 Sale $7
20% off panel, 60x84' Reg $14 Sale 11.20
'Other sizes also on solo

OPEN-WEAVE WESTWOOD DRAPERIES

ARP

20% OFF DRAPERIES
Antique satin Supreme,50x84": Reg. $39 Sale 31.20 pr.
Silky polyester voile panel; 60x84" Reg. $15 ea. Sale $12
Seascape open-weave, 50x84": Reg. $22 Sale 17.60 pr.
Polyester boucle knit panel; 54x84" Reg. 8.49 ea. Sale 6.79

20% OFF PRISCILLAS
II Newport Priscillas, 100x84": Reg.$30 Sale $24 pr.
•Kodel^ polyester.cotton tier; 68x36; Reg. $11 ea. Sale 8.80
•Country Lane Priscillas, 150x84": Reg. $99 pr. Sale 79.20
I Kodel' polyestercotton tier; 82x30',' Reg. $24ea. Sale 19.20

20%-30% OFF DRAPERIES, PANELS, PRISCILLAS, TIERS
-

SAVE$5

The guys are ready for action in Nike"
Full Court' leather basketball shoes
Men's high-tops, Reg. 39.99 Sale 34.99
Men's low-cuts, Reg. 34.99 Sale 29.99
Boys' high-tops, Reg. 29.99 Sale 24.99

01,1

bt

NIKE BASKETBALL SHOES FOR MEN BOYS

Owl
kir me

SALE 16.99
Nike' Bravos, Reg. 22.99. Men's or
women's togging shoes with nylon suede
uppers and solid rubber low-profile waffle
outsole for extra durability and traction

Our:
luxuri
12x11

THE JCPENNEY
MID-WINTER
SALE CATALOG

•••

Find great buys on home
furnishings from towels
to bed coordinates to
decorative accessories.
Order by phone and get
home delivery, if you like.

••••

sigid:ZILA You re looking srnar ter than ever at JCPenney
ALABAMA
Andalusia
, Auburn
&Surprise
Gadsden
JesMer
8Tirna
GEORGIA
Brunswick
Dalton

4,

•
•

Madisonville
==eo

Dublin
Griffin
Hineeville
LaGrange
le

=
KENTUCKY
Corbin
klizebellaown
Frankket

Murray
Somerset
MISSISSIPPI
Greentals
Greenwood
HOISsebwg
Laurel

McComb
Natchez
Oxkwd
Vicksburg
NORTH CAROLINA
Albernerie
Asheville
Boone
Concord
Elizabeth City

Henderson
Jacksonville
Lumberton
Monros
Sallebury
Sanford
Shelby
Wilkeeborci
SOUTH CAROUNA
Greenwood

Orangeburg
Rock-14111
Sumter
TENNESSEE
Cleveland
Columbia
Cookeville

=as.
Tullahoma

SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH SATURDAY,JANUafilie 111118 UNLESSOTPIERWISE NOTED
14.01.11per Advanaing Butielliene

2A -

an to its satisfaction That s the Penney idea
Your satisfaction is our goal To serve the public as nearly as v..,
It
know and we ll try to satisfy you completely
us
time
reasonable
a
after
purchase
If you re not satisfied with your

OU
WO
24x

I
.

•

•

,-

---/\TAmerica's Favorite Store

AIIPIrirs -744,5.4,4;1pee

•

1.00
20
19.20

TASTEMAKER'BY STEVENS

5

.97YOUf Choice
Twin-size sheet sets of carefree polyester/cotton in a selection of decorative patterns and
popular odors to accent any bedroom. Set includes 1 hvin flat3 twin fitted sheeti pillowcase.
11.97
Full-Wm SheetSot*
14.97
Queen-steleSheetfor"
18.97
lang-ge•SheolSete
-3..Includes I I Mod shoot 2 peowcaos. We and

PILLOW
PROTECTOR

1.101

2 FOR $

0Save 37%

CD CANNON.

Our 7.99 Ea. 19x25"sleep pillows in handy stringtie bog. Polyester fill wfth polyester/cotton ticking
2For 81
Our97$Ea.Std.-size Pillow Protoctor
how••••••
118114118rPOPeriestt

•
1
1

•

vie
,
N./
•

.
192
ids
itort

TASTE MAKER BY STEVENS
Save 50%
Ow 3.88 Ea.22x44""Usa Plush" bath towel of
luxurious cotton loop in choice of decorative colors
16x26° Nand lbws* .1.66
123112'washcloth . . .

JNEY
-:R
LOG
m home
towels
3s to
isones
3nd get
you like.

5

33% SPringS
.97$.
bath rug of machine'Uwe
x311"
21
la.
8.97
Our
washable nylon v.4th latex bock.UdCover .... 2.97
8.97
4.97 24x42"Rug
24x24° Contour Rug

7-DAY SALE
•

S WEiLtJAN.6

AOVERTISID
MERCHANDISE POLICY
r
Out 6.01 on4001.0..• to Noe Wroty 5d
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14.97

USA

Scnre 25% h
Our 19.97."Vloiets" twin-slze sheet sot*
of 60% cotton/40% polyester percale.
24.97 Queen-size"..29.97
vow« 1 Nat, 1 Med ineel pillowcase •Includes I Sal. 1 Oiled

rd.".
111.,

9.97

.USA

Save 23%
Our 12.97. Twin-stze bed ruffle features
14'drop Of carefree polyester/cotton
Full. .11.97; Queen.. 12.97; Mg .14.97

dm*2peovecoss

marlielmailprils
_
411110141P

13.88

h eafters!

Our 19.97. Twin-size sheet set In choice
of lovable prints for children Of soft, carefree polyester/cotton for extra comfort
9 97
Our 12.97,teln/Full-sho Blanket
Our 26.97-29.97,Full-sbe SheetSet" .. 19.44
Our 26.97-29.97,Tteln-slze Comforter .. 19_46
Our 29.97-32.97,Full-sire Corntorter ... 22.14
inaucopo eat mod WNW 1 pliChroose •includes 1 Sol 1 114,m1

meson mailable In thee
tier. 2PillOwcal.sMIØ
tall Bolton available In MeV eels oarrikeless

es anty Fear

2.99..

Our 5.97. Tririn-size mattress protector of
durable vinyl, with zip closure In white
Our 6.97,Full . . 3.99 Our 7.97,Queen . 4.99

4.77 10.97
Our 5.97. Fitted
crib sheet in prints
White Crib Sheet,4.27
MOr rnrry wiry

Our 14.97. Comforter and pillow set
in decorative print
3ei4r oomiorher 11115'

ittie celd met mar wary

4-1* 1111111111111111
2(120)PROG 1-286 AND 2(1-284.587-21) PROG 5
In*

_

,41t

16.88

Savo 431.
Our 29.97."Iiirownlyff king- or quoon-sizo
watorbod shoot sot* of cotton/polyester.
Supor-sirvill•S. 14.66; Canto:Woe",29.86
*Includes 1 Need thee, with attached top *stet 2 pillowcases ••thcedes 1 Need sheet wet, oleactiecl lieD Sheet 1 pleowcope ••*Fits
quesneeng lee

6.66.33%
Our 9.97. Watorbod mottross pod for super-single, queen, king size. 01 polyester.
Our 1.57,4-oz %Valiprbed CondMorwor .. 73C
or

tille may won(

- .97
30'OFF?9u.r9im.97 9
All In-stock flannel shoot sits of machine-washable cotton. Choose from
twin*, full** or queen** size, 13.97-25.87

Includes 1 Med sheet. 1 Not sheet 1 pillowcooe ••Inceeles 1 feted
OINK I eat sheet, 2 pelowcasiee Styles and patterns mat say

Savo 37%
Our 15.97. Twin-size bodsprood of noIron fabrics In choice of decorator colors
12.97
Our 17.97,full-stz•Bedspread
MR mil,
/

11.

Our 26.97-29.97. Quality quoson- Of kingsir* shoot sots of easy-care 50% cotton/
50% Fortrel polyester Includes 1 fitted
sheet, 1. flat sheet and 2 pillowcases
7 99
Our 12.97,7w1n-slz•ShootSW
14.99
Our 19.97,Full-sire Shos4S44••
Our 49.97,Que•MOrtg-slz•Comforter 26.99
Rawl eves' I neel elate I pliowcale ••Includet 1 Mewl
theetI itot Sweet 2 pillowcases flares'Is a leg OA of Celanese
carp

1 14/10 20)ROG 1 -28r6 AND 3(1-2&4& 11&13& 5-20)PROG 5

Our 2
pock
of styl

f•-•

Sow 30%

1.98

sthilW ril

SCAM 33%
ss Elite" bath tow"Peere
Our 2.97 Ea. 22x44"
el of cotton/terry in selection of colors
Ea.,alle
Our 1.27,12x12"Washciolh
Ea.,1.31
Our 1.97,16x263114and Towol

2.97

24x42"bath towel of soft, absorbent combed
cotton in an array of decorator colors Value'
iha Ea.,974
122/12"Washcioth
gir Ea.,1.97
24x.42'Nand
VA**quarallos last

6.88

Our 9.97 Ea. 35x66"cotton
bath sheet in fashion colors. "Consensus" pattern

Our 1.5
selectk
5-7, wa

TASTEMAKER BY STEVENS

-

•-•

5.77

2.97

Saw 46%
Our 5.57 Ea. 22x42""China Rose" bath towel.
Ea., 1.27
Our 1.97,12x12"Washcloth
Ea.,1.97
Our 3.57,16x2Irliand Towel ..
11.97
Curtain
Shower
Our 16.97,

'1‘.444001.4feimle

DUPONT
AMNON
EXTRA-BODY

Our 6.97 Ea."Terrazzo" rugs In choice of
colors. 21x36" rug Of 21x2e contour rug
8 77
Our 11.97,24x4YRug
. 3.77
Our 4.97,Ud Cow),

•Du Pont Rog 11sI

7
4.9
5.97 Ea."Simplicity"
Our
window panel in choice
of 50x63" Of 50x8,1" size
Avollot* In *NI* ,V001 0

bki.

can
witt
pia
rob

v.

$2 . ... .: . . .
Our 2.79-2.99. Girls'3pock pantios in choice
of styles and colors. 4-14.

.$11.50 $3.$6
Our 1.88-2.28. Pontios In
selection of styles. Misses'
5-7, women's 8-10. Save

Our 3.97-7.97. Daywoar.
Full slips or half slips in
choice of sillies and
colors. Save!

Apinw

OFF ALL BRAS AND
%NW /0 SPORT BRIEFS IN STOCK
some with delicate
Our R•g. 1.66-13.44. Bras or sport briefs in array of lovely styles;
1164.40
!
essentials
Lingerie
beige.
or
white
in
sizes;
ular
Most-pop
trim.
lace

S-1444-

law+

7..77
8 77
3.77

Mon's Action knit shirts of
carefree polyester/cotton
with side vents and 3-button
placket Selection of wardrobe-expanding colors

13.97

Our 17.97 Ea. Mon's Big
Yank ESP* strotch jeans of
Celanese Fortrel* polyester
stretch yam/cotton Colors
Our 19.97,X-shi•s* . .. . 15.97
•Avollable

mow, stores

%OFF

13.77 25
Our 15.97-17.97 Ea.
Mores Exprossions
knit tops of polyester/
cotton in choice of lotqt styles and colors

Our 4 97-8 97
Infant* ana toddiors'**
1- or 2- pc. sloopwoar.
Gowns, PJ's or baby
doll. Variety of prints
and colors . 3.72-6.72

'6 le rr,os ••Sitirs 21
vorvb Oor•

Stvtot may

3.97

Save
33%-43%
Our 5.97-6.97. Tote bogs in
variety of smart-looking
styles, some with inside pockets, snap closures and shoulder straps. Choice of colors
Wes roov vorVty sloe*

1, 1

WINTER
FOOTWEAR
CLEARANCE
s5.s7.s9
*4 - C
tv"

Savo 32%
Our 5,97 Ea. Island*,Tshirts in boys sizes S M-L*
RusesorJeons In 8-14 . . . . 6.88
•rn toys II 18

RUSTLER
—=-4-26%
Save
Rustboys'
Our 7.97 Ea. Jr.
14), shirts Of jeans. Sizes 4-7
Jeans In Huskies 10-18 . 7.48

5088

Outstanding values for
men, women or children
Choose from a wide selec
tion of shoes, boots, and
athletic shoes Save now!
VON* suonIVOlei lost

•

.10

,

Sale Price. Tote bog of lute tweed Great travel piece.
Carry-on Travel Bog,19.97;26"Smart-400ldng Pullman.. 24.97
29.97
24°Pullman With RoonriPocking Space

1,1

Sale Price. School bog
for books, gym clothes
and more! Great value.
Sold In Spoiling Goods Dela

89°
Sale Price. WD-40 lubricant for rust prevention
and more.6-oz. net wt.
Urril 4 Soil In Spain()Goods Oddl

$ale Price Pk. Batteries. 2"C" Of "D", 1, 9-V
4-pack sAir Illalterles, 1.77
Sokl In Spain° Goods Ompf

Sole Price.Tote bog of
durable nylon with zippered pockets, morel
Sold In Spooling Goals OW

Sale Price. Weight bench with incline ieglift barind
podded bench. Perfect for your own workOut000. .-21.97
1111 b.IlarbeliSsit WItti66"StoolSar
Sad In Spain)GOOrk DWI

Sale Price. Flashlight of
heavy-duty rubber. includes 2"AA" batteries

$ole Price Pkg. Ammo.
5-pock CO2 powerlets or
2500 Be's. Buy and save.
i.ohto.d
wrsok'

Sold in Sawing Goods OW

YN.

"
141 in
lulls

_

22.97
Sale Price Pr. 4"2way spooksrs
6x9"Speakers**, 49.97

79'

74.97

Sale Price. AM/FM cassette stereo with electronic tuning. LCD clock, seek and scan function and continuous tone control Compact!

M3414 •11C-6900

Sale Price Ea. 1-qt.
trans fluid or Softienecloir funnel.
Sokl 4Auso Deco

Saki Price Ea. Carryout. Shocks for many
U.S. cars. Savings!
inslallallon avollatlirto Oasis •ifn
In Paw

Std. spark plugs for
U.S. cars, light trucks.
. Ea.1144*
Resistors
'Polo, b•Sor• IAA s 25,moll In
NW* Sold only In Ova of 4 6
a•

1 KILu

2.97
jo

Antlfro•ze. Protect
your radiator from
corrosion. 1-gal. size.
Unlit 4 gallons

6A (4&12 I 3) PROG 6

1

lass SAN 's
M -in Reba*

lbw Norcad
2.47 Jog mods
sonsomoses.... dams.
Saki Mem Pkg. 1
wiper blode or 2 refills. 0 E Quality
Saes to. manyuS cora and 14
IfurAs

3.97
Sale Price. 8' booster cable with copper-coated cables

25.97

37.84

Sale Price. Truck
seat GOWN for miniand mid-size trucks

With Exchange. Motorvator 60 battery.
60-month warranty.
RI many US and impoi/ con
525 CC*'

54.
With Exchange. Motorvator 650 battery.
72-month warranty.
HI many 115 Import Non II bucks
680CCA s

t

sr.
•

On'

-4,-.

t ••••-•

r—

•

r:

-

--t--

-r

_
•

_

a
500/00FF
Our Reg. Low Prices
Selected frames. Choose from top-of-theline, quality frames in varied styles and
sizes. Select wooden, metal, gold tone,
engraved, 2-way, aluminum, Florentine
and others. Some with nongiare glass
cnol sh4si may vary

97

11111EUREKA
VOW Choice

*59

I

Saw
26%
Our 79.97. Upright voc;
"Edge Kleener". carpet
height adjustment.
630

Our 79.97. Canister voc;
7-pc. tool set, 20-ft. cord,
furniture guard. more.
621

S.

8

Our 89.97. Upright vac;
headlight, 4-setting rug
adjustment,9-qt. bog.
14303

4.99

'93

Our 109.88. Upright vac;

*AP 0.rim

15-qt. top-fill bog,4-setrug adjustment

USA
k mmiseni

Sate Price Gal. Glidden interior latex flat paint dries in
fUllt 30 minutes, washes clean. In ceiling white, white and
choice 01Coritemporary corers. Quality that shows
0°1,8.77
InteriorSemi-gloss;in WWI* And Colors

use our
GOOD-LOOKING,
PRACTICAL!

FILM DEVELOPING SPECIAL

^

17.96

PHOTO ENLARGEMENTS

Sale Price. 36'coiling
fan; 4 Nodes Down-rod.
3-speed reverse motor,
pull-chain switch, light
adaptable White,brown

990

5X7"

61?,0
ito

We and mle may vary tight Id not In
Vinon Ian bkxles ope nwoned
IP, vidinI(11111016.1oalrgylle•
=
mcbctIolikt itionikvt.oirwa to'educe
homing bit
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•
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4.•••••••••11,

/C.

rder big, colorful enlargements
from your 35mm negative at everyday low K mart prices Great giftsl

0-

'kooks

1.99
)
ICI.
Ea.,12.99

Salo paces mph,arty to masa WA at..Mtn
Orom‘Vod Jon 6 fru Ion Jan 12
1 hour earyloo no/ included

e
NV'

8x10"
Poster Size

••••

Al your

m r--.Photo Center
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7/\- Aineriea% Favorite Store

-117
AIIPIlre4=u
ite 4Im9Place
We're Happy To Participate With Proctor & Gamble In Support Of The

988 Special
immplcs
,

Now! The Value
Redeem Your Proctor & Gamble Special Olympics Coupons
ns Came In
Coupo
Of Each Coupon Will Be Doubled Upon Purchase. These
pe. For Each
Your Mail In The Publishers Clearing House Sweepstakes Envelo
Proctor &
1988
17,
Jan.
Of These Coupons You Redeem In Our Store By Sun.,
cs Athletes.
Gamble Will Donate 10C Up To $750,000 To Help Special Olympi

CoOptit

Ii°116'ft(141
0
s
1le )
"
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• Zest Soap Bars

• Head & Shoulders Shampoo

• Charmin Toilet Paper

• Mr. Clean Liquid Cleaner

• Pepto-Blsmol

• Pringle. Potato Chips

• Bounce Fabric Softener Sheets

• Scope Mouthwash

• Puritan Oil

• Secret Deodorant

• Putts Facial Tissues

• Jif Peanut Butter

• Sure Deodorant

• Bounty Paper Towels

• Cascade Dishwasher Detergent

• Prell Shampoo

• Always Maxi Pads

• Dawn Dishwashing Detergent

8(1-20) AD.7522 PROG 6
8AAA (1 20) AD* 7520 PROG 1 AND 12AA () 2 & 4-5 & 7 21) AD* 7532 PROG SAND

A

a.

•
T

•
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"cal

ABISCO®
GIANT SIZE AND
•THICK BAR
ASSORTMENT

91ans
CAT FOOD
6 oz can ASIIWOOd
flavors to chase
from

Ni
PREMIUM
SALTINE
CRACKERS
net wt Assorted flavor4s

COLD CAPSULES
TIMED RELEASE
NASAL
DECONGESTANT

icrs

Some quantities are Molted opt sobiect to stock ow hood. Not atm to sloop sorly.

•
ge.

Rors DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTIONS
1 501 N. 12th STREET 111111111111Y, KY.
PHONE:753-2310
1411-006388

DIET FOOD SCALE

ROWING EXERCISER

One pound,onecup
• caPaCibt

Great way to exercise
hips, thighs waist,
tummy,chest and

BATHROOM
SCALE
Superior accuracy with bold
easy-to-read number,

_ea
FRENCH
MANICURE OR
STRONG NAILS K

FASHION
JEWELRY
ASSORTMENT

Pans-inspired manicure system
for elegant nails, au natural or
2 bottle, 2 step system to 10
long, strong nails

Choose from
your favorite
earrings
bracelets or
neck laces

FASHION HAIR
ACCESSORIES
Barrettes ano
combs in an
assortment nt
sci
lue
oo
l
colors and
styles

NEW FREEDOW
MAXI-PADS OR
KOTEX TAMPONS

AND
'HAIR BL
CURLING IRON /BRUSH
COMBO SET
• 1250 mini turbo
haw dryer
•44.. barrel curling
s
'
Won

Thin regular or

•I 8

11"X 14"
FRAMED PRINTS
Vrety of prints and frames to choose from

Off MOND
PT
POO ONLY

READING
GLASSES
A variety of styles to
choose from
Available in varying
degrees of strength
• Not waist*.*herr
twohistittiiiilaw

BOY'S AND
MEN'S TUBE SOCKS
6-PACK
vanety of sizes to
choose from 110041)
otton 70% nylon

•

•

.4

,

- •CTER & GAMBLE SUPPORTS

=,]

Alto'

THE 1988 SPECIAL OLYMPICS!
®

•

a
YOUR MICR

YOUR OSOICE

148

mint.at
control birter
gel -

••••••••-••

4/3

SHAMPOO
• Liquid, 7 oz.
• Caicentrate. 3oz.

M-2

02.

tleod6Shouldefs ®
SHAMPOO
• Normal to oily
• Normal to dry

2843

298

SCOPE•

YOUR OKI=

MOUTHWASH
Regular or
- peppermint

2402.

11,02.

...••••••

DRISTAN

•

DRISTAN

••••• "•:.4110••••

cAPUPs

-O▪ DVCNI

-

r

---

At 1

ANACIN'"

•labiets or caplets

•'Cadets or caplets

YOUR 04010E

YOUR CHOICE

2• 8. 3t8

438

DRISThN®
• Tablets, 24s
•Caplets 20s

-giliVAAARA-f
• VAPORIZER

498
688
988

M-4

1 Gallon, automatic shutoff

HEATING PAD
3heat settings and night light inckator /880

• IBMIIDIFIER
I gillon unit insures constant emission of cod air /660

M.3

-a

SAVE WITH VALU-RITE BRANDS!CaminEury)
COMPARE TO
FUNTSTONES
AND SAVE!

C

OMPARE TC)
M LANTA
AND SAVE!

Mbar:.

-

1.: DECONCIIISTANT
••••••••••

WWIIWW

CHILDREN'S
CHEWABLE
VITAMINS
dim*
YEN Piro

ANTACID
WITH
SIMETHICONE

ANTACID
sIflptt4sOikg

alio'

I .CTANDORMIPASAMMRWIEITCO
"Wm

• Ppoular or with Iron

M-5

Pi 6

1001

ir
3=3lixpecTouit

Ziirec.-f,

158

28

trim I

•1202

M-7
•

OMPARE
C

TYLENOL
ANC SAVER

,
AMP'

40.4
05.

4

•
94.
1

1111. aft

‘%

alP11111
ileac l'""

enZi
NON.ASpl

\\*Ni, !tomes

Oft

C)1,

le-um
"MI IIIII

M-8

48
2503

(airi1Krri)

238

OYSTER SHELL
CALCIUM
500 MG.

MPAIRE TO
11COTRIN
AND SAM

iv.10
(c,-ittr*

48

NON-ASPIRIN2
caplets,500 mg

CCO

•

M9

lows

ais

11

.1-1
(ierA7
ENTERIC
COATED
ASPIRIN

M.l

•••

litin

27
,

AUTOMATIC SENSOR
NIGHT LIGHT
Senses darkness
turns itself on and
off automatically
With 7 watt
• replaceable bulb

SAC

-olds flat when
lifted by handle

WICKER HANGING #36
WALL BASKETS

PA
STACK TABL

Attractive baskets
to hang on Your
wall Hang a
dant.store
your man,and
many other uses

14 .14 x 1 el,t2 No
tools needed for
assembly Snug fit
de9gn Assorted
colors to cbOOSe
from

YOUR
010KR

INDOOR/
OUTDOOR
FLOOR MAT
Protects f lour ‘, and carpets
Non-slip vinyl backing Easy
to clean 17 x 28 Assorted
designs

STORAGE OR
BOX
UNDERBED10114
H 24114

• ,toragebOx 1 5 W •
• inderbed box 16 Wx6 Hr/FI

10SHELF
CLOSET CUISINES
4 DRAWER CHEST
14 IN

FS

L

MUM.
WNW
Holds 10 par f

-4olds knits 9sfeaters
towels etc Velcro

?age 4
4
".

•
„

SPIRAL NOTEBOOK
70 COUNT
or wide rule

Irood®

EiVC
STIC PENS 10 PACK OR
BRITE LINER 4PACK

RECORD BOOKS
llancly books to keep track of dates and
expenses Vanetv of styles to choose
from
658-x 3114

MOBILITE

MEMOREX b
AUDIO TAPE 2-PACK
dBS-90
dBS-60

SPARTUS ® AM/FM
STEREO MINI BOOM tit_
BOX
• Aobatter•
88
6
t Ins
•T
antenna
• 4eadnhone Jack
Avaliebte In black or white.

ALL OCCASION
GIFT WRAP KIT
includes 2 sheets of gift wrap
20 x 50 72 of nbbon with one
,
matching bow Assorted style,

HOLMES AIR MINI ®
HEATER FAN COMBO
148° le Price
positionSa
selector
switch
"an-off hea'
Built in
tlt stand
1000 watt
Assorted
colors

COSMO ® AIM PIA
DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO
out
• LED clock
• Wake to music '
• Battery back up
• Model
fr122026

KIDS'CARTOON®
*VHS VIDEOS
VHS Matinee Festival Many animated
v color cartoons Big assortment to
•
choose from

CRAYON OR
PAINT BY NUMBER

062

• Paint set contains hvo 8'x 10 paint
panels vvrth 8 watercolors and brush
• Crayon set contains
6 8"x 10" easy to
color panels with
8 crayons

BEER NUTS®
PEANUTS

COLORFORMS®
PLAY SET
ASSORTMENT
Sets contain plastic nieces
playboard. Choose
from your favorite
chat eat,s
Ages 3 and up

4 75 oz bag A great
crunchy-nutty-sweet n salty taste

A
INT

04AMILTON BEACH®

2SUE TOASTER
WITH ELECTRONIC
MEMORY CHIP
The toaster with computer
accuraCyl PreOroQrammed grease
repeat toasting Simple. single knob
control for easy color selection and
hinged
crumb

KITCHEN TOWEL
3-PACK DISHCLOTH OR
3-PACK WASHCLOTH

tray

MEINOs.
1 QUART
FLIP'N POUR
Keeps *Inks hot or
cold Easy pouring,
prevents splits

WHISTLING
TEAKETTLE
F ven heating
r ust proof
aluminum. 21/2
quirt. AilOrted

Page 6

PLASTIC ASSORTMENT
Choose from pitcher, r nlander
cutlery tray
Assorted
colors

$1.00 RUGS
ROOM OR
NW PRODUCT.
SW MP/LS
W STOWE

SLIM-FAST,,
• Shake 16 oz can, available in several
flavors
• Nutntton bars, 12, chocolate or
peanut butter flavor

The safe, healthy
way to become slim
and triml

PHARMACIST'S
SPECIAL
Valu•Rite)
As
your local
Valu- Rite Pharmacy,
RADIO
we care about your Health
Care Needs, and can provide
you the finest professional
service you expect and deserve

ACTIFED

THERAPEUTIC
MINERAL ICE1'
8OZ.
soottwy, wet tor ruunes bumps

WY 2
GOT A
1.00 WV&

Imam

FISHERMAN'S
FRIEND
Extra strength
•'Meng*.

or bniises

ACTIFER

•%Mots,24's
•(*sules. 201

CALCIUM TABLETS
•500 mo,60's
•500 mg w/D,60s
•Chetah* 503 mg,60's

CIBA • VISION
• Aerosol Saline 8 or

PSORIASIS MG
217
• Ointment 4 oz
• Shampoo 801

UQUID OR TABLETS
•For the relief of heartburn
M 18

tHOIcU

•Liquid. 12 oz
•'tablets, 100's

• *moot Solution.8 oz.

Get Up To $2.50 Rebate from Vicks! sem store for Details.

4*

,Oftt TOFU'.
SKr

VapoRubs

58

Reljt
Of
her'',

•

r

;-•

•

175 count 2-cri assues
074

1118/11111
18.40Z.

um• IN
oURACELL Dlli<ACELL

Ciainaie URREIVTS ®
HOT
CURLING IRON OR
STYLING BRUSH
Hot and ready to use ,v
60 seconds
L
Price Viiiiieue Coupon $11.10—linle
3
Coziest Vans. 20or le

'78

to
Peke Meow
Commle Mug1/a.i•

L

IAA MOCK

Frzer B

IrS 15

CLING WRAP 2501
OR FREEZER BAGS
AND STORAGE BAGS
• Gabon and Ouar
Price Mama commoni $1.99-4rat
wow /neut.

L e82

con=

TABLETS AND ENVELOPES
• Tablets,6x 9' 100 cOunt ruled or pain
• Emelopes,55ra"x 6104-. 100ct Or 411ex 91ti" SO ct
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